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The FCC Wants You to Know . . . This equipment has been certified to comply with the

limits for a Class B computing device, pursuant to Subpart J of Part 1 5 of FCC Rules. Only
peripherals (computer input/output devices, terminals, printers, etc.) that are certified to

comply with the Class B limits may be attached to this computer. Operation with
non-certified peripherals is likely to result in interference to radio and TV reception. If this

occurs, try relocating the receiving antenna, or relocating the computer.

Tandy® 600 Software: Microsoft® works

© 1985 Microsoft Corporation.

All Rights Reserved.

The software in the Tandy 600 microcomputer is retained in a read-only memory (ROM)
format. All portions of this software, whether in the ROM format or other source code
form format, and the ROM circuitry, are copyrighted and are the proprietary and trade

secret information of Tandy Corporation and Microsoft. Use, reproduction or publication
of any portion of this material without the prior written authorization by Tandy Corpora-
tion is strictly prohibited.

Tandy® 600 Owner's Manual:
© 1985 Tandy Corporation and Microsoft Corporation.

Licenced to Tandy Corporation.

All Rights Reserved.

Reproduction or use, without express written permission from Tandy Corporation and/or

its licensor, of any portion of this manual is prohibited. While reasonable efforts have been
taken in the preparation of this manual to assure its accuracy, neither Tandy Corporation

nor Microsoft Corporation assume no liability resulting from any errors or omissions in this

manual, or from the use of the information contained herein.

Tandy is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation

CompuServe is a registered trademark of CompuServe, Inc.

dBASEII is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate.

Dow Jones News/Retrieval is a registered trademark ofDow Jones & Co., Inc.

Microsoft and Multiplan are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

The Source is a registered trademark of The Source Telecommunicating Corp.



TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE AND LICENSE OF TANDY COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE
PURCHASED FROM RADIO SHACK COMPANY-OWNED COMPUTER CENTERS, RETAIL STORES AND

RADIO SHACK FRANCHISEES OR DEALERS AT THEIR AUTHORIZED LOCATIONS

LIMITED WARRANTY
I. CUSTOMER OBLIGATIONS

A. CUSTOMER assumes full responsibility that this computer hardware purchased (the "Equipment"), and any copies of software included

with the Equipment or licensed separately (the "Software") meets the specifications, capacity, capabilities, versatility, and other

requirements of CUSTOMER,
B. CUSTOMER assumes full responsibility for the condition and effectiveness of the operating environment in which the Equipment and

Software are to function, and for its installation.

II. LIMITED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

A. For a period of ninety (90) calendar days from the date of the Radio Shack sales document received upon purchase of the Equipment,

RADIO SHACK warrants to the original CUSTOMER that the Equipment and the medium upon which the Software is stored is free from

manufacturing defects. This warranty Is only applicable to purchases of Tandy Equipment by the original customer hum Radio Shack
company-owned computer canters, retail stores, and Radio Shack franchisees and dealers at their authorized locations The warranty

is void if the Equipment's case or cabinet has been opened, or if the Equipment or Software has been subjected to improper or abnormal

use. If a manufacturing defect is discovered during the stated warranty period, the defective Equipment must be returned to a Radio Shack
Computer Center, a Radio Shack retail store, a participating Radio Shack franchisee or a participating Radio Shack dealer for repair, along

with a copy of the sales document or lease agreement. The originai CUSTOMER'S sole and exclusive remedy in the event of a defect is

limited to the correction of the detect by repair, replacement, or refund of the purchase price, at RADIO SHACK'S election and sole

expense. RADIO SHACK has no obligation to replace or repair expendable items.

B. RADIO SHACK makes no warranty as to the design, capability, capacity, or suitability tor use ot the Software, except as provided in this

paragraph. Software is licensed on an "AS IS" basis, without warranty. The original CUSTOMER'S exclusive remedy, in the event of a

Software manufacturing defect, is its repair or replacement within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the Radio Shack sales document
received upon license of the Software. The defective Software shall be returned to a Radio Shack Computer Center, a Radio Shack retail

store, a participating Radio Shack franchisee or Radio Shack dealer along with the sales document.

C. Except as provided herein no employee, agent, franchisee, dealer or other person is authorized to give any warranties of any nature on

behalf of RADIO SHACK.
D. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN, RADIO SHACK MAKES NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES, AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS LIMITED IN ITS DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THE WRITTEN
LIMITED WARRANTIES SET FORTH HEREIN.

E. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation(s) may not apply to CUSTOMER.

III. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

A. EXCEPT AS PROVIDED HEREIN, RADIO SHACK SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY TO CUSTOMER OR ANY OTHER
PERSON OR ENTITY WITH RESPECT TO ANY LIABILITY, LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSED OR ALLEGED TO BE CAUSED DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY BY "EQUIPMENT' OR "SOFTWARE" SOLD, LEASED, LICENSSO OR FURNISHED BY RADIO SHACK, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, ANY INTERRUPTION OF SERVICE, LOSS OF BUSINESS OR ANTICIPATORY PROFITS OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OR OPERATION OF THE "EQUIPMENT" OR "SOFTWARE." IN NO EVENT SHALL RADIO SHACK BE LIABLE
FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, OR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY BREACH OF THIS
WARRANTY OR IN ANY MANNER ARISING OUT OF OR CONNECTED WITH THE SALE, LEASE, LICENSE, USE OR ANTICIPATED USE OF
THE "EQUIPMENT" OR "SOFTWARE."
NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND WARRANTIES, RADIO SHACK'S LIABILITY HEREUNDER FOR DAMAGES INCURRED
BY CUSTOMER OR OTHERS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PAID BY CUSTOMER FOR THE PARTICULAR "EQUIPMENT" OR
"SOFTWARE" INVOLVED.

Fj. RADIO SHACK shall not be liable for any damages caused by delay in delivering or furnishing Equipment and/or Software.

C. No action arising out of any claimed breach of this Warranty or transactions under this Warranty may be brought more than two (2) years

after the cause of action has accrued or more than four (4) years after the date of the Radio Shack sales document for the Equipment or

Software, whichever first occurs.

D. Some states do not allow the limitation or exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, so the above iimitation(s) or exclusion(s) may
not apply to CUSTOMER.

IV. SOFTWARE LICENSE

RADIO SHACK grants to CUSTOMER a non-exclusive, paid-up license to use the TANDY Software on one computer, subject to the following

provisions:

A. Except as otherwise provided in this Software License, applicable copyright laws shall apply to the Software.

B. Title to the medium on which the Software is recorded {cassette and/or diskette) or stored (ROM) is transferred to CUSTOMER, but not

title to the Software.

C. CUSTOMER may use Software on one host computer and access that Software through one or more terminals if the Software permits this

function.

D. CUSTOMER shall not use, make, manufacture, or reproduce copies of Software except for use on one computer and as is specifically

provided in this Software License. Customer is expressly prohibited from disassembling the Software.

E. CUSTOMER is permitted to make additional copies of the Software only for backup or archival purposes or if additional copies are required

in the operation of mib computer with the Software, but only to the extent the Software allows a backup copy to be made. However, for

TRSDOS Software, CUSTOMER is permitted to make a limited number of additional copies for CUSTOMER'S own use.

F. CUSTOMER may resell or distribute unmodified copies of the Software provided CUSTOMER has purchased one copy of the Software tor

each one sold or distributed The provisions of this Software License shall also be applicable to third parties receiving copies of the

Software from CUSTOMER.
G. All copyright notices shall be retained on all copies of the Software.

V. APPLICABILITY OF WARRANTY

A, The terms and conditions of this Warranty are applicable as between RADIO SHACK and CUSTOMER to either a sale of the Equipment and/

or Software License to CUSTOMER or to a transaction whereby Radio Shack sells or conveys such Equipment to a third party for lease to

CUSTOMER.
B, The limitations of liability and Warranty provisions herein shall inure to the benefit of RADIO SHACK, the author, owner and or licensor of

the Software and any manufacturer of the Equipment sold by Radio Shack.

VI. STATE LAW RIGHTS

The warranties granted herein give the original CUSTOMER specific legal rights, and the original CUSTOMER may have other nghts which vary

from state to state.
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V This manual shows you how to use your Tandy® 600. An overview ofthe

computer is presented in the first part of the manual. The major emphasis,

| however, is on the application programs, the "heart" ofthe Tandy 600.

About This Manual

Part 1, "Overview of the Tandy 600 9*

Part 1 introduces you to the Tandy 600 computer. It includes a description

}
of the computer and all its components. This part also presents

instructions for turning on and off and resetting the computer. A brief

) description of all the application programs is also included, along with the

system conventions for their use.

>

) Part 2, "Tandy 600 Applications 99

) Part 2 presents the System Manager (along with the Calculator and Alarm

functions) and each of the 5 applications (Word, Calendar, File, Telcom,

) and Multiplan) in separate chapters.

' The application chapters (2-6) each include a tutorial for that application.

The samples in the tutorials are intended to familiarize you with the most

commonly-used features of the programs.

>
Because of the complexity of the applications, the Telcom and Multiplan

X tutorials are longer than the others. However, after going through the

tutorials for these 2 applications, you should have a thorough

) understanding of their features and use.

$ Also, "example boxes" appear throughout Chapters 2-6. These contain

examples of the information or concept previously presented. If you need

more details, read the example box; if not, skip it. Example boxes are

\ enclosed with a double line.

* Appendices

f The appendices contain technical and infrequently-used information.

I
They include instructions for backing up your diskettes, setting up your

computer for use with peripheral devices, and transferring data between

) Tandy 600 applications and a desktop computer. A list of the ASCII

character codes for the Tandy 600, a glossary, and an index are also

) included.
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Part 1 Overview of the Tandy 600



Introduction

I
Congratulations on your purchase of the handheld Tandy® 600 computer!
The Tandy 600 is a powerful computing tool for home, school, office,

x lectures, meetings - practically anywhere you go. Because of its small size

and versatile built-in applications, the Tandy 600 is perfect for people on

) the move. The Tandy 600 travels with you as comfortably as your
briefcase. And with its built-in modem, the Tandy 600 even lets you

) transmit data over the phone lines to another computer.

The Tandy 600 contains 32K ofRAM (Random Access Memory) for file

storage. You can also expand memory to 128K or 224K with special 96K
upgrade kits. The application programs are provided on ROM (Read Only

> Memory) chips.

) You can also store your data files on floppy diskettes. The Tandy 600
features a built-in disk drive that operates with 3 1/2 ", 360K diskettes.

} Storing your files on diskettes gives you unlimited data file storage space.

f Use the 8-Volt DC adapter/power cord (included) to operate the Tandy

Y 600 on 120VAC (60Hz) current from any standard electrical outlet. When
an AC power source is not readily available, the nickel-cadmium batteries

|
take over. The batteries recharge each time you plug the computer into an
electrical outlet.

)
• Your Tandy 600 can be used with the following optional equipment:

) • BASIC ROM Package (Cat. No. 26-3904)

• 96K RAM Upgrade Kits (Cat. No. 26-3910)
) m Direct Connect Modem Cable (Cat. No. 26-1410)

, • Printer Cable (Cat. No. 26-1409)

• Acoustic Coupler (Cat. No. 26-3805)

j;. • Null Modem Adapter (Cat. No. 26-1496), DB-25 Cable

(Cat. No. 26-4403 or 26-1408)

j
• Blank Micro Diskettes (Cat. No. 26-041 5) for disk storage of data files

)

>



The Equipment

Before you start using the application programs, take a few moments to

familiarize yourself with the computer itself. The Tandy 600 portable is

commonly referred to as a "lap-size" or "handheld" computer. The
central processing unit (CPU), screen, disk drive, and keyboard are all

contained in one unit. The weight of the machine is approximately 9V2

pounds. The overall dimensions are approximately 1 \%" x \2W x 2W.
When the hinged screen is closed, the Tandy 600 looks much like a

portable typewriter.

The Case

Figure 1. Tandy 600 (Left View)

1. Power Cord Connector: Plug in your 8-Volt DC adapter/power cord to

operate the Tandy 600 on 120VAC (60Hz) current. Plug the pronged

plug of the power cord into any standard 120-Volt electrical outlet.

2. Direct Connect/Acoustic Coupler Switch: Set to DIR when using the

built-in modem or ACP when using a portable computer acoustic

coupler.

3. Phone Jack: Plug in the portable computer direct connect cable when
communicating with another computer via the built-in modem. Plug

the other end of the cable into your telephone, and connect it to the

phone line.

4. Reset Button: Press to reset the computer. Refer to "Warm Starts" for

more information.



5. Case Fasteners: Press the two fasteners at the same time, and lift the

hinged screen of the computer to open the computer case.

>

i

}

)

t

>

i
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i

>

>

)

)

>

>

Figure 2. Tandy 600 (Right View)

6. Display Adjustment Dial: Rotate clockwise to lighten the screen,

counterclockwise to darken it.

7. Disk Drive: Insert a 3W floppy diskette to save files on disk or load

files from disk into the Tandy 600.

8. Disk Release Button: Press to release and remove the diskette from the

disk drive.

9. Disk Access Light: Indicates disk accessing. Never remove the diskette

while the light is on.
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Figure 3. Tandy 600 (Back View)

10. Floppy Disk Drive Connector: For future expansion.

11. Printer Connector: Connect a printer via the portable computer
printer cable.

12. RS-232C Connector: Attach a DB-25 cable to transmit or receive

serial information. When communicating directly with another Tandy
computer, also use a null modem adapter.
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Figure 4. Tandy 600 (Bottom View)

13. Memory Power Switch: Keep this switch ON for computer

operation. Turn OFF memory power only when storing your

computer for a long period of time or when a cold start is ineffective.

See "Reset and Cold Starts'
1

for more information. Turning OFF
memory power erases all data in RAM.

14. ROM Chips: (Under the panel.) ROM chips contain the files and

applications that control the Tandy 600.

15. Plan ROM Chip: Contains the Multiplan application and can be

interchanged with the BASIC ROM Chip.

16. Molex Carrier: Facilitates easy removal and insertion of the BASIC
and Multiplan ROM chips.

7



Starting and Turning
Off YourComputer

(

(

(

(

(

Plug the power cord, which contains a DC 8V converter, into the opening
(

at the back of the left side of the computer. Insert the pronged plug into an

electrical outlet. (

On both sides of the front of the computer case are ridged fasteners. Open
'

the Tandy 600 case by pressing the two fasteners at the same time. Lift the

hinged computer screen into the upright position.
*

Perform a cold start when you start your system the first time, immediately

after plugging it into an outlet or if the memory switch on the bottom of the
(

computer has been turned OFF. Refer to "Cold Starts" for more
information. The System Manager screen appears.

(

FILE
TELCOM
PLhN

(

(

(

(

ri i orosoft ; R > Wor- ks VI . ^y , Copyr i -*ht < 1984 . 1985 > M 1 croso-ft Cor-p

.

> LopM Delete List Naoie Up t ions 5H3D 8et ,

Select opt- ion or- t'-tpe command letter- \bystem Manager: WORD Bytes -free : 23y2ti 1..- l,--lyy5 12 : yy : Oy AM

Figure 5. System Manager Screen v

(

Adjust the screen brightness with the display wheel (DISP) on the right side
(

of the computer.

(

c

(

(

(

(

(

(



Cold Starts)

)

Before you perform a cold start, be sure the RAM Memory switch on the

| bottom of the computer is ON. Then, briefly press the I
bksp

|, I
alt

|,

I
label i . and I

power 1 keys at the same time. Release the I
power

[
key first,

1 then the others. All data files stored in memory are erased, and the System

Manager screen appears.

, If a cold start does not display the System Manager screen, turn OFF the

RAM Memory switch on the bottom of the computer. Wait 30 seconds,

v then tun^N*memory again. Perform a cold start to bring up the System

Manager screen. Remember, turning off memory and performing a cold

) start erases all RAM memory, even defaults set in the System Manager.

Reset the system date and time (Set Clock) after performing a cold start.

I

>

)

) Under normal conditions, you can simply press the! power] button at the

top left of the keyboard to start your Tandy 600. The System Manager

) screen appears. A normal start does not erase any of the data currently in

RAM memory.

Normal Starts, Warm Starts, and Reset

Another power-on procedure is the "warm start." Hold down I
break]

( I shift II pause I ), and press the I
power ] key to perform a warm start.

Perform a warm start to redraw the System Manager screen whenever you

encounter any difficulties. A warm start also recovers any available

\ memory not recovered after file deletion.

I On the front left side of the computer is a small reset button. If the

computer screen locks up, or "freezes," and the programs are inoperable,

) press the reset button. The System Manager screen appears after you reset

the computer. RAM memory remains intact.

)

>

)

>



Turning Off Your Computer

When you are not working with it, turn OFF the computer by pressing the

I
power

1
key. The computer automatically turns offpower after 5 minutes

if no keys are pressed. You can change this "sleep" time at Set Sleep in the

System Manager. Refer to the "System Manager" chapter for more
information on Set Sleep.

When you power on the computer again after it has automatically turned
itself off, you return to the application and file in effect when the computer
turned off. All commands, modes, and so forth active when the computer
turned off are still in effect, and the cursor appears in the same position as

when the file was last accessed.

(

(

i
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The Screen

The Tandy 600 features a matte-finish, liquid crystal display (LCD)

screen. The 9" x 2W screen displays up to 80 characters on each of its 16

lines. In most applications, the last 3 lines of the screen contain a

command menu for the application, a message line, and a status line,

leaving 13 lines for application use. The System Manager screen, for

example, appears as follows.

1

UH
FILE
TELCOM
PLAN

2 (

3 Minrri£r.f]!<:R> Works VI. 29. Copyright 01334, 193^
4 > Cov-i Delete List Name Options SEE oet
5 3^1 *et rip r. ion or t'^pe corfiiYtand letter
6 System Manager : UuRD Bytes -free

: 1

M

1

1. rosu+ 1 Corp

499:: 1,--1985 ±U : 14 : 48 hM

Figure 6. System Manager Screen

1. Application Area: Displays application data. The cursor (highlight)

appears at the upper right of the screen.

2. Command Area: Displays information and commands.

3. Copyright Line: Displays software copyright information.

4. Command Menu: Displays commands currently available.

5. Message Line: Displays information, prompts, and error messages.

6. Status Line: Displays the current application file and other status

information.

11



The Keyboard

The Tandy 600 includes a full-size, typewriter-style keyboard. The Tandy
600 keyboard features "auto-repeat" keys. Repeat a keystroke
continuously by holding down the key. The keyboard contains the usual
character keys (A - Z, - 9, and special characters) and command keys
(lJ^Bj,tsmffl,|_ENTERj

s and so forth). In addition, the keyboard contains
10 function keys, a locking number key( l num | . pressed with the l shift!

key on the right side of the keyboard), which enables a 10-key pad, and
several special function keys as indicated in figure 7.

(D® ®

| LOW BATTEBY | (o)
|j | |Q mzzirzja czichizziczj rzucbi—

i

Figure 7. Tandy 600 Keyboard

1

.

t
power

| : Press to turn on the Tandy 600 and display the System
Manager screen. Press again to turn off.

2. Low Battery Indicator: Indicates that approximately 10 minutes of
battery power is left when this light comes on. Plug the computer into
an AC power source. Continue operating on AC, or turn off the power
to recharge the batteries. Recharging takes approximately 14 hours.

12



)

)

I pause I / 1 break | : Press I pause I to temporarily stop a BASIC
program execution. Press any key to continue. Press I

break!
( I

shift!

y
I
pause

I ) to cancel a command and return to the command menu.
I
break

I in BASIC stops program execution.

4. I
print

I ; Press to print whatever is currently displayed on the screen.

(The screen prints correctly only on Tandy DMP series printers

capable of graphics, such as the DMP 120, DMP 130, DMP 200, DMP

y
400, DMP 420, DMP 430, DMP 500, DMP 2 100, DMP 2 100P, and

DMP 2200. Additionally, the DIP switch on the printer must be set to

)
CR = CR.) In BASIC, press I

shift j I print 1 to print the entire file.

j 5. Function Keys: Press I
fi

l -i ftp 1 for predefined functions in each of

the applications, as well as for general functions throughout the

)
system. Use the function keys alone, with I

shift
| . or with I Ctrl I .

Refer to the chapters of this manual specific to each application for

more information on the function keys. Refer to "System Function

) Keys" in the "System Manager" chapter for details on the function

keys used throughout the system.

)
6, Arrow Keys: Press these keys to move the screen cursor, or "scroll."

\ You can also use i shift | and I
ctrl

| with the arrow keys. Refer to the

chapters of this manual specific to each application for more

) information on the arrow keys.

7. j
bksp

l / f del 1 : Press 1 BKSFI to move the cursor back a space and

delete the character it moves over. Press FolLl ( I
shift 1 j bksp i ) to

)
delete the selected text or the character currently under the cursor.

1 bksp [ moves to the previous command in a command menu.

8 I enter I : Press to insert a carriage return or to carry out a command.
\ Refer to "Carrying Out Commands" in the "System Manager" chapter

of this manual for more information.

\
9. I

shift
I : Press I

shift
i along with a character key to type the uppercase

\ letters and symbols on the keyboard. You can also use I
shift

I with a

function or command key.

^
10. I

num
I : Press [SHIFT]

I
num

I to enable the 10-key pad. (Only the

\ I
shift] key on the right side of the keyboard works in conjunction with

the ! num l key.) Press HiHlrTil num I again to return to normal

}
characters.

* 11. I
alt i : Use in conjunction with other keys; enter special characters.

12. spacebar: Press to type a blank space on the screen. Press while in a

* command menu to move to the next command field.

) 13. i
label

I : Press to display function key labels for functions currently

available. Press with I
shift] to display SHIFT-functions available.

i Press with I
ctrl

i to display CTRL-functions available.

13



14. i caps lock i : Press to lock keyboard in uppercase mode. Affects all

keys in the three bottom lines of the keyboard.

15. I ctrl [ : Press along with a function or command key to use the key's

CTRL-function.

16. i
tab

l : Press to move to the next tab stop on the screen. Press while in

a command menu to move to the next command field. Press I shift |

I
tab

j to move to the previous command field.

17. I esc I : Press to cancel a command.

Command Keys

ESC Cancels a command before you press I
enter"

Returns you to command menu.

BREAK

i SHIFT IfBKSPl

i LABELi orrrn

Cancels a command before you press ! enter I . and

takes you back to the command menu.

Erases a selected word or character after you

choose a command.

Displays labels for functions currently available by

pressing a function key ( 1 F1
I

-
1 F9 I ). Press again

to erase.

I SHIFT II LABEL!

I
SHIFT

i rTTI

CTRL LABEL

oricTRLirm

Displays labels for functions currently available by

pressing ! shift | along with a function key ( i
F1

i
-

I F9 I ). Press again to erase.

Displays labels for functions currently available by

pressing ! CTRL I along with a function key ( I F1 I
-

I
F9 I ). Press again to erase.

System Function Keys

F1 Same as i label I .

I SHIFT I FFT

i ctrl i rm

Same as I shift i l label i .

Same as I ctrl 1 1 label L

14



CTRL
I |~F2l

CTRL|fF3l

CTRL ||~F9l

CTRLlfFTO"

Displays the calculator (CALC). Press I CTRL 1 ITTo'

to return to the current application.

Displays Calendar events for which an ALARM
has sounded. Press I

ctrl~1
I
fi o I to return to the

current application.

Leaves the current application and returns to the

last application accessed (Run Prev), excluding

System Manager. Press again to return to the

original application.

Quits the current application and returns to the

System Manager screen. (Returns to current

application from Calculator or Alarm.)

15



The Disk Drive

The Tandy 600 uses 3y2 " diskettes for additional file storage. The disk

drive is located on the right side of the computer. The diskette that comes
with your Tandy 600 contains the FORMAT, DISKCOPY,
PRINTER.DVR, and INSTALL utilities. FORMAT prepares a diskette

for file storage, and DISKCOPY duplicates a diskette for safekeeping.

PRINTER.DVR and INSTALL work in conjunction with one another to

set up the Tandy 600 for your printer. Refer to Appendices A and B for

more information on these utilities, DBCALLS.LIB is also included on
your diskette. This file is for use with the optional BASIC package.

Never remove or insert, "swap," diskettes when the power is off. Swap (

diskettes only at the System Manager screen when it is displaying RAM
files. To determine whether displayed files are in RAM or on disk, i

highlight one of the files. The name of the highlighted file appears at the

bottom of the screen. A: appears before the filename for all disk files. fF3l ^

changes between the disk file screen and the RAM file screen.

(

Important Note

Make a backup of the utilities diskette that comes with your

computer. Use the copy for day-to-day operation, and store (

the original (master) in a safe place. Never use the master

diskette for file storage. Backups ensure that you always have a (

spare diskette in case of an accident. Refer to Appendix A for

backup instructions.
'

After you backup your master diskette, use the new diskette to format a few (

blank diskettes for data storage. We recommend that you always keep at

least one formatted diskette on hand for data file storage. Disk formatting ^

requires approximately 6389 bytes (6.4K) of memory. If you have less than

6.4K and have not already formatted your diskette, delete some of your
files to free enough memory for the format.

With the computer on, insert the diskette, label side up and to the outside,

into the disk drive. Next, choose Options from the System Manager
command menu, with A as the drive. Press Center]. The System Manager
screen is redrawn and includes the names of all files stored on the diskette.

Press I F3 I to return to the RAM file directory.
(

Note the small, square hole in the upper right corner of your diskettes.

This is the "write-protect" notch. Use this notch to "write-enable" the

diskette (for formatting, backing up, or copying) or write-protect it. Move
(

the small tab (normally red or black) down so that the hole is completely

covered to write-enable the diskette. The tab should click into place.
(

Move the tab up so that the hole is open to write-protect the diskette.

(
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)

)

)
Memory

)

> ROM
)

, On the bottom ofthe Tandy 600 is a covered compartment which contains

the ROM chips that control your computer. The Tandy 600 comes with 5

\ ROM chips. The first 4 (from left to right) contain the operating system

and all applications and functions except Multiplan.

)

Static and other magnetic fields can wipe out your ROM chips. Never

) touch the pins of the Tandy 600 ROM chips. We recommend that you
always keep one of the ROM chips (Multiplan, BASIC, or any chip made

) available in the future) in the last slot. Never remove any of the first four

. ROM chips.

\ The fifth chip, on the far right, contains the Multiplan application. The
Multiplan chip is encased in a Molex carrier, which facilitates easy removal

) and insertion of the chip.

) If you purchase the optional BASIC package for your Tandy 600, you
exchange the BASIC ROM chip for the Multiplan chip. Save all your data

) files onto disk, turn off the computer, then exchange the chips. When you

turn on the computer again, the System Manager screen is redrawn to
* include the BASIC files.

)

) RAM
The Tandy 600 comes with 32K RAM. Upgrade kits are available to

expand memory to 128Kor224K. The two 96K upgrade kits must be

installed at a Tandy Repair Center or Computer Store.

> On the bottom of the computer is a small Memory Power switch. This

controls RAM memory. Keep this switch ON for normal computer

)
operation. Turn OFF Memory Power only when storing your computer for

a long period of time or when a cold start is ineffective. See "Reset and
) Cold Starts" for more information. Turning OFF Memory Power erases all

files stored in the computer's RAM memory, including default information
^ stored in the System Manager Set command.

17



Working with Limited Memory
The Tandy 600 has a fixed amount of file storage space, or system memory,
depending on the amount ofRAM memory installed. On a 32K computer,
approximately 23K is available for file storage. If you run out of file

storage space, the message line displays:

Not enough system memory

Each application data file is limited to approximately 64K. If you run out
ofapplication work space, the message line displays:

Not enough work space

Because system memory is less than application work space, you will never
see this message on a 32K computer.

The minimum amount of free memory needed for an application work file is:

WORD
CALENDAR
FILE

TELCOM
MULTIPLAN

3700 bytes (minimum file size 1 100)

4200 bytes (minimum file size 347)

3800 bytes (minimum file size 1472)

(minimum data file size 172)

6500 bytes (minimum file size 2347)

3800 bytes (minimum file size 125 1)

If memory is low in a file or in the system, the low memory (Lo) indicator

appears on the status line. When Lo indicates low work space, the amount
of work space still available is: 1024 bytes in Word, 100 bytes in Calendar,

100 bytes in File, 256 bytes in Telcom, and 256 bytes in Plan. To check for

low system memory or work space in any application, select the Option
command, and press 1 enter! .

If system memory is limited, the message line displays:

Free space in system memory: xxxx

Ifwork space is limited, the message line displays:

Free work space: xxxx

The number of free bytes is shown after the colon in the free space

messages. A byte is equal to one character in RAM.

Delete data files at the System Manager screen to free system memory.
First, save your files on disk with the Copy command. Then, delete the

files from memory.

You can also print files, save the paper copy, then delete the files. Another
way to save files is to transfer them to another computer, using Telcom. To
increase work space in a file: delete unnecessary data from the file or move
data to another file.

18



The Batteries

The Tandy 600 uses rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries when it is not

connected to an AC power source. The batteries also retain RAM memory
when the computer is turned off.

Battery operation time varies according to the amount of input/output

(printer, RS-232C, or disk access) time used. The following chart lists

approximate battery operation times.

I/O Operation Time

I/O Time Total Operation Time

OHour
1 Hour

1
xk Hours

1 1 Hours

8 Hours

6 Hours

To recharge the batteries, turn off the computer while it is connected to an

AC power source. The computer draws power from the AC line to

recharge the batteries. A full charge takes approximately 14 hours.

The small light at the upper right of the keyboard is a Low Battery

indicator. When this light comes on, follow the battery recharge

procedure. Always allow enough time for a full charge when recharging the

batteries.

Important Note

Charging the batteries over 14 hours does not increase the

battery power. Battery life may be reduced if the computer is

kept plugged-in for more than 14 hours and is not used.

Unplug the computer when it is not in use for long periods of

time.

19



The Application Programs

The Tandy 600 portable computer contains several built-in application

programs you can use independently or in combination with each other.

SYSTEM MANAGER runs the application programs, exchanges

information between programs, and manages the files you create. System

Manager acts as a "main menu" for the entire system.

WORD is a word processing program for producing letters, memos,
reports, and manuscripts.

CALENDAR records daily appointments, activities, and tasks. You can

set an alarm to remind you ofappointments. The computer signals the

appointment by displaying an alarm indicator (*) on the screen. You can

also set alarms to signal you with a sound tone.

FILE stores, retrieves, and processes information you enter.

TELCOM dials telephone numbers automatically and communicates with

other computers over the telephone lines. Telcom can access a variety of

"host" computer systems and information services, such as Dow Jones®

and CompuServe®.
(

MULTIPLAN® creates an electronic worksheet for data analysis. (

(

(

(

(

(

(

{

{

(

{

{
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)

)

)

)

> The Indicators

System Conventions

When using certain functions, the screen displays symbols to indicate a

certain condition. These indicators appear at the lower right of the screen,

on the status line. The indicators are as follow:

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

\ More information on the indicators is given in the chapters concerning the

applications that use them.

)

)

# Alarm
£ Telephone call coming in

Ex Extend select

Ap Append to scrap

Lo Low memory
Ns No scrap

Cp Text capture (Telcom)

Pr Print (Telcom)

Ot Overtype

The Scrap

The fFBI key controls the scrap mode in most applications. Press 1
F5

I until

the indicator for the scrap mode you want appears. There are three scrap

modes: Replace, Append, and No Scrap.

\
The scrap is a special temporary storage area in memory. Store data in the

scrap to move it or duplicate it elsewhere in the current application or in

) another application. When you quit an application, any data in the scrap

remains intact.

}

J

)

)

)

)

)

)

.)

)
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Mode

Replace

Append

No Scrap

Status Line

Indicator

none (default)

Ap

Ns

Action

Any data you copy or delete goes into

the scrap, overwriting any previous

scrap data.

Any data you copy or delete goes into

the scrap, at the end of any current

scrap data.

Any data you delete is lost. You
cannot copy in the No Scrap mode.

Scrap data is stored in an unspecified data file, SCRAP.

Inserting Data from the Scrap

Ifmemory is limited when inserting from the scrap, the application inserts

only as much data as memory space allows. The Lo memory indicator

appears on the status line. Even though only part of the scrap data is

inserted, the original data in the scrap remains intact.

To insert the entire scrap when memory space is limited, first delete the

information partially inserted from the scrap. Press I
fs I to choose the No

Scrap mode so that the original data in the scrap stays the same. Ns
appears on the status line.

Now recover memory space by deleting data or data files, as appropriate.

(Refer to "Working with Limited Memory.") When sufficient memory is

available, insert the data from scrap again. In File or Calendar, press I
F4

I

to ensure proper sorting of the data.

Refer to Appendix C for information on transferring data from one

application to another.

The Command Area of the Screen

The computer screen contains two separate areas: an application work
area and a command area. A typical command area takes up the last three

lines of the screen and consists of: a command menu, a message line, and a

status line.

> Copm Delete List Na rne u tot 1 o n s Sfflil Se t
Se 1 ect opt i on or t'-ipe command letter
System Manager- : HORD S'-stes tree : 154992 1,-1^*? U1 13 i -:: hM
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)

)

^
The message line displays prompts and error messages. The status line

shows the name of the application and file currently in use, the amount of

) free memory, the contents of the scrap, and the current scrap mode and

other indicators.

)

)

)

Free memory (Bytes) refers to the amount of system memory available.

Deleting files and deleting data in files frees system memory for use.

The contents of the scrap (a temporary storage place for deleted or copied

\ text) appears enclosed by braces ({ }). If the scrap contains more characters

than can be shown, the additional characters are truncated on the screen.

) The scrap indicates invisible characters with symbols:

) IT Paragraph mark
+ Tab

J i New Line

) The Command Menus

Command menus list commands that are currently available in an
' application. Run applications, create files, and perform all other

application operations using the command menus.
I

)
Follow these steps to use a command menu:

Specific commands and the actions they perform are presented in the

application chapters.

)
1 . Go to the Command mode.

2, Choose a command.

) 3. Fill in or choose command fields, as necessary.

4. Carry out the command.

)

)

)
Entering the Command Mode

\ In all applications except System Manager and Telcom, press 1 escI to enter

the Command mode. (System Manager begins in the Command mode.

)
Press I

shift
j I esc I to enter the Command mode in Telcom.) A selection

marker highlights the most frequently-used, or "default," command.

)

.)

)
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(

(

Choosing a Command (

Choose a command by placing the highlighted selection marker over it.
(

Press I tab I or the space bar to move the selection marker over the next

command. Press I shift 1 1
tab

| or I bksp I to place the marker over the (

previous command and press I
enter

| .

You can also choose a command by pressing its initial letter ( (3D for Run,

and so forth). The command fields for the specified command appear. If

there are no command fields, the command is carried out. <

Choosing or Filling In Command Fields
(

Command fields appear only if a command requires additional information
(

in order to complete its action. Move between command fields with I
tab]

and I shift 1 1 tab 1 . There are two types ofcommand fields: menu and (

prompt/response.
f

Menu command fields present two or more options from which to choose.

The current option, or proposed response, appears either highlighted or

surrounded by parentheses. Pressing the space bar chooses the next /

option. I
bksp 1 chooses the previous option. You can also choose a menu

command option by pressing its initial letter ( GD for Justified, and so {

forth). When the command field is correct, press I
tab

| to move to the next

command field. (

Prompt/response fields require you to fill in a response to a prompt. If the

proposed response is correct, press I
tab] to move to the next command

field. After you change a response, press 1 tab] to move to the next

command field.

Carrying Out a Command
After you respond to all prompts, press I enter I to carry out the command.
If there are any errors in the command field entries, an error message (

appears. If there are no errors, the application performs the action directed

by the command. I

(

{

(

(

(
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)
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Chapter 1 System Manager

System Manager manages all Tandy 600 files, both data and application.

File operations at the System Manager level include copying, deleting,

listing, and renaming files. Access either disk files or RAM data files.

Also, set all system parameters at the System Manager. Finally, choose

applications and application data files at the System Manager screen.

The System Manager screen displays automatically when you start the

Tandy 600.

ft
FILE
TELCOM
PLAN

Figure 8. System Manager Screen
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Special System Manager Keys

F10
I In a command field, selects (highlights) the first Character

to the Right of the cursor.

Command Keys

esc
I Cancels the current command and returns to the command

menu.

enter I Carries out the current command using default values or

values you fill in for the command fields.

I bksp I Moves to the previous item in a menu-type command
field.

28

(

Selection Keys (

(

\ F7 I In a command field, selects (highlights) the first Word to

the Left of the cursor that is not already selected. If the (

cursor is in the middle of a word, I
F7

I selects that word.

I F8 I In a command field, selects (highlights) the first Word to

the Right of the cursor that is not already selected. If the (

cursor is on a word, I
F8

I selects that word.
(

I
F9 I In a command field, selects (highlights) the first Character

to the Left of the cursor. (

Special keys for the command menu are: t

I tab I Moves to the next command. ,

or space bar

I shift j I tab I Moves to the previous command '

or ! BKSP I

Special keys for the command fields are: /

I
tab I Moves to the next command field.

I
shift

I I tab I Moves to the previous command field.

space bar Moves to the next item in a menu-type command field.



The Application Area

The upper part of the System Manager screen is the application area. The

names of the applications appear to the left of the double line. The

applications that come with your Tandy 600 are: Word, Calendar, File,

Telcom, and Plan. Following is an example of a System Manager

application area, including sample files.

calentS!
FILE
.DAT
TELCOM
PLAN
. ASL
.TXT

LETTER MEMO NOTES WORK
CALENDAR
ADOPTER PHONE
ADDPSSES PHONE
r.S DJ ST
P.nSTS LOAN
TEXT
SESSION
MO.DATr yuRAP

Minro^AfR) Works VI. 28, Copyriyht <1934, 19S^> Microsoft Corp.

> Copy Delete List Name up t ions asm 5wt
Select option or tyge command letter _ . ,

.iQ ,-,r ,t .-,..i.-,. d(1 qh
System Manager: WORD Bytes free: U4^4 i,- 1,1^ 1^-^.44 hM

Figure 9. System Manager Screen, Application Area

Work Files

The names of any application, or "work," data files appear to the right of

the double line. As you create data files, a list of the filenames appears on

the corresponding application line. When an application has more than 8

data files, the list continues on the next line, and the remaining applications

move down a line.

Work File Extensions

Whenever you create a work file for an application, the appropriate

extension is automatically appended to it. The work file extensions are not

listed along with the filenames on the System Manager screen. The work

file extensions are:

29



Application Extension

Word WRD
Calendar CAL
File DAT

FIL

Telcom WRK
TXT
TEL

Plan PLN

The File application uses the FIL extension for files containing File layout

information (column widths, name, and so forth) and the -DAT extension (

for data files. The TXT extension is used by Telcom for the capture to

file (SESSION TXT). Telcom script files use a TEL extension. Refer to (

the "File" and "Telcom" chapters for more information.

You do not enter a file extension for an application file when you run it; the

computer opens the appropriate file according to the application line on
which it appears. The Copy, Delete, List, and Name commands, however,

(

do require a filename extension.

Unspecified Data Files

The Tandy 600 can store two types of data files: work files, created in /

applications, and "unspecified" data files. Unspecified data files are those

that do not contain filename extensions or that use file extensions not
(

recognized by the Tandy 600 applications. This happens when a file is

copied or renamed without adding the appropriate extension. Files copied (

into memory from an external source, such as CompuServe or the Dow
Jones News/Retrieval Service are also unspecified data files. ^

(

(

(

Using Unspecified Data Files in Applications (

A list of unspecified data files appears on the line(s) after the last

application. A period or the extension appears to the left of the double

lines to indicate unspecified data files.

If the data in an unspecified file comes from a Tandy 600 application or a
(

compatible microcomputer application, you need only rename it, using the

appropriate extension, to access it from the application. (

(

{

(
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If the data in an unspecified file is not in the correct format for an

application, you can restructure the file, using the scrap. Copy the data file

to the scrap, then insert the scrap into a work file for the appropriate

application. The instructions for restructuring an unspecified data file are

the same as for transferring data between applications.

Restructuring and Transferring Data

1

.

Open the unspecified file in the Word application. (Refer to "Run" in

Chapter 1 and "Merging a Text File into a Word Document" in

Appendix C.)

2. Insert PrABl characters into the text if you wish to separate it into fields

or cells suitable for File or Plan. Insert I
shift

1 1
enter

|
characters into

the text if you wish to separate it into records, columns, or rows suitable

for Calendar or Plan.

3. Choose the Replace or Append scrap mode. Highlight the data you

want to copy.

4. Go to the command mode, and choose Copy or Delete. The data is

copied into the scrap (and deleted from the current file if you choose

Delete).

5. Quit the current application, and open the work file into which you wish

to copy the data.

6. When the application screen appears, position the cursor for correct

placement of the data (if needed). Go to the command mode, and

choose Insert. Some applications require further entries; refer to the

application chapters for more information.
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The Command Area

The command area, the last four lines, of the System Manager screen

contains the copyright notice, command menu, message line, and status

line.

Microsoft \R> Works y±. 28 .. Co&Mri'^ht '..1984 . 19S5 ' Microsoft Corf.).
> UOfjy Delete List Name Options £0!lgj Set
Se 1 ect opt i on or t-Mtoe command 1 etter
System Manager : UiOPD Bytes free : i5-4y-, 2 1 " ±.-y'!.9v5 1 9 " 1- : 4-h wii

Figure 10. System Manager Screen, Command Area

4

The commands on the System Manager command menu perform

operations on entire files. Run an application and perform all other file

operations using the System Manager commands. Run is highlighted to

indicate that it is the proposed response.

The System Manager message line displays prompts and error messages.

Messages tell you what to do next; error messages indicate an invalid entry.

32

(

The first items on the System Manager status line are the names of the

current application (System Manager) and the currently selected file (

(application or data). Next, the status line displays the amount of available

memory (Bytes free). The final items on the status line are the current

system date and time.

Two indicators may also appear on the System Manager status line. The
(

alarm indicator ( * ) appears when the alarm for a Calendar event signals.

The phone indicator ( f ) appears when the phone is ringing and the (

computer is connected to a modem.



Choosing Files

When you first start the Tandy 600, the cursor highlights the Word
]

application. To choose another application file or a data file, use the arrow

keys to move the cursor to that file.

\ Press GZ1 andGD to move the cursor to the next and previous filename on

a row, respectively. Press CD and CD to move the cursor to the next and

,
previous filename in a column, respectively. Press I

ctrl
|
\T\ to move the

cursor to the first file on the screen. If there is more than 1 page (12 lines)

,

of filenames, press 1 ctrl i \T\ to move the cursor to the first filename on the

last page.

Press ["enter! to Run (the proposed command) the currently highlighted

j

application.

)

)

')
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The Command Menu

(

c

(

(

The System Manager command menu offers 7 commands: Copy, Delete,
(

List, Name, Options, Run, and Set. Because it is the most frequently used
command, Run is the proposed (highlighted) response. Choose commands (

from the command menu to instruct System Manager to perform file

operations. (

To Run an application file, move the highlighted cursor over the
'

application name or over the name of a data file for the application. Press

I ENTER |.
^

To use a command other than Run, press the space bar and/or I
bksp I to

place the selection marker over the command, and press I enter L
(

Naming Files

When you create a work file for an application, the first thing you do is

enter a filename for the new file. Valid filenames use the following format:
(

filename . ext

filename a name you choose to identify the file
v.

Type 8 or fewer letters and/or numbers, (.

including special symbols: $&%'() @
{ } ! No spaces are allowed. (

needed only when an extension follows (

extension a three character extension to identify the (

application

(

Type 3 or fewer letters and/or numbers,
including special symbols: $&%'() @ (

{ } ! No spaces are allowed.

(

When you are creating a file within an application, the program
automatically adds the appropriate extension. Refer to "Work File (

Extensions
1
' for the proper extensions for each application's data files. If

you create an unspecified file or copy a file to the Tandy 600 from another (

computer, you may have to add the appropriate extension and/or
restructure the data. Refer to Appendix C. (

(

(
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If you place the cursor over PLAN, and press I enter I . the following

prompt/response fields appear in the command area:

RUN app 1 i cat i on : j&S&i + 1 le

Press I tab 1 to move to the file prompt. The message line displays:

Enter i.'.io!'*- k -Pile name*

Type a name for the new work file you are creating, for our example,

ESTIMATE. (The correct extension, .PLN is added automatically;

you do not see it on the screen unless you list the files.)

Press i
enter

| to carry out the command. A new Plan file is created,

and the first part of the worksheet appears on the screen. Plan:

ESTIMATE appears on the status line. Press ! ctrlII fio
I to return to

the System Manager screen.

Using Wildcard Characters

"Wildcard" characters (* and ?) let you specify all files that match a partial

filename you enter. This enables you to use a command on more than one

file at a time. Copy, Name, Delete, and List allow the use of wildcard

characters.

The most common use of wildcards is copying a group of files from disk to

RAM or RAM to disk. If a file exists with the same name, a message asks

you if you wish to overwrite it. Ifyou use a combination of wildcard

characters that is not valid, a message informs you that you have entered an

invalid filename.
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* Represents one or more characters in a filename and/or extension. One
* is allowed in the filename, and one * is allowed in the extension.

INVESTER.WRD TEST.WRD INVEST.PLN TEST.PLN

*.WRD includes: INVESTER.WRD and TEST.WRD
INVEST*.* includes: INVESTER.WRD and INVEST.PLN
*EST,* includes: TEST.WRD, INVEST.PLN, and TEST.PLN

? Replaces any single character in a filename and/or extension.

TEST1.WRD TEST2.WRD LETTER.WRD TESTER.PLN

TEST7.WRD includes: TEST l.WRD and TEST2.WRD
???TER.* includes: LETTER.WRD and TESTER.PLN
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The Commands

Copy

Use the Copy command to make an exact duplicate of one or more files

stored in memory or on diskette.

To copy a file:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor on the file you wish to copy.

2. PressQD for the Copy command. The screen shows:

COPY -Pilt*: d: filename. ext to:

The proposed filename is the file highlighted by the cursor. (The drive

designation, or "name," appears only for disk files.) Type a filename,

including an extension, to copy a different file. Include a disk drive

name (A: ) to copy a disk file.

3. Press QaTI. At the to: prompt, type a new filename. Be sure to include

an appropriate file extension. If no extension is added, the new file

becomes an unspecified data file. Include a disk drive name (A: ) to

copy to disk.

4. Press I
enter

| . The file is copied.

COF'V file: LETTER. WRD A :
LETThR . WRul

Copies the Word file, LETTER, from memory to disk.

To copy more than one file at a time, use wildcards (? and *). Use

wildcards in both the original file and the target (to: ) file to copy a group of

files to another group. Refer to "Using Wildcard Characters" for more

information on using wildcards.

COPY file: TEST*. WRD "TEST*.TXT1

Copies all Word files beginning with TEST to corresponding files with

the .TXT extension.
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Maximum File Size

When the maximum file size is reached, the copy procedure stops. The
screen shows:

Output file too targe

Delete

Use the Delete command to erase one or more files from memory or from a

diskette.

To delete a file:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor on the file you wish to delete.

2. Press E] for the Delete command. The screen shows:

DELETE -file: d: filename. ext M

3. Press I enterI . The file is deleted.

DELETE -file: a : LETTER. UROj

Deletes the Word file, LETTER, from disk.

38

When copying one file to another, the file to which you are copying often

contains additional information, such as formatting instructions or margin
specifications, not stored in the original file. Therefore, it is possible to run

(

out of space while copying a file even though it contains less than the

maximum 64K bytes of information. (

If you see this message, delete any unnecessary data from the original file, /

then copy it again.

(

(

(

I

(

(

(

(

The proposed filename is the file highlighted by the cursor. (The drive (

designation, or "name," appears only for disk files.) Type a filename to

delete a different file. Include a disk drive name (A: ) to delete a file (

from disk.

(

(

I

(

(

(

(

(

I



)

)

\ To delete more than one file at a time, use wildcards (* and ?). Delete file

(y/n)? appears for each matching file. PressO or QvQ. After the last file is

)
deleted, press any key to continue. Refer to "Using Wildcard Characters"

for more information on using wildcards.

)

)

)

DELETE -file: TEST*.WROI

Deletes all Word files beginning with TEST.

)
List

Use the List command to list a file or files on the screen, the printer, or to a

disk file. The information shown in a list consists of: filename, read only

file (R), hidden file (H), archive bit set (A), date and time of file creation,

\ and file size in bytes.

Type the name of the file you want to list. Include a disk drive

designation, or "name," (A: ) to list a disk file. Leave the field blank to

list all memory files. Type A: to list all disk files.

) 1. Press [H for the List command. The screen shows

<*

LIST file: I ' to:

)

)

)

\ 2. Press I
tab

I . At the to: prompt, type an output device.

)
PRN: prints the list on your printer

) filename . ext prints the list to another file (include a disk drive name to

list to a disk file)

)

leave the field blank to print the list on the screen.
../

j 3. Press I
enter! The files are listed.

\ If a screen list occupies more than one screen, press any key to display

the next screen. At the last screen, press any key to return to System

) Manager. Press 1 shift I ! pause j ( I break I ) to cancel the list and return to

the System Manager screen.
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To list more than one file (but not all), use wildcards (* and ?). Refer to

"Using Wildcard Characters" for more information.

LIST file: #.WRD to: PRN : I

Prints a list of all Word files.

Name

Use the Name command to rename a file.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor on the file you wish to rename.

2. Press[S for the Name command. The screen shows:

NAME file: d: filename. ext to

The proposed filename is the file highlighted by the cursor. Type a

filename to rename a different file. Include a disk drive designation, or

"name," (A: ) to rename a disk file.

3. Press [tab]. At the to: prompt, type a new filename. Be sure to include

an appropriate file extension. If no extension is added, the renamed file

is regarded as an unspecified data file. Include a disk drive name (A: ) to

save the file back to disk.

4. Press fENTER | . The file is renamed.

To rename more than one file at a time, use wildcards (? and *). Refer to

"Using Wildcard Characters" for more information on wildcard

characters.

LETTER.WRD MEMO.WRD
NfthE file: *.URD to: ft.DftTM

Renames all Word files to include the .DAT extension. The files in

this example become: LETTER.DAT and MEMO.DAT.
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)

)

> Options
)

Use the Options command to set the Disk Reference function key (CEO ) to

^ alternate between data files stored in RAM memory and data files stored on

. disk.

)
If you first set Options, then press EH], the System Manager screen displays

data files on disk instead of files in memory. Press [ED again to display

J data files stored in memory on the System Manager screen.

) To set Options:

.)) 1. Press OD for the Options command. The screen shows:

* OPTIONS drive: d

'
2. Type a disk drive designation, or "name." The default, A, should be

)
used unless an auxiliary drive is connected.

)
3. Press I

enter I . The computer redraws the System Manager screen and

displays the disk files. The Disk Reference key, GEE], is now set. After

) you set it, simply press [ED to change the System Manager screen from

disk files to RAM files (or from RAM files to disk files). It is not

) necessary to use the Options command again.

*

Press EED to return to the RAM file display.

)

) Run
>

Use the Run command to run an application, create a new file, or open an

) existing file. Run is the proposed response on the System Manager

command menu. Because it is already highlighted, you can press I

enter ] to

carry out the Run command. If you have moved the marker to highlight

another command, press DD for the Run command.

) When you choose and carry out the Run command while the cursor is on

the Calendar or Telcom application, the first screen for the application

) appears. Refer to the "Calendar" and "Telcom" chapters for instructions

on using these applications.

To create a new work file for Word, File, or Plan:

1. Use the arrow keys to place the cursor on the name of the application

you wish to run.
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2. Press I
enter

I for the Run command. The screen shows:

RUN afopl i oat ion : filename -File:

The proposed application is the file highlighted by the cursor. Type an

application name to run a different application.

3. Press fTABl . At the file: prompt, type a name for the new work file.

There is no need to include a file extension; the application adds one

automatically. Include a disk drive name (the one you entered in the

Options command) to create the work file on disk.

4. Press FenTerT The file is created, and the first screen of the application

program appears. Refer to the "Word/' "File," and "Plan" chapters for

instructions for using these applications.

Note: If you press I
enter 1 without typing a name for the work file, the

file is named WORK.

To open an existing work file for Word, File, or Plan:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor on the name of the work file you

wish to open.

2. Press Lenj_erJ for the Run command. The work file appears. The cursor

is positioned on the same character(s) as when you last accessed the

work file.

To open an unspecified data file:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor on the name of the data file you

wish to open.

2. Press I
enter

I for the Run command. The screen shows:

RUN application: file: filename

Type an application filename.

3. Press ITabI . The proposed filename is the data file highlighted by the

cursor. Type a filename to run a different data file. Do not type a file

extension; unspecified data filenames do not have extensions. Include

A: ifthefileisondisk.

4. Press Center] for the Run command. The application displays the data

file. The cursor is positioned on the same character(s) as when you last

accessed the data file.
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Note: If the named application cannot run the data file, an empty

work file is created for the application. The new work file has

\ the same name as the data file. An empty screen appears for

the new work file.

Set

>

Use the Set command to enter settings that affect the entire system. The Set

command consists of a menu containing the Clock, Printer, Sleep, Tone,

and Wake subcommands.

Set Clock

Use the Set Clock command to set the system date and time.

1. Press HD for the Set command.

2. Press [3 or ! enter I for the Clock subcommand (the proposed response).

The screen shows:The screen shows

^
SET CLOCK date: 06^20^1985 " " time: 11:30:15 AMI

)

Type a new date, in the format shown above, if the one shown is not

) correct. There is no need to type leading zeros.

) 3. Press I tab l . Type a new time ifthe time shown is not correct. (Skip the

field to default to 12: 00: 00 am.) When you type a time, you may leave

) off hours, minutes, or seconds. Include AM or PM; no entry defaults to

^
AM. There is no need to type leading zeros.

)
4. Press 1 enter | . The new date and time appear on the status line of the

System Manager menu.

)

)

)

}

)

)

)

)

)

r
SET CLOCK date: 1^1^1986' time: : :30j

Sets the date at January 1, 1986. Sets the time at 12 : 00 : 30 am.

time: :8:PM Sets the time at 12 : 08 : 00 pm.

time: PM Sets the time at 12 : 00 : 00 pm.

time: : 30 Sets the time at 12 : 30 : 00 am.
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Set Printer

Use the Set Printer command to set printing information (page size and
margins).

1

.

Press DO for the Set command.

2. Press CD for the Printer subcommand. The screen shows:

SET PRINTER -feed: IMiAiftlM^Mm Sheet page width: 35 lenotth: 66
margin top : 6 bottom: 6 left: 13 right: 12

The feed field sets the printer to handle continuous-form or single-sheet

paper. Continuous is the proposed response. Use the proposed
response, or press the space bar to move to Sheet.

3. Press LJABJ to move to the page width field. Type the width of the page
in characters. A normal letter-size page is 8Y2" wide. If your printer

uses "10-pitch" type (10 characters per inch, the usual size for computer
printers), 85 characters fit on a line (10 x 8V2). The maximum width is

160. Note, though, that if you are using an 80-column printer, the

maximum width is 80.

4. Press I
tab

I . Type the length of the page in lines. A normal letter-size

page is 11 " long. Usually, there are 6 printed lines per inch, or 66 lines

per page,

5. Press I
tab! Type the width for the top margin in lines. The default is 6

lines, or 1".

6. Press i tab I , Type the width for the bottom margin in lines. The default

is 6 lines, or 1".

7. Press I
tab

1 . Type the width for the left margin in characters. The
default is 13 characters.

8. Press I tab 1 . Type the width for the right margin in characters. The
default is 12 characters.

9. Press
I

enter]. The Printer settings determine the page layout each time

something is printed from any application.
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)

)

)
Set Sleep

» Use the Set Sleep command to enter the number of minutes the computer

can remain inactive before it automatically turns off.

)

)

)

1

)

)

>

1. PressCs] for the Set command.

2. PressCI] again for the Sleep subcommand. The screen shows:

SET SLEEP a-fter

Type the number of minutes the computer may remain inactive before it

turns off automatically. The default is 5 minutes.

3. Press I
enter]. The computer turns off automatically after the specified

)
time if no keys are pressed.

Set Tone

Use the Tone command to turn on or off an audible tone (beep) that

l* indicates the alarm and error conditions.

) 1 . Press [JD for the Set command.

> 2. Press CD for the Tone subcommand. The screen shows:

^ SET TONE for alarm: atTfEnSlE Mute" error :
(rtudible)Mute

The proposed response for the alarm is Audible. Press the space bar to

choose Mute.

)

)

)

3. Press (Tab! The proposed response for error conditions is Audible,

) Press the space bar to choose Mute.

.) 4. Press I ENTER") .

* If you choose an Audible alarm, the computer beeps and displays an alarm

indicator ( * ) on the status line whenever the Remind time is reached for an

event entered in Calendar. If you choose Mute, no beep is sounded; *

appears on the status line.

) If you choose an Audible tone for error conditions, the computer beeps and

displays an error message on the message line to indicate an invalid entry.

) If you choose Mute, no beep is sounded; an error message appears on the

message line.

)

)
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Set Wake
Use the Set Wake command to set the computer to turn on automatically at

a specified date and time and enter an application work file. Note that if

you plan to download a file to disk upon wake up, you must have turned off

the computer with the appropriate diskette inserted.

Note that the computer does not automatically wake up if there are any
unanswered alarms at the time specified for the wake up. (Refer to "The
Alarm" in the "Other Functions" section of this chapter.)

Similarly, if the computer automatically wakes up, performs some
function, then automatically shuts off again (Set Sleep), no alarms sound
until you manually turn on the computer.

1

.

Press Cs] for the Set command.

2. Press [W] for the Wake subcommand. The screen shows:

SET WrKE .=tfjfj 1 i cat i on : | file:
date: a,- g.,- @ time: 12 : Sw AM

Type the name of the application to enter when the computer wakes up.

3. Press
I

tab]. Type the name of the work file to open when the computer
wakes up.

4. Press
I

tab |. Type the date on which you want the computer to wake
up. Follow the same rules for date entry as in the Set Clock command.

5. Press
!
TABJ. Type the time at which you want the computer to wake up.

Follow the same rules for time entry as in the Set Clock command.

6. Press
I

entjr]. The computer wakes up automatically at the specified

date and time. The application screen for the specified file appears.

The cursor appears in the same position on the screen as when the file

was accessed last.
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Other Functions

> The Calculator

>

The Calculator function performs much like a four-function pocket

I calculator equipped with memory. It performs simple addition,

subtraction, multiplication, and division. Access the Calculator function

) (CALC) from within any application by pressing [ctrD \TT\. A small

Calculator area, or "window," appears on top of the current application

screen.

CALCULATOR
M a

Figure 11. Calculator Window

) Calculator uses a 14-place (no commas), floating decimal point format.

The largest number you can enter or accumulate is ±99,999,999,999,999.

) The smallest number is ± 0.00000000000 1

.

Calculator uses these operator symbols:

+ add

subtract
* multiply

)
/ divide

= total the equation

>

.)

>

)
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Press GO to clear the input line. Press I
Ctrl

| 1 F2 | again to clear the entire

calculator.

To perform a calculation:

1

.

Type the first number. Include a decimal ( . ) if the number is not an

integer. The number appears on the input (bottom) line as you type.

Each new numeral pushes the others one character to the left.

2. Type the operator symbol The number appears in the entries (middle)

area of the Calculator window. The operator appears after the number.
The specified operation is performed on the number preceding the

operator and the number following it.

3. Continue typing numbers for calculation. The running-total always

appears on the input line.

4. Press GO after the last number. The result appears on the last line of the

entries area and on the input line.

Memory
Calculator also performs memory functions. A running-total of memory
calculations appears at the top of the Calculator window.

M+ adds the number on the input line to the number in memory
M- subtracts the number on the input line from the number in

memory
M* multiplies the number in memory by the number on the

input line

M/ divides the number in memory by the number on the input

line

M= replaces the number in memory with the number on the

input line

MR replaces the number on the input line with the number in

memory
ME exchanges the number in memory and the number on the

input line

MC clears memory
C clears the input line

While using Calculator, all operation of the current application ceases.

After your calculations are complete, press I ctrlII ftp | to erase the

calculator window and continue with the current application.
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) The Alarm
>

Alarm works in conjunction with the Calendar application to display

) events for which you set a Start time and/or a Reminder time. Three short

beeps sound at the reminder time (if the audible alarm is set) to signal an
f event. A blinking alarm indicator (*) appears on the status line until you

<. view the event(s) with the Alarm function.
}

\j Ifyou do not view, or "answer," an alarm event, the alarm indicator

continues to blink. The audible alarm (beep) does not sound for successive

) alarm events if there is one or more unanswered event.

) Access the Alarm function from within any application by pressing I CTRL 1

I F3 I . The last Calendar events for which an alarm has "gone off' appear,

) for example:

l
Pjl R II Note

|H II R US i gri contracts

)

>

>

)

* > iJ335 Snooze
> Copyright <1984. 19S5; Microsoft Core-.

h1 arm
"

19,- 23,--1985 3:80:26 PM

) Figure 12. Alarm Screen

For more information on these fields, refer to "Chapter 3, Calendar." The
Alarm screen displays all Calendar events for which the Reminder time (or

the start time) has expired. Events not yet passed and events already

viewed with the Alarm function do not appear. Use the arrow keys to

|
scroll through the events. (You cannot redisplay an event after you scroll it

off the screen.) Two Alarm commands, Note and Snooze, appear on the

) command menu at the bottom of the screen.

>

)

)

)

)
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Use the Note command to view a Note that is too long to fit in its window.
PressCS for Note. The entire Note text appears at the bottom ofthe
screen. Press I enter I to continue.

Use the Snooze command to reschedule an alarm. Press HO for Snooze.
The Snooze command fields appear. Type a new start time. Press [tab],

and type a new reminder time. (You cannot enter a new time for a blank
field.) Press

I
enter

| . The event times are changed. The alarm will sound
again at the time set if it has not yet passed.

After you view all the Alarm events, press I CTRL I ["FTo! to continue with the
current application (or return to the System Manager screen)
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)

>

)

')

)

)

\ WORD is a powerful tool for producing memos, letters, reports, brochures,

term papers, technical papers, and other documents. Word is perfectly

) suited for use at home, school, or in the office. Additionally, the small size

and portability of the Tandy 600 makes Word the ideal "notepad" to use

) away from your desk.

Chapter 2 Word

I Using Word on the Tandy 600 is easier than using a typewriter. With a few

^ simple commands, you can edit your document by copying, moving,
^ inserting, deleting, or erasing text. You can also search for or search for

\ and replace text. Select a single character, a line, a sentence, or the entire

document on which to perform edits.

)
Several commands are also available to change the appearance of your

) document. Choose your own margins, tab positions, paragraph formats,

line spacing, indents, page breaks, and so forth. You can also merge
J another Word document or a text file from any other source into the

current document. Furthermore, you can transfer text created in Word into
*

other application programs.

)

)

}

)

)

)

)

>

)
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Special Word Keys

Function Keys

Word uses the following function keys:

fpn

OB

rF6i- rFTo~i

Functions the same as I
label | .

Controls the Scrap Mode. Replace is the default

scrap mode; copied or deleted data replaces the

current scrap contents. No scrap indicator appears

on the status line for the Replace mode.

Press I
F5

I once for the Append mode; copied or

deleted data is appended to the current scrap

contents. Ap appears on the status line.

Press [_F5J twice for the No Scrap mode. Ns
appears on the status line. Press I

fs 1 again to

return to the Replace scrap mode.

Function as Selection Keys. Refer to "Word
Selection Keys."

I shift lim

ISHIFTl fFTI

SHIFT |[~F4l

Functions the same as i shift II label | .

Searches all text before the cursor (Up) for the

last Search text entered in the Search command.

Searches all text after the cursor (Down) for the

last Search text entered in the Search command.

I SHIFT UTTI
-

I
SHIFT HTTP"

I CTRL UTTI
-

I CTRL HTTP"

Function as selection keys. Refer to "Word
Selection Keys."

Function as system function keys. Refer to

"System Function Keys" in the Overview.
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)

>

>

>

>

)

)

)

J

)

)

)

)

}

)

)

>

>

)

)

Text Editing Keys

BKSP

SHIFT II BKSP

([DEL])

[EH

SHIFT ifFl"

SHIFT F5

Moves the cursor back one space (BACKSPACES),
erasing the character it moves over.

Deletes the selected text or the character under the

cursor and places it in the scrap. (If the No Scrap

mode is chosen, the text is lost.)

Inserts the contents of the scrap at the current

cursor location.

Replaces selected text with the current contents of

the scrap. The data in Scrap remains unchanged.

Changes between the Insert mode and the Overtype

mode of typing. Insert is the default typing mode.

Each character you type is inserted at the current

cursor location and pushes any following text to

the right one character. No typing mode indicator

appears on the status line for the Insert mode.

Press I
shift] [ F5 j once for the Overtype mode.

Each character you type replaces, or overtypes, the

character at the current cursor location. Ot

appears on the status line. Press i
shift

1 1
F5

I again

to return to the Insert typing mode.

Text Formatting Keys

Word automatically moves to the next line, or "word wraps," when a word
will not fit on the current line. Other formatting options are also available

to give your documents a more polished look. You can select, delete, copy,

or move any of these formatting symbols.

Starts a New Paragraph. A paragraph mark ( <rr

)

appears at the end of the previous paragraph.

Starts a New Line without starting a new
paragraph. A new line mark ( I ) appears at the end

of the previous line.

ENTER

SHIFT irENTER]
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I
CTRL ifENTER"

tab!

Starts a New Page (for page breaks during

printing). A line ofdots appears across the screen

to indicate a new page.

Moves the cursor to the next Tab stop. Tabs are

set every 5 characters when you begin Word.

Text Scrolling Keys

1 SHIFT || t 1

1 SHIFT fill

1
CTRL II- 1

1 CTRL || - I

1 CTRL 1 1 T 1

i
CTRL |U 1

Scrolls to the previous screen. The first two lines

of the screen from which you scrolled appear as the

last two lines of the new screen.

Scrolls to the next screen. The last two lines of the

screen from which you scrolled appear as the first

two lines of the new screen.

Scrolls the cursor to the leftmost character of the

current line.

Moves the cursor to the rightmost character of the

current line.

Moves the cursor to the first character in the

document.

Moves the cursor to the last character in the

document.

Text Selection Keys

F6 Extends the current selection (highlighted text).

I
F6

I works in conjunction with the selection keys:

I F7 I , I F8 1 . 1 F9 1 . 1
F10

I . and the arrows. Ex appears

on the status line.

Q Selects the next character to the left when used

with Extend Select ( Lf6] ).

Selects the next character to the right when used

with Extend Select ( Lf6] ).
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\ \T\ Selects the previous line when used with Extend

Select (36]).

>
\T\ Selects the next line when used with Extend Select

) (EH]).

J [77] Selects (highlights) the first Word to the Left of the

cursor that is not already selected. If the cursor is

in the middle of a word, I
F7

| selects that word.

Press an arrow key to "unselect" the word.

>

|
[78] Selects (highlights) the first Word to the Right of

the cursor that is not already selected. If the cursor

J> is on a word, I
F8 i selects that word. Press an arrow

key to "unselect" the word.

>

[791 Selects (highlights) the Sentence in which the

cursor is currently placed. Press an arrow key to

"unselect" the sentence.

>

I [7To~l Selects (highlights) the Paragraph in which the

cursor is currently placed. Press an arrow key to

) "unselect" the paragraph.

) j shift 11771 Selects the Previous Sentence. If the cursor is

within a sentence, I shift 1 1 F7
| selects that

f sentence. Press an arrow key to "unselect" the

* sentence.
.1

\
I
shift 11781 Selects the Next Sentence. If the cursor is within a

sentence, I
shift

| i F8 i selects that sentence. Press

), an arrow key to "unselect" the sentence.

) | shift IfFin Selects the Line in which the cursor is currently

placed. Press an arrow key to "unselect" the line.

)

|
shift ir7To~l Selects the entire Document. Press an arrow key to

"unselect" the document.

)

>

>



Command Keys

rise"

ESC

Goes into the Command mode. Edit is the default

command on the menu.

In the Command mode, cancels the command and
returns to the command menu. Edit is again

highlighted as the default command. Press El to

quit the Command mode and return to the Edit

mode.

enter j In the Command mode, carries out the current

command using default values or values you fill in

for the command fields. Word returns to the Edit

mode.

Special keys for the command menu are:

FtabI

or space bar

Moves to the next command.

I
SHIFT IfTAB"

or i
BKSP

I

Moves to the previous command.

Special keys for the command fields are:

I
TAB I

I SHIFT IPTAB"

space bar

Moves to the next command field.

Moves to the previous command field.

Moves to the next item in a menu-type command
field.

BKSP Moves to the previous item in a menu-type
command field.
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'

Starting and Quitting Word

* Word is the first application name that appears on the System Manager
' screen. When you first start the Tandy 600 or return to the System

Manager screen from another application, the cursor highlights the Word
application. Run is the default on the System Manager command menu.

)

}

>

)

)

)

)

)

J

To create a Word file:

>

>
1 . Place the cursor over WORD, place the command selection marker over

)l Run, and press 1 enter | . The Run command fields appear:

) RUN application: aifififli file:

>

2. Press I
tab] . Type a name for the work file you are creating. If you do

not type a filename, Word names your file WORK.

3. Press I
enter i . A Word screen appears.

To run an existing Word file:

>

)

)
1 . Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over the name of the Word work

*
file you want to run.

)

I
Quit the Word application and return to the System Manager by pressing

| [CTRLirFToT Quit the Word application and return to the previously

2. Place the command selection marker over Run, and press dNTERH. The

Word document appears. The cursor appears in the same position as

when you last accessed the file. Word begins in the Edit mode.

accessed application by pressing !
CTRL

l i~F9~
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The Word Screen

When you create a new file or open an existing file, the Word screen
appears. The Word command menu, message line, and status line appear
at the bottom of the screen. Because Word defaults to the Edit mode rather
than the Command mode, no command selection marker appears.

> Copy Delete Edit_Format Insert Jump Merge Uptions Print Rpplacp ?.*arch
Lc>p'-)rio)ht <.±y84, lyS5> f'fierosnft i:r.ro.
Word : PORK ' O

Figure 13. A Typical Word Screen

The status line displays the name of the current application and work file,

the contents of the scrap, and indicators for any active modes.
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)

The Word Commands
> .

)

. Edit is the default mode for Word; when you create a work file, the
*

program goes into the edit mode automatically. Use Word in the Edit

mode to create and revise, or "edit," documents. Refer to the "Edit"

section in this chapter for more information.

Copy

Use the Copy command to duplicate, or "copy," text. Choose either the

J Replace or Append scrap mode before you copy the text. Select the text,

v then copy it.

% 1 . Use the arrow keys and/or the text selection keys to select the text you

want to copy.

2. Press I
esc

I to go to the Command mode.

3. PressO for the Copy command. The selected text is copied to the

' scrap, replacing the current scrap data or appending to it, depending on

the scrap mode. (Note that you do not press 1 enterI to carry out the

Copy command.)

)
Now use the Insert or Replace command to insert the scrap data

j elsewhere in the current document or into another document or file.

}

j
Delete

Use the Delete command to delete a single character or all selected text

from a document. You can delete the text without saving it or save it into

the scrap. See "The Scrap" in the Overview chapter of this manual for

^ more information.

) 1 . Use the arrow keys and/or the text selection keys to select the text you

want to delete.

)

)
2. Press 1 esc I to go to the Command mode.

3. Press [D] for the Delete command. All selected text is deleted. Delete

erases the character under the cursor if no text is selected.
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If either the Replace or Append scrap mode was in effect before you deleted

the text, the deleted text appears between the braces on the status line.

Note: You can also press rsHlFTll bksp
| ( l

del
I) to delete to the scrap.

Edit

Use the Edit command to put Word in the Edit mode. Create and revise, or

"edit," documents in the Edit mode. Use the function keys to select

characters, words, and/or larger blocks of text for editing. You can also

search for (or search for and replace) selected text in your document while

in the Edit mode. Further, you can access the Calculator and Alarm
functions from the Edit mode.

From the command mode, press CU for Edit. Word returns to the Edit

mode. No commands are highlighted on the menu when Word is in the

Edit mode. Pressing [Isc] puts Word into the Command mode.

Format

Use the Format command to determine the appearance, or "format," of

your document. The Format command consists of a menu containing the

Paragraph, Tabs, Document, and Repaginate subcommands.

If you create and print a simple document and print it on 8 1/2"x 1
1" paper,

you can skip the Format command and use Word's proposed responses.

For more customized formats, use the Format command to tailor the

appearance of your document to your own style and needs. The values you
set are saved only for the current document. You can create a new
document, set a format, then copy the blank document to use each time

you need that format again. You can have several different styles without

having to reenter the formats each time.

Format Paragraph

1

.

Use the arrow keys and the text selection keys to select the paragraphs

you want to format, or position the cursor within or over the paragraph

mark at the end of the individual paragraph you want to format,

2. Press Lesc] to go to the Command mode.
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1

J

)

3. Press LB for the Format command. The screen shows:

FORMAT: Sfciy^M^li] Tabs Document Repaginate

Press [InterI to use the proposed response, Paragraph. The Format

Paragraph command fields appear:

FORMAT PARAGRAPH alignment: EH Centered Right. Justified -_ keep: Ves<N<
1 p-ft i nd^nt ; 9 f l rst 1 1 ne : tf r i gh c i ndtnt • _ y

line spacing: 1 space be+ore : y space a+ter
:

tf

|
4. Type new responses for the fields, as needed. Iftwo or more paragraphs

are selected that use conflicting formats (one is aligned left, one is

1 aligned right, one has a left indent, one has a 5 left indent, and so

forth), - or a blank appears for the conflicting fields. Do not change the

% values if you want to retain those individual formats.

' Press I
tab

j to move between the fields. Press the space bar to move

% between the menu-type responses in the alignment and keep fields.

Details of the command fields are presented separately on the next few

'\ pages.

> 5. Press FenTerI to carry out the Format Paragraph command after all the

command field entries are correct. The selected paragraph(s) is(are)

) formatted according to the command field entries. Each new paragraph

uses the most recent paragraph format.

)

*
Paragraph Alignment

) The paragraph alignment command field determines the position of

%
paragraphs on the page.

1 Left, the proposed response, positions selected paragraphs flush with the

left margin and uses a ragged right margin.

}
Centered positions selected paragraphs in the center of the page and uses

> ragged left and right margins.

} Right positions selected paragraphs flush with the right margin and uses a

x
ragged left margin.

>

I
Justified positions selected paragraphs flush with both the right and left

margins, inserting spaces between words to expand the lines, as needed.

J
- keeps the current alignment value for each paragraph iftwo or more

) paragraphs with conflicting alignments are selected.

J
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Paragraph Printing Instructions (Keep)

The keep command field determines where a paragraph is printed if there

is not enough space for it at the bottom of the current page.

Yes moves the entire paragraph to the next page.

No prints part of the paragraph at the bottom of the current page and the

remainder at the top of the next page.

- keeps the current keep value for each paragraph if two or more
paragraphs with conflicting keep values are selected.

Paragraph Indentation

The paragraph left indent, first line, and right indent command fields insert

temporary margins for specific paragraphs.

Left indent sets the distance from the left document margin to the beginning

of the selected paragraphs (the left paragraph indent). This number must
always be positive.

Right indent sets the distance from the right margin to the end of the

selected paragraphs (the right paragraph indent). This number must always
be positive.

First line sets the distance from the left paragraph indent to the beginning of

the first line in the paragraph. The measurement can be a positive or

negative number. A positive number indents the first line more than the

left paragraph indent. A negative number indents the first line less than the

left indent. Examples of first line indents are shown below.

This is the -first line o-f a paragraph. The
first line indent is set as a
neciat i ve number . it

This is the first line of a
paragraph. The first line indent is set as
pos i t i ve rvjrtitcier . 'JT

Blanks in the indent fields keep the current indent values for each

paragraph if two or more paragraphs with conflicting indents are selected.
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Paragraph Spacing

Paragraph spacing includes line spacing, extra space before a paragraph,

) and extra space after a paragraph.

*
Line spacing determines the number of blank lines that will appear

I
between each line in the selected paragraphs. The proposed line spacing

value is 1 , which indicates "single-spaced." Single-spaced paragraphs do

|
not contain blank lines between text lines. You can enter any line spacing

value.

>
Space before determines the number of extra blank lines that will appear

I before each paragraph. The number you enter is added to any blank lines

already entered in the edit mode.
%

v Space after determines the number of extra blank lines that will appear
"

after each paragraph. The number you enter is added to any blank lines

\ already entered in the edit mode.

|
Blanks in the spacing fields keep the current line spacing and paragraph

spacing values for each paragraph if two or more paragraphs with

1 conflicting spacing are selected.

)
Format Tabs

Tab stops are positions used to align text in columns to create tables. Word
$ presets tab stops every 5 columns. Pressing I

tab
| in the Edit mode moves

t
the cursor to the next tab stop. Change or add to the preset tab stops with

*
the Format Tabs command. The new tabs apply to all new paragraphs you

)
type.

) The ruler appears when you choose the Format Tabs command, and the

cursor appears on the first ruler position. Make your tab changes directly

}, on the ruler.

) 1 . Press I esc I to go to the Command mode.

*
2. Press [H for the Format command. The screen shows:

FORMAT: £d£3W&! Tabs Document Repaginate

j
Press [T] for the Tabs subcommand. The screen shows:

FORMAT TABS
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3. UseGD andG3 to position the cursor on the ruler line. Press CE3
(Insert) to insert a new tab stop at the current position. T appears to

indicate the new tab stop. Press I shift 1 1 bksp I ( PpeD ) to delete an
existing tab stop. Note that you cannot delete preset tab stops.

4. Press I
enter

| to carry out the Format Tabs command and change the
tab stops for all new paragraphs.

When using tabs to create a table, be sure to press I shift 1 1 enter i at the end
of each line ofthe table. This ensures that the tab stops for the entire table

are the same.

Format Document

Use the Format Document command to change the page format, the
overall appearance of the document. Unlike the System Manager Set

Printer command, the Format Document command settings affect only the
current document.

1

.

Press I esc I to go to the Command mode.

2. Press QD for the Format command. The screen shows:

FORMAT : aSEESESB Tabs Document Repaginate

Press QZ] for the Document subcommand. The screen shows:

FORMAT DOCUMENT pa*e width: 3£| pa^ l^th: ftfi
margin top: b oottom : 6 le-ft: 13" ricih> 13
page numbers: (Yes} No start at : 1 " "

3. Type new responses for the fields, as needed.

Press jtab
I
to move between the fields. Press the space bar to move

between Yes and No in the page numbers field. Details of the
command fields follow.

4. Press! enter] to carry out the Format Document command after all the
command field entries are correct. The document is formatted
according to the command field entries. The changes you make affect

the entire document.
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I
Page Size

,. The page width and length settings determine how much text will appear

on a page.

1
Page width is the number of characters to print across a line, including left

)
and right margins. For example, an 80 character page width and left and

right margins of 10 each prints 60 characters on each line.

)

Page length is the number of lines to print on each page, including top and

I bottom margins. For example, a 66 line page length and top and bottom

margins of 6 each prints 54 lines on each page.

* Margins

I Margin settings include the top, bottom, left, and right margins.

* Margin top determines the number of blank lines that appear from the top

i of each page to the first line of text.

\ Bottom determines the number ofblank lines that appear from the last line

of text to the bottom of each page.

)
Left determines the number of blank spaces that appear from the left edge

I of the paper to the beginning of the text lines (not including the left

% paragraph indent).

I Right determines the number ofblank spaces that appear from the last

character on a line to the right edge of the paper (not including the right

j paragraph indent).

J

t

Page Numbers

Word uses the page number fields to number document pages

i
automatically as it prints. Page numbers appear on the printed copy but

not on the screen.
')

Page numbers determines whether or not pages will be numbered.

a'

)

)

>

Start at determines the number which with page numbering will begin.

Use this field to consecutively number pages when a document is split

between two or more files.
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Format Repaginate

Use the Format Repaginate command to insert page breaks in a document
without printing it.

1

.

Press I
esc

[ to go to the Command mode.

2. Press [T] for the Format command. The screen shows:

FORMAT: Jfeiy^ttfclM Tabs Document Repaginate

3. Press [3D for the Repaginate subcommand. The screen shows:

FORMAT REPAGINATE:
Formatting page n

The command menu appears again when the repagination is complete.

Insert

Use the Insert command to insert the text from the scrap at the current

cursor location.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to position the cursor where you want to insert the

text.

2. Press LescT] to go to the Command mode.

3. Press CD for the Insert command. All text in the scrap is inserted in front

of the cursor.

The text in the scrap is unaffected. Insert the text as many times as you
want. Only the Copy and Delete commands affect the contents of scrap.
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I

1 Jump
>

I
Use the Jump command to move, or "jump," to a specific page or a certain

' place in a document. The Jump command consists of a menu containing

|
the Page and % subcommands.

1 Jump Page

Use the Jump Page command to jump to a specific page. Only documents

|
that have been printed or repaginated (Format Repaginate) contain pages

that you may access with the Jump command. Refer to "Format" in this

| chapter for more information on repagination.

I 1. Press |_esc] to go to the Command mode.

2. Press CD for the Jump command.

3. Press fPl or I
enter

I for the Page subcommand (the proposed response).

The screen shows:

JUMP PftbE number : *.!

4. Type the number of the page you want. Press I
enter

>

>

>

I

Jump Page moves to the specified page according to the page breaks

* assigned during the last printing or repagination. The cursor appears on

the first character of the page. Ifthe document has not been printed or

* repaginated, Jump Page moves the cursor to the first character of the

* document.

):

Jump %
Use the Jump % command to jump to an approximate place within a

). document (the first half, the last third, and so forth).

)/ 1 . Press i
esc

I to go to the Command mode.

) 2. Press [H for the Jump command.

^
3. Press the space bar to move to the % subcommand, and press 1

ente r],

\ The screen shows:

JUMP percentage : *fi£M
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Press ! enter] to use 50%, or type a percentage from to 100, and press

I
enter i . The cursor moves to the character in the document that

corresponds to the percentage entered. For example, in a 1000 character

document, 25% moves the cursor to the 250th character, to the end of the

first 1A of document.

Merge

Use the Merge command to insert one document into another at the

current cursor location. Merge a Word document or any text file,

1

.

Use the arrow keys to position the cursor where you want to insert the

document or text file.

2. Press LescJ] to go to the Command mode.

3. Press LMJ for the Merge command. The screen shows:

MERGE -from: 1

4. Type the name of the file (including the filename extension) you want to

merge into the current document. Press I
enter | . All text in the file is

inserted in front of the cursor.

The text in the merged file or document is unaffected.

When you merge one document into another, the formatting information is

inserted at the beginning of the merged data. It appears as "garbage"

characters in the document, and is often quite lengthy. The merged data

itself is not formatted. If you merge a document, you must delete the

formatting information and reformat the merged data.

Because of this, we recommend that you use the Print command to save a

document in a text file format before merging it into another document.

The formatting information is not displayed when you merge a text file.

Also, because the document is saved as a formatted text file, it merges with

its formatting.
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y Options

Use the Options command to set or change the Word screen options.

Screen options include a ruler that indicates relative screen positions,

overtype or insert typing mode, and visible or invisible formatting marks

(new paragraph and new line marks). New page marks and end of

V document marks appear in either visible or invisible mode.

J Also, each time you carry out the Options command, the lesser of the

amount of available system memory or available work space appears on

I the message line.

* Note: If you do not change the screen options for each document, the

c default proposed responses are used.

% 1. Press [1DSD to go to the Command mode.

I
2. Press GT] for the Options command. The Options command fields

appear:

1

\ FT 1 NS ruler : Ves £JS - i -
<*rty

p

e • Ve

s

C N

o

> m i - i b 1 e : <\'es > No

>

3. No is the proposed response. Press the space bar to choose Yes if you
* want a ruler to appear at the top of the screen when you carry out the

* Options command.

£ + + + + + + + *+j
ta
+ + + + * + + + +^+ + + + + + + + +;_^+ + + +

+
+ + + -i-4 + + + + T + + + + t^+ + + + T + + + +

j
Plus symbols appear on the ruler for each character position, including a

raised symbol for each fifth position. Numbers indicate every tenth

1 position (1 for 10, 2 for 20, and so forth). Tabs are preset at every raised +

and number. A capital letter T appears for each tab you set with the

) Format Tabs command. A
| symbol appears for the first line indent.

* Brackets on the ruler indicate the width of the text, as determined by the

t
page width and margins (left and right) in the Format Document

< command. The left bracket (I ) usually appears as the first character on the

I ruler. The right bracket appears in place of the 6 when the default margins

from the Format Document command are used. This indicates a 60

} character printed page width (85 page width - 1 3 left margin - 12 right

margin = 60).
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If left and/or right indents are set in the Format Paragraph command,
[ and ] indicate the left and right indents, respectively. A zero (0)

appears on the ruler to indicate the left margin if a left indent is set.

4. Press [tabJ to move to the overtype field. The proposed response is No.
Press the space bar to choose Yes if you want to use the Overtype typing

mode for this document. Ot appears on the status line when you carry

out the Options command.

5. Press
I
tab

1 to move to the visible field. The proposed response is Yes.
Press the space bar to choose No if you do not want the new paragraph
and new line marks to appear on the screen for this document when you
carry out the Options command.

6. Press 1
enter

I to carry out the Options command.

Print

Use the Print command to print documents. The Print command uses the

Printer settings from the System Manager Set Printer command.

Before using your printer, be sure you:

• Plug the printer power cord into an electric outlet.

• Connect the printer and computer with the printer cable.

• Turn on the printer, making sure that it is ready, or "on line."

• Be sure the printer contains sufficient paper and ribbon to print your
document. Properly align the paper according to the instructions for

your printer.

Once you set up your printer, print your document,

1. Press [_escJ to go to the Command mode.

2. PressO for the Print command. The screen shows:

PRINT to: i^M formatted: <Ves) No copies: 1
range: ',h11 ;'Selection Pages page numbers:

3. PRN is the proposed response for the PRINT to command. Use this

response to print to the printer. Type COM to send the document to the

RS-232 communications port; type CON to print it to the console

screen. Type a filename to print the document to a text file.
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I
4. Press LtabJ to move to the formatted command field. Yes is the

proposed response. Pressing the space bar to choose No prints the

^ document without any of the formatting codes (new paragraph and new

line). Use this field when you are preparing text for another word

I processor or another program.

I 5. Press [Tab] to move to the copies command field. Type the number of

.

.

copies you want to print.

I

t 6. Press[TAB to move to the range command field. All (print all pages) is

the proposed response. Press the space bar to choose Selection if you

|
want to print only the page that includes the currently selected text. (If

no text is selected, the command is ignored.) Press the space bar twice to

> choose Pages if you want to print only certain pages.

)'
7. Press [tab] to move to the pages command field. (This command is

effective only when used with Pages in the previous command.) Type
*

the numbers of the pages you want to print. Type a comma between

individual page numbers and a colon or hyphen between consecutive

page numbers. (For example, 1,3-5, 7 : 9, 11 prints pages 1, 3, 4, 5, 7,

|
8, 9, and 11.)

J!

| 8. Press 1 enter 1 to carry out the Print command and print the document.

) Word calculates where one page ends and another begins, or "page breaks,"

automatically. A page break symbol ( » ) appears on the screen at the

J beginning of each new page. When a paragraph is split between two pages

I
(refer to "keep" in "Format Paragraph"), Word does not leaves a single line

at the bottom ("widow") or top ("orphan") of a page. Word recalculates

I
paragraph splits to avoid widow and orphan lines.

)

Replace
i

* Use the Replace command to substitute new text for any or all occurrences

of text currently in your document. Replace starts at the current cursor

location and continues through the end of the document. Replace all

V occurrences of the text without stopping at each occurrence (a "global"

replace), or stop at each occurrence, replacing them as needed.

i
1 . Use the arrow keys to position the cursor at the beginning of the

) document or wherever you want to begin replacing text.

*

2 . Press |
esc 1 to go to the Command mode.

I

i
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3. Press QT] for the Replace command. The Replace command fields

appear:

REPLACE text: § with text
confirm : >; Ves.>No

4. Type the text you want to replace. The last REPLACE text or SEARCH
text (from the Search command) entered is the default. Press 1

tab! to

move to the next command field.

5. Type the replacement text. The last with text entered is the default.

Press ! TAB"! to move to confirm.

6. The confirm command field determines if the program stops to confirm

the replacement at each occurrence of the REPLACE text. To confirm,

this field should be Yes (the default). Press the space bar to move to No
for a global replace.

7. Press ! enter I , The replacements begin.

Enter Y to replace, N to ignore, or press Esc to cancel appears on the

message line if you choose to confirm each replacement. Press El to

replace the text and move to the next occurrence. Press CH to skip this

occurrence of the text and move to the next. Press I ESCl to cancel the

Replace command and return to the command menu.

After all replacements are made, xx replacement(s) made appears on the

message line.

Note: Remember that you can replace the currently selected text with the

text in the scrap by pressing I" shift |fF2 l.

Search

Use the Search command to locate, or "search" for, an occurrence of

certain text in a document. Search for the text from the current cursor

location to the end of the document (down) or to the beginning (up). The

search stops at the first occurrence ofthe text.

1 . Use the arrow keys to position the cursor at the beginning of the

document or wherever you want to begin searching for text.

2. Press [_ESC] to go to the Command mode.
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1,

1
3. Press CO for the Search command. The Search command fields appear:

I SEARCH text: direction : <Down >Up

!

I
4. Type the text for which you wish to search. The last SEARCH text or

REPLACE text (from the Replace command) entered is the default.

>
5, Press [tab] to move to the direction command field. Down is the

I
:

default direction. Press the space bar to move to Up if you want to

search from the cursor location to the beginning of the document.

6. Press I
enter

| . The first occurrence of the text appears, highlighted.

V Note: To search for more than one occurrence of specified text, use the

Replace command. Choose Yes to confirm each replacement, then

|; simply press Q\Q at each occurrence of the text.

\

>

>
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The Word Tutorial

When you first start your computer, the System Manager screen appears.

WORD appears, highlighted, in the upper left corner of the screen. Run is

the proposed command on the menu.

Creating a Word Work File

First, create a file called "practice."

1 . At the System Manager screen, with the cursor over WORD and with

Run as the proposed command, press I
enter

I . The screen shows:

RUN application: MSlM file:

2. Press I_taB to move to file.

3. Type practice as the name of your work file. The Tandy 600 accepts

both lowercase and uppercase input. If uppercase input is required (as

in filenames), the computer converts the lowercase input. If you do not

type a filename, Word automatically names the file "Work."

4. Press I enter | . A blank screen, containing only an end of file marker

( H ) appears. The command menu, message line, and status line

appear at the bottom of the screen.

Entering Text

Now you are ready to type a document. Type the following paragraph,

pressing ! enter [ only once, at the end:

I've rescheduled the meeting for Thursday, May 1 5 at 4: 30 pm in my
office. Agenda items will include a report on the Brink's contract and
a short review of J.T.'s fact-finding study on the Brady mine in South

Dakota. Incidentally, Bill won't be able to make this one — he's in

Atlanta this week -- but he's sending Ann Flynt in his place. Bring

along Harry if he's free.
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*

* Correct any errors you make by pressing I bksp I to erase the error then

retyping the text. For example, to change the last word/n?<? to available:

i

>

)

1

)

1 . Erase "free." by pressing Qjkspj six times.

2. Type available. (Don't forget the period.)

3. Press I enter!

Selecting and Revising Text

'% To revise a document you've already drafted, you can select and delete text,

then type new text. Select "Incidentally" in the sample paragraph, then

I delete it as follows:

^
1 . Press CD as many times as necessary to position the marker on the line

^ containing "Incidentally."
t

j
2. Press C3 to position the marker on the letter "I" of "Incidentally."

) 3. Press [£8] to select the word, then press EST] for selection extend. Ex

appears on the status line. Now, pressGD twice to include the comma
y and the following space in the selection.

? 4. The Replace scrap mode should be active (nothing appears on the status

line). IfAp or Ns appears on the status line, press I
F5

I until Word is in

the Replace mode.I

I
5. Press I esc 1 to enter the Command mode, and press [10 for Delete.

| {incidentally, } appears on the status line; it is deleted from the text and

placed in the scrap. Word returns to the Edit mode.

X

Sometimes, simply deleting text is not enough. Often, you want to insert

^ new text after you delete the old. You can do this by typing the new text or

, inserting from the scrap.
.1

v If you type new text to replace deleted text, remember that the new text

appears in front of the marker. For instance, type new text to replace

I "Incidentally,":

I 1. Be sure the cursor is on the "B" of "Bill."

) 2. Now, type Unfortunately, (Don't forget to include the comma and a

space.)
I
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Now, insert the contents of the scrap between "place." and "Bring":

1. Press CD to move to the line containing the word "Bring/'

2. PressED until the cursor is on "B" of "Bring."

3

.

Press
I

esc
|
to go to the Command mode, and press ED for Insert.

"Incidentally," now appears in the paragraph, before "Bring." Word
returns to the Edit mode.

To change the letter "B" of "Bring" to lowercase:

1. Be sure the cursor is on the "B."

2. Press! shift
| j
bksp

| ( [delete] ), Type b to replace the capital "B."

Notice that the capital "B" you deleted replaces the previous contents of
the scrap. (When you insert from the scrap, the contents of the scrap

remain unchanged.)

Formatting Text

The format of your text is the way it looks. Now, change the way your
example paragraph looks - from flush with the left margin to justified (flush

with both margins).

1

.

Place the cursor anywhere within the paragraph.

2. Press |_ESCJ to go to the Command mode.

3. Press CEI for the Format command.

4. Press [Z] for the Paragraph subcommand.

5. Press the space bar 3 times to choose Justified in the alignment field.

6. Carry out the command by pressing I
enter! Word formats the

paragraph and returns to the Edit mode.
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>

> Printing the Document

2. Press CUE] to go to the Command mode.

Now that you've edited and formatted your document, you can print it.

%

1 . Be sure your printer is on, connected to the computer, ready to print,

) and has sufficient paper to print the document.

>

)

>

>

>

3. Press CH for the Print command,

4. Press I
enter

| to carry out the command using the proposed responses.

Word prints your document, in this case, your sample paragraph.

Quitting Word

> Press I CTRL II F1Q I to quit Word and return to System Manager. Word

automatically saves your document every time you quit Word.

>

>
To erase your practice file, highlight PRACTICE on the System Manager

screen.

1 . PressLE for the Delete command. (System Manager is already in the

j
command mode.) The screen shows:

j

delete tile: ussmtummm

)j
2. Press I enter I to carry out the command. The practice file is deleted.

>

)

)

>

}

>
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Chapter 3 Calendar

>

>

!

>

> __

),
The CALENDAR application is an appointment and task (event)

scheduler and reminder. It provides at-a-glance schedule information, and

| reminds you of important appointments at times you specify. Two types of

calendars are used: Month Calendars and Daily Diaries.

>

Month Calendars display an asterisk next to each date for which

^ appointments are scheduled. You can copy all appointments and/or tasks

for one date on a Month Calendar and insert them in one or more different

^
dates. You can also delete all appointments and/or tasks from a date at a

v Month Calendar. You can also print the Calendar events that are

referenced on a Month Calendar.

)
Daily Diaries display detailed event information. You add or change

) events for a specific date in that day's Diary. You can duplicate one or

more selected events for insertion elsewhere in the current Daily Diary or

) in another day's Diary. You can display and enter times in either a

24-hour or 12-hour (am/pm) format. You can also print the events that

* appear on a Daily Diary.

* You can set an alarm for Diary events when you add or edit them. The

') alarm reminds you of the events as they occur or at a time you set. You can

set the alarm to beep or to display a flashing asterisk to remind you ofan

) event. If the audible alarm (beep) is set, it beeps at the designated time in

any application and even when the computer is turned off.

}

)

>

>

>

>
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Special Calendar Keys

Function Keys

Calendar uses the following function keys:

i
F1

I Functions the same as I label I

F2

F4

T5l

rF6i~ rpioi

I SHIFT UTTI

I SHIFT|f~F2~l

I SHIFT|[~F8l

-
I SHIFT IITTO"

I CTRL I fTTI

-
I CTRL II F10

|

(Month Calendar only.) Moves to the next Month
Calendar.

Turns on the Sort option if it has been turned off as

a result of low memory. Before pressing [f4],

recover all available memnrv and insert qII H;

from scrap

or iow memory, tfetore pressing L±4j,

all available memory, and insert all data
an

Controls the Scrap Mode. Replace is the default

scrap mode; copied or deleted data replaces the

current scrap contents. No scrap indicator appears
on the status line for the Replace mode.

Press
I
F5

| once for the Append mode; copied or

deleted data is appended to the current scrap

contents. Ap appears on the status line.

Press [£5] twice for the No Scrap mode. Ns
appears on the status line. Press [EC again to

return to the Replace scrap mode.

Function as Selection Keys. Refer to "Selection

Keys/'

Functions the same as I
shift

1 1 label I .

(Month Calendar only.) Moves to the Previous

Month Calendar.

Function as selection keys. Refer to "Selection

Keys."

Function as system function keys. Refer to

"System Function Keys" in the Overview.
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Selection Keys

1

.

Select (all or part of) the record(s) you are copying or deleting into the

scrap.

2. Copy or delete the selected area.

)

I

Before inserting all or a portion of one or more records elsewhere in the

* Calendar file, you must first select the area into which the records are to be

I
inserted.

>

>

>

3. Move to the target location for the insert (in the same Daily Diary or a

r- different one), and select the entire area into which you are inserting the

k record(s).

\ The area copied or deleted must match the field type of the target area

(whole records into whole records, Note fields into Note fields, and so

| forth).

> [~F6l Extends the current Selection (highlighted text in

an EDIT field or highlighted column or record).

I l~F6~j works in conjunction with the selection keys:

[~F7~1 . [~F8l . IT91 . 1 Fio |. and the arrow keys. Press

1 F6 I . then press a selection key.

1 . •

HH Selects the previous field (Start, Stop, Priority,

|
Remind, or Note) when used with Extend Select

([IS).

)

nrj Selects the next field when used with Extend Select

I ([F6]).

^
\T\ Selects the previous record when used with Extend

v Select (EC).

x \T\ Selects the next record when used with Extend

Select ( US] ).

}

HfTI In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first Word
) to the Left of the cursor that is not already

selected. If the cursor is in the middle of a word,
*

1 F7 1 selects that word.

>
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I

F8
1 In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first Word

to the Right of the cursor that is not already

selected. If the cursor is on a word, I F8 I selects that

word.

I
F9

| In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first

Character to the Left of the cursor.

I

F1Q
I In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first

Character to the Right of the cursor.

I
shift

| [jg] (Daily Diary only.) Selects all fields in the same
Column. Press any arrow key to cancel the

selection.

I

shift
| [hD (Daily Diary only.) Selects all fields in the same

Record (row). Press any arrow key to cancel the

selection.

I
shift

j
[TTo~| (Daily Diary only.) Selects All records for the

current day. Press any arrow key to cancel the

selection.
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>

)

)

)

)

)

)

>

)

)

>

>

)

>

)

>

)

Command Keys

ESC

fESCl

j ENTER

|

Returns to the Command mode from the Edit

mode. Edit is the default command on the menu.

In the Command mode, cancels the command and

returns to the command menu. Edit is again

highlighted as the default command. Press QD to

go into the Edit mode.

In the Command mode, carries out the current

command using default values or values you fill in

for the command fields.

Special keys for the command menu are:

I
tab

I Moves to the next command.

or space bar

I SHIFTlfTABl

or I BKSPI

Moves to the previous command.

Special keys for the command fields are:

Moves to the next command field.TAB

i
shift

I
[Tab"

space bar

BKSP

Moves to the previous command field.

Moves to the next item in a menu-type command
field.

Moves to the previous item in a menu-type

command field.
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Starting and Quitting Calendar

Calendar is the second application name that appears on the System
Manager screen. When you first start the Tandy 600 or return to the

System Manager screen from another application, the cursor highlights the

Word application. Run is the default on the System Manager command
menu.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over CALENDAR (the application
name or the filename - only one Calendar file can be created).

2, Place the command selection marker over Run, and press I enter I ,

Calendar displays the Daily Diary screen for the last date accessed. The
cursor appears in the same postion as when you last accessed the file. A
blank Daily Diary screen for the current date appears when opening the
file for the first time.

Quit the Calendar application and return to the System Manager by
pressing

I
Ctrl

1 1
fio

|. Quit the Calendar application and return to the
previous application by pressing I Ctrl I YW] .
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)

)

The Calendar Screens

Daily Diary Screen

) When you open the Calendar file, a Daily Dairy screen appears. The
Calendar command menu, message line, and status line appear at the

bottom of the screen. Calendar begins in the Command mode, with the

command selection marker highlighting the Edit command.

ID li Start NStop ||
P II R II Note

) HEW '

'

>

)

)

)

>

> C.np'A Delete 5EH3 Insert Jump Options Print
Copyright (1984. lytfSO Microso-ft Uorp. __„__.„
Calendar: Tuesday, 1/ 1..-19S5 1/ lxlyyS ^

:
a < ^9 hM

Figure 14. A Blank Calendar Daily Diary Screen

) The status line displays the application name, the date of the Daily Diary

screen displayed, the current system date and time, and any active

indicators.

The cursor appears in the Start field of the NEW record. You can

immediately begin entering Calendar event records by pressing [T] for the

Edit command. There are two types of Calendar events: appointments and

)
tasks.
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Appointments and Tasks

Appointments are events for which a specific Start, Stop, and/or Reminder
time is entered. Appointments are not carried forward to the next day, but
remain on the Daily Diary until deleted.

Appointments appear before task on the Calendar screen. Each time you
press

I
enter

|
to carry out the Edit command, Calendar sorts appointments

in chronological order and tasks in order of priority first, and chronology
second.

Ifyou schedule 2 appointments at the same time, the one with the highest

priority (providing you assigned priorities) lists first.

Tasks are all-day events - events for which no specific Start times are

entered. Calendar does not consider a task complete until you enter a

completion date in the Stop field. Tasks not completed or deleted continue
to appear on the next day's Daily Diary. In this way, tasks form a dynamic
"to do" list. (A task alarm does not go off if you fill the Stop field before

the Remind time occurs.) C

(

Month Calendar Screen (

(

An entire month can be viewed on the Calendar Month screen. At the

Daily Diary screen, press CD (for Jump). The screen shows: .
(

JUHh' to month : M day ; year

The proposed response is the current month and year. Leave the day field

blank to jump to a Month screen. (Change the field values, including a day,

to view another Daily Diary screen.) Press I enter | . A Month screen

appears for the month and year entered.
[
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SUN MON TUE

Oct ober

WED

1985

THU FRI SAT

hi

13

ii'T

r

14
21

M 2 3
19
17
24
31

4
11
IS

12

26
15

29

lo

38

> Copy Delete Insert M8EU3 Print
P. i= 1 pc€ opt i on or t ype command _ 1 e1 1-er
Ca 1 endar Sehedu 1 ed : y 10..- I,-"1985 8:>:3:29 AM

Figure 15. A Blank Calendar Month Screen

The current Calendar date (the Daily Diary date from which you jumped) is

highlighted on the Month screen. An asterisk next to a date indicates that one or

more events are scheduled for that date on a Daily Diary screen.

The Month screen command menu, message line, and status line appear at the

bottom of the screen. The Edit and Options commands are not available at the

Month screen. The status line displays the application name and the number of

events scheduled for the highlighted date. The current system date and time also

appear, as well as any active indicators.
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The Calendar Commands

Calendar defaults to the Command mode; when you run Calendar, the

program goes into the Command mode automatically.

Use the Calendar Edit command to enter and edit Calendar event records.

Use the other Calendar commands to copy, delete, insert, and print selected

Calendar information. Also use the commands to move between the Daily
Diary and Month Calendar screens, and to determine the formats in which
time and dates are entered and displayed in the Calendar application.

Copy

Use the Copy command to duplicate, or "copy," all or part of one or more (

records and place the copy in the scrap. Before copying, choose either the

Replace or Append scrap mode ( I
F5

I ). (

Move the cursor to the first record field to copy. The entire field is

selected. To copy a single field, skip to Step 3.

Depending on the status of scrap, the computer appends the copied data to

the existing scrap, or overwrites the existing scrap with the copied data.

88

2. Press LSHjELJCB] to select the current column. I SHIFT I FT9l to select the
(

current record, or !
shift [ friol to select all records for the current day.

Use a combination of the arrow keys andLE6J ifyou wish to extend the (

selection.

(

3. When all records you wish to copy are selected, press E] for the Copy
command. (

I

{

Now use the Insert command to insert the contents of the scrap elsewhere.
(

(

(

{

(

{

(

I



1. Move the cursor to the first record field to delete. The entire field is

selected.

)

)

> Delete __
)

Use the Delete command to erase, or "delete," unwanted Calendar event

} records. Delete only complete records. Before deleting, choose a scrap

mode ( CED ). If you choose the No Scrap mode, all deleted data is lost.

)

)

2. Press I
shift I fF9l to select the current record or i

shift WJW] to select all

)
records for the current day. Use a combination ofCD, CD, and QBE] if you

wish to extend the selection to include more than one record.

3. When all records you wish to delete are selected, press CE for the Delete
*

command.

•* Depending on the status of scrap, the computer appends the deleted records

\ to the existing scrap, overwrites the existing scrap with the deleted records,

or deletes the records without saving them to the scrap.

)

) Edit
) —

Use the Edit command to enter and/or change all Calendar events. Each

Calendar event (appointment or task) displays as a record (row) on the

screen.

) 1 . Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over the Start field of the record

you want to edit or of the NEW record if you are adding a record.

)

2. In the Command mode, press I enterI for the Edit command (the

^ proposed response). The EDIT command field appears.

.) EDIT:

)
Any information in the Start field for the current record appears in the

EDIT field.

)

3. Type a start time for an appointment record in HH: MM PM format or

) the format you chose in the Options command. Type a date for a task in

MM/DD/YY format. Press ED to move to the Stop field. (PressED
without entering any data to enter the current date for a task.)
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4, Type a stop time for the event, and press GD to move to the Priority (P)

field. The priority you enter determines the order in which the events

are sorted. Valid priorities are:

* urgent

H high

M moderate

L low

5. Press GD to move to the Reminder (R) field. Type a reminder time in

HH: MM PM format or the format you chose in the Options command,

6. PressGH to move to the Note field. Type a notation for the event, up to

255 characters.

Often, notes are longer than the 43 characters that appear on the screen.
(

Select a note, and press [T] to display the entire note in the EDIT field.

Press I esc I to return to the Command mode. <

7. Press I
enter

1 to carry out the Edit command. (

(

Insert (

i.

Use the Insert command to insert the contents of the scrap into a selected

area on the screen (one or more complete records or parts of records). The (

inserted data must be in the same format (date, time, note) as the field(s) or

record(s) in which you want to insert it. *

Inserting Data at a Daily Diary Screen

Use the Jump command to move to the Daily Diary in which you want to

insert the scrap contents. The information must already be in the scrap.

Select the target area, then insert. <

90

1

.

Select (all or part of) the record(s) you are copying or deleting into the (

scrap.

(

2. Copy or delete the selected area.

(

3. Use the Jump command to move to the target location for the insert (in ,

the same Daily Diary or a different one).

4. Use the selection keys to select the entire area into which you are

inserting information.



)

)

The information in the scrap must match the field type of the target area

^ (whole records into whole records, Note fields into Note fields, and so

, forth).

)
5. Press UD for the Insert command. The scrap data is inserted into the

selected area.

)

) Inserting Data at a Month Screen

) You can also insert data from the scrap into several selected days (every

Tuesday in a month, for example).

)

)

)

}

1

.

Use the Jump command to move to the appropriate Month Calendar

screen.

2. Select the days into which you want the scrap data inserted (the column

\ of Tuesdays, for example).

) 3. PressCD for the Insert command. The scrap data is inserted into the

Daily Diaries of the selected days.

Jump

) Use the Jump command to move between the Daily Diary screens and

Month Calendar screens. You can jump to a Month or Daily Diary screen

) from any screen. The current month and year are the proposed responses

when jumping from a Daily screen; the current month, day, and year are

) the proposed responses when jumping from a Month screen.

Jumping to a Month Calendar Screen

1. Press CD. The screen shows:

JUMP to month: 1 day: >-j**r
:

1986

The proposed responses are the current month, day, and year. (No value

appears in the day field if you are jumping from a Daily Diary.)

2. Type a month in the MM format.

3. Press fTABl to move to the day field. Leave the day blank to display a

Month screen.
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4. Press LLABJ to move to the year field. Type a year in the format YYYY.

5. Press
I

enter
| to carry out the Jump command. The Month Calendar

screen appears.

Jumping to a Daily Diary Screen

1. Press CH. The screen shows:

JUMP to month : day : year : 198*

The proposed responses are the current month, day, and year.

2. Type a month in the MM format

3. Press
1
tab

| to move to the day field. Type a day in the DD format.

4. Press LTABJ to move to the year field. Type a year in the YYYY format.

Options

5. Press LENlSO to carry out the Jump command. The Daily Diary screen
(

appears.

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

Use the Option command to set the format for all Calendar times and
dates.

1. Press Co] for the Options command. The screen shows:

OPTIONS time format: 2SBfifl) 24-Hour day format: MM/DD/VV

2. The proposed time format is AM-PM, which displays time according to

a 12-hour clock, including a notation for morning (AM) or night (PM).
Any times you enter when using this format must include AM or PM.
(Calendar defaults to AM if nothing is entered.)

Use the proposed response, or press the space bar to choose the 24-hour
format, which displays hours from 1 to 24.

(

3. Press 1
tab I to move to the next field. The proposed day format is {

MM/DD/YY. Use the proposed response, or type a new format for the

date, up to 12 characters long. Use only M, D, Y, and boilerplate *

characters for the date format.
(
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For the date October 1, 1985,

type:

MMM DD, YYYY
MM DD YY
DD-MMM-YYYY

to display and enter:

Oct 1, 1985

10 1 85

l-Oct-1985

4. Press i enter i to carry out the Options command.

Print

Use the Print command to print selected records to a file or to the printer.

Printing to a file creates a text file, which you can use in transferring data to

another program.

The Calendar Print command uses the settings in the System Manager Set

Printer command. Before you print, be sure the settings are correct. Select

one or more records or an entire day at a Daily Diary screen, or more than

one day at a Month Calendar screen.

1

.

Jump to the Daily Diary or Month Calendar screen.

2. Press CH for the Print command. The screen shows:

PR IN' smm

Use the proposed response to print to the printer, or type a filename to

print to a text file.

3. Press 1 enter I to carry out the Print command.
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(

.
. (

(

The Calendar tutorial is a step-by-step practice session that leads you
through the basics of entering and editing Calendar events. (

The Calendar Tutorial

Starting Calendar
c

c

At the System Manager screen, place the cursor over CALENDAR, and
press Eg] for the Run command. The screen shows: (

NEW {[nMMMil Jll I

(

(

(

> Copy Delete «H3 Insert Jump Options Print
Copyright ',19y4, l9tf5> Microso+t Cnrp. /
La 1 enda r: Tuesday,. 1,-- 1^1985 1,.- 1,-1985 2:07:29 hM ^

{

The cursor highlights the Start field in the NEW record. EDIT is

highlighted on the command menu. (

The current system date appears at the right of the bottom line. The
Calendar date, the date of the current Daily Diary, appears at the left.

When you first open the file, Calendar displays a Daily Diary screen for the

the current system date. For this example, we assume the system date is (

12/23/1985. You can change the system date (Set Date in the System
Manager) or type the actual date for the events in this example. i

(

(

(

i

(

I

(
*



Entering Appointments

1. PressCH for the Edit command. The screen shows:

Inter an appointment CHHhMM PN> or a task CMM/DO/VV>

2. Type 12:10pm for 12:10 PM. (Do not press
I

enter
J yet.) PressEl to

move to the Stop field.

As the marker moves from the Start field to the Stop field, 12:10PM

appears in the Start field of the record we are creating. The NEW
record moves down one line. The message line shows:

Enter an appointment (HH:MM PM) or a task (MM/DD/YY)

3. Type 12:50pm for 12:50 PM, and pressQ to move to the P (Priority)

field. The message line shows:

Enter a priority (*, H, M, or L)

4. Type H to indicate a high priority for this appointment, and pressGD to

move to the R (Reminder) field. The message shows:

Enter a time for a reminder (HH:MM PM)

5. Type 11:55 for 11:55 AM (AM is the default). This sets an alarm to

go off 1 5 minutes before your appointment. If you skip this field and do

not enter a time, Calendar uses the start time of the appointment as the

reminder time.

6. PressGD to move to the Note field. (Notice that the reminder time does

not appear on the screen. R appears to indicate that a reminder time is

set.)

The message line shows:

Enter a note (up to 255 characters)

7. Type Lunch with Marie.

Your first appointment record is complete. Now, you can enter more

records.
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Entering More Appointments

(record 3)! 1 : 36 PM
|
2:00 PM

(record 4)
(record 5)

(record 6)

2 86 PM
4:09 PM it 4:45 PM
6

: yy PM

Entering Tasks

Enter a priority (*, H, M, or L)

3. Type * to indicate an urgent priority rating for this task. Press GD to

move to the reminder field. The message line now shows:

Enter a time for a reminder (HH:MM PM)

Press GQ once, thenQ 4 times to move to the beginning of the next new /

record. The note entered in the last record appears in the Note field.

(

Enter the following records, using the same procedures as before. Type
3:55pm and 5:45pm as reminder times for records 4 and 5, respectively. (

ID [(Start ilSton ilPIIRIINot^ II f
(record 2)t|iv: 1_y PM !!l>":?y PM !>H;!R!J Lunch with Marie

Statue Meet i n*g

Call Phillips., discuss Folsom contract {
I nterv i ew w i th prospect i ve emp 1 oyee *

Be home tor- d i uner or- e 1 se !

(

You now have 5 appointment records on your screen. You're ready to (
enter some sample task records. Don't press ! enter I When you're ready to

enter task records, use the arrow keys to move to the Start field of the NEW (

record.

(

(

The message line now shows: (

Enter an appointment (HH : MM PM) or a task (MM/DD/YY) (

1. Type 12/23/85. <

(
2. PressGD twice to skip the Stop field and move to the priority field.

(Stop is used for the completion date, which you fill in only when you
(

complete the task.) The message line shows:

(

(

(

(

(

4. Type 10:30 for 10:30 AM. You have now set an alarm to go off at

10:30 AM on the day you've planned to perform the given task. No (

alarm sounds for tasks unless you specifically request one in this field.

(

1

(

(
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5. PressGD to move to the Note field. The message line shows:

Enter a note (up to 255 characters)

6. Type Write up report on marketing strategy.

Your first task record is complete. Now, you are ready to enter additional

task records.

Entering More Tasks

Press HI once, thenG3 4 times to move to the beginning of the next new

record. The note entered in the last record appears in the Note field.

Enter the following records, using the same procedures as before. Type

10:30 as a reminder time for record 3.

ID jlStar
(record 2) !]i2,-2
(record 3) j|12,''i

(record 4) Hi2.-'^
(record 5) III^-^
(record 6) hi J- c-

' ^

Stop

I

i i

Note- ^ T _ _.
Draft, contract tor Jon** =j'-

Mail spec to all concerned
Draft memo for record
De-pos i t payohfC k

Get a haircut

count

After you enter all the sample tasks, press! enter]. You now have 6 task

records on your screen. Calendar sorts the appointments and tasks.

Records are first sorted into appointments and tasks, then by priority, and

finally, by chronological order.

The screen now shows 5 appointment records and 6 task records for this

day.

ID Start
12:10 PM
1:30 PM
2:86 PM
4:66 PM
6 : bti r-TI

±2./23/yo-
12/-23...-85

i2.-''i-j.--''y5

NEW
12/-23/S5

St.np
12:56 PM
2 : 00 PM

4:45 PM

p R
H R
H
M
M P
rt K
* R
H R
M
M
L
L

l

Note
Lunch with Marie
Status Meet i not ,_

1
. ,

Call Phillips, discuss Folsom contr^iut
I nterv i ew w i th prospect i Me

t

emp 1 oyee
Be home -for dinner or else:
Writ -

.*1 up report on marketing strategy
Mail spec to all concerned
Dra-ft contract for Jones account
Ora-ft memo -for record
Depos i t paychec k
Set a haircut
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f

Quitting Calendar t

Press
I

CTRL
1

1 F10I to quit Calendar and return to System Manager.
Calendar automatically saves the events you entered.

To erase the practice Calendar file, highlight the CALENDAR file (not the

application name) on the System Manager screen.

1. Press LTD for the Delete command. The screen shows:

DELETE file: MHMgMBaiMHl

2. Press I
enter

1 to carry out the Delete command. The practice file is

deleted.
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Chapter 4 File

FILE lets you create your own information management system, or

"data base." Use the File application to store and maintain addresses and

) phone numbers, income tax records, billings, favorite recipes, and other

data items. File can sort data (in ascending or descending order)

^ alphabetically, numerically, or chronologically. You can select records

x with File, exchange information with other application programs, and
' more.

)
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Special File Keys

Function Keys

File uses the following function keys:

£u Functions the same as ! label

lEB-l F1QJ Function as Selection Keys. Refer to "Selection

Keys."

shift I [FT] Functions the same as I shift 1 1 label I .

i
F4

| Sorts data that was not sorted because of low ,

memory (entire scrap was not inserted). Before

pressing i
F4

I . recover all available memory, then
(

insert the scrap data.

('

I
F5

| Controls the Scrap Mode. Replace is the default

scrap mode; copied or deleted data replaces the (

current scrap contents. No scrap indicator appears

on the status line for the Replace mode.

(
Press I

F5
I once for the Append mode; copied or

deleted data is appended to the current scrap t

contents. Ap appears on the status line.

(

Press I
F5

I twice for the No Scrap mode. Ns
appears on the status line. Press [HE] again to (

return to the Replace scrap mode.
(

(

I SHiFTi rF8l Function as Selection Keys. Refer to "Selection

ISHiFTirriOl Keys." (

I Ctrl 1 1
F1

| Function as system function keys. Refer to (

I ctrl 1 1
F10I "System Function Keys" in the Overview.

(

(

(

(

(
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Scrolling Keys

m

SHIFT J lTI

j SHIFT |m

I
SHIFT

i shift s rn

I
CTRL

I JTl

rcTRTim
rcTRTi r^i

Scrolls to the previous row.

Scrolls to the next row.

Scrolls to the previous column.

Scrolls to the next column.

Scrolls to the previous screen of rows. The first

row of the screen from which you scrolled appears

as the last line of the new screen.

Scrolls to the next screen of rows. The last row of

the screen from which you scrolled appears as the

first line of the new screen.

Scrolls to the previous screen of columns. The first

column of the screen from which you scrolled

appears as the last column of the new screen.

Scrolls to the next screen of columns. The last

column of the screen from which you scrolled

appears as the first column of the new screen.

Scrolls to the first row in the data base.

Scrolls to the last row in the data base.

Scrolls to the first column in the data base.

Scrolls to the last column in the data base.

Selection Keys

F6

m

Extends the current Selection (highlighted text).

fF6~l works in conjunction with the selection keys:

im . [EC, fWl . 1 F1 o I . and the arrows. Press i
F6

I

then press a selection key.

Selects the previous row when used with Extend

Select (EEC).
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m

1-1

I SHIFT NT 1

1
SHIFT ||4|

1 SHIFT j| - I

1 SHIFT II - 1

1 CTRL Mil

ICTRLIUI

1 CTRL II - I

I CTRL II - 1

|F7|

|F8|

1
F9

|

Selects the next row when used with Extend Select

([IE).

Selects the previous column when used with

Extend Select (fRfl).

Selects the next column when used with Extend

Select (fT6l).

Selects the previous screen of rows when used with

Extend Select ( [76] ).

Selects the next screen of rows when used with

Extend Select ( [W] ).

Selects the previous screen of columns when used

with Extend Select ( [ED ).

Selects the next screen of columns when used with

Extend Select (LEI]).

Selects all rows from the current one to the first

row in the data base when used with Extend Select

([IS).

Selects all rows from the current one to the last row

in the data base when used with Extend Select

([IS).

Selects all columns from the current one to the first

column in the data base when used with Extend

Select (rrel).

Selects all columns from the current one to the last

column in the data base when used with Extend

Select ( [BE] ).

In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first Word
to the Left of the cursor.

In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first Word
to the Right of the cursor.

In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the next

Character to the Left of the cursor.
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1
F10|

I
SHIFT M F8

I

I
SHIFT il F9

|

I
SHIFT || F10

|

In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the next

Character to the Right of the cursor.

Selects all fields in the current Column. Press an

arrow key to "unselect" the column. Press CH],

then G~| or GD to select additional columns.

Selects all fields in the current Record. Press an

arrow key to "unselect" the record. Press LEI],

then |T| or GO to select additional records.

Selects All records in the data base. Press an arrow

key to "unselect" the records.

Command Keys

ESC

ESC

ENTER
|

In the Command mode, cancels the command and

returns to the command menu. Edit is highlighted

as the default command. Press [JD to go into the

Edit mode.

Returns to the Command mode from the Edit

mode. Edit is again highlighted as the default

command.

In the Command mode, carries out the current

command using default values or values you fill in

for the command fields.

Special keys for the command menu are:

Moves to the next command.TAB

or space bar

j SHIFT ilTAB"

or i BKSF

I

Moves to the previous command.
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Special keys for the command fields are:

TAB

I
SHIFT IfTAB"

space bar

1 BKSP I

Moves to the next command field.

Moves to the previous command field.

Moves to the next item in a menu-type command
field.

Moves to the previous item in a menu-type
command field.
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Starting and Quitting File

File is the third application name that appears on the System Manager

screen. When you first start the Tandy 600 or return to the System

Manager screen from another application, the cursor highlights the Word

application. Run is the default on the System Manager command menu.

To create a File data base:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over FILE, place the selection

marker over Run, and press Center]. The Run command fields appear:

RUN aioolication: 211^1 -file:

2. Press I
tab |. Type a name for the data base you are creating. If you do

not type a filename, File names your data base WORK.

3. Press PenterI . A File screen appears. File begins in the Command
mode.

To open an existing data base:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over the name of the work file for

the data base you want to open.

2. Place the command selection marker over Run, and press Center]. The

File screen for the data base appears. The cursor appears in the same

position as when you last accessed the data base. File begins in the

Command mode.

Quit the File application and return to the System Manager by pressing

I
CTRL

I
ITTol . Quit the File application and return to the previous

application by pressing I CTRLirnn . When you quit File, the data base is

stored in two files, a work file and data file.

The name of the work file (extension .FIL) appears to the right of FILE on

the System Manager screen. The work file contains the data base

formatting information: number of records, width of columns, header

information, and location of the cursor when you quit the program.
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The name of the data file is the same as that of the work file, but with .DAT
as the extension. The name of the data file appears to the right of .DAT on
the System Manager screen. The data file contains the actual data that you
entered into the data base. File stores data and formatting information

separately for easy access of the data by a BASIC program.

Note: You must copy both the work file and the data file into RAM in

order to open an existing disk data base.
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The File Screen

When you create a File data base or open an existing one, the File screen

appears. The File command menu, message line, and status line appear at

the bottom of the screen. File begins in the Command mode, with the

command selection marker highlighting the Edit command.

ID
FORM
SORT
FIND
NEW

NEW
a

JHHMMMriHriHH

> Copy Delete *JSS Find Insert Jump Lookup Moue Options Print
Cop'--*r 1 ofht >'. 198<r. 19y5 ? M i crosott Coro

.

File: RORK Records : w .--

9

Figure 16. Blank File Screen

The cursor appears at the intersection of the NEW column and row. You
can enter data immediately or first format and name the columns of your

data base, then enter data. Following is an example of a formatted data

base, which shows an employee's federal income tax records for 1976

through 1983. We will explain the File screen using this example.

ID V <=».=!
r"

FURM T T T T

SURT 1 Down
F I NO
1 19:=::":
.-- 1982
-: 1981
4 1980
cr ly79
^ 1 0-7;":

i 1977
o ±97fc>
NEW MWPPItf^
> Co*:>MLieTei

Incoii^ tIFed Tax W.--H

:jy

24

fc.y

2y
70
19

2o . yy

00U E uti
80£> . y0
500 . MM
4M0. 00
200 . 00
90H

.

mO
600 . 00
450. 00

Deduct i cms

750. 00
70U . My
600. 0y
450

.

00
55 U . 0©
390 . 0y
4m0 . My
000. 0y

hind Insert Jump LookUp
^e X e-ccf. opt i on or "T'-itoe command letter
File: WORK

""
Records

Mc

p. i'-Hfm--nt.

t tt# . ###. ##

* 6 5 .

* fc- MM . MM
* 575. IjM
* 5 25 . MM
* 475.00
* 45M. MM
* :":-^ c". 0fi
* 350. Qu

NEW
HHHHIHHHHHhl

>e Upt i on-^. Er 1 nt-
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Control Records

At the top of the screen are the data base control records: ID, FORM,
SORT, and FIND. Before you enter any data records, fill in the ID and
FORM fields for each column.

ID

FORM

SORT

FIND

Use the ID record to define names for each column. The ID
names in our example are: Year, Income, Fed Tax W/H,
Deductions, and Payment.

Use the FORM record to set up a format for the records in the

data base. The default format is 10 letters and/or numbers.
Use the default format, shorten or widen the columns, or

reformat them to contain numbers, dates, or times. The
formats in our example are: YYYY (for the year) and

$##, ###.## for a numerical amount in a dollar format.

Use the SORT record after entering data records to rearrange,

or "sort," the records in a different order. We sorted the

records in our example by the first column, Year, in descending

(1 Down) order.

Use the FIND record after entering data records to display a

particular group of records based on criteria you enter.

Because no FIND criterion is entered in our example, all

records are shown.

Data Records

The central portion of the screen contains data records, the information

you enter into the data base. You normally set up your data base so that

columns contain the record fields and each row contains a different record.

Command Area

The command menu, message line, and status line appear at the bottom of
the File screen. The status line displays the name of the current application

and data base, the number of records in the current Find set (the records

that match the current FIND record) followed by the total number of

records in the data base, and any active indicators.
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Formatting Records

)

)

)

)

You fill in fields of the FORM record to define the type, width, and
•' appearance of the data fields in each column. Column widths are

, determined by the number of characters, including spaces, that you type in

^
the fields of the Form record. There are 3 field types: text, number, or

\ date/time.

)
Do not mix types in a single Form record field. For example, when

formatting a column of address fields consisting of numbers and text, you

) must format the column for text or for numbers. Because you use numbers

in addresses descriptively rather than mathematically, text is the logical

) column format.

Valid characters in the FORM fields are:)

) A text

\ - boilerplate symbol for phone number formats

( ) boilerplate symbols for phone number formats

)

# number
) E scientific notation

$ boilerplate symbol for dollar formats

boilerplate symbol for decimal formats

,
boilerplate symbol for number formats

M month
D day of the month

H hour format

M minute

S second

: a boilerplate symbol for time formats

) Y year

/ boilerplate symbol for date formats

)

)

)

Note: Any characters can be used as boilerplates in the FORM field. The

)
ones listed here are only some of the most commonly used

boilerplate symbols.

..)

You can change the format in the FORM field to convert one type of data
*

to another. However, when you convert numbers to text, you can no longer

calculate them. They lose their genuine numeric values.

)
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Furthermore, File cannot convert from number to date/time or from

date/time to number because there is no logical equivalent from one to the

other.

When you edit a FORM field to change the type of data in a column, File

displays: Checking fields. If the data types can be converted, File

displays: Converting fields...

If File cannot convert the format of a particular field, it displays: Value

cannot be converted. Enter Y to continue. To discontinue, press! esc j.

File cancels the current Edit and returns to the command menu. To

continue, press [V]. File either skips the field or erases its contents, then

checks the format of the next field.

File continues the convert process for each data field in the column.

Using Boilerplates in Format Fields

Boilerplates are characters that are included in a field to more clearly

identify the data. Boilerplates also help you enter data more quickly. Once

you include boilerplate characters in a FORM field, File automatically

inserts the characters in all data fields in the same column.

The presence or absence of boilerplate characters in the FORM record

affects the way you later fill in data fields. If you format a column to

include an area code, for example, you must enter an area code in all data

fields in that column.

(aaa) aaa-aaaa is entered in a FORM field:

If you type

:

it appears as

:

(123)456-7890 (123)456-7890

1234567890 (123)456-7890

4567890 (456)789-0

Entering Text Field Formats

Type the character A (uppercase or lowercase) to format a column to

contain only text. The number of A's, spaces, and boilerplate characters

you type in a FORM field determines the width of all data fields in that

column.
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)

)

File interprets any characters other than A in a text field as boilerplate

characters and inserts these characters automatically as you fill in the data

x field.

)
When you create a new data base, the cursor highlights the intersection of

the NEW column and row. Move to the FORM field for the column you

) want to format, then edit the field.

} 1 . Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the FORM row of the

appropriate column. AAAAAAAAAA appears in the field if the format

* has not been changed.

Use r~F7l - fno"! to move the cursor within the EDIT field. Type

boilerplate characters as needed.

2. Press |T] for the Edit command. AAAAAAAAAA appears in the EDIT

\ field. The entire field is selected.

) 3. Press [fill (Character Left) to select the first character of the field.

) 4. Type A as many times as needed to lengthen the field, or press
I

shift]

I bksp I ( I
delete l ) to shorten the field,

)

)

)

5. Press 1 enter | to change the format field and return to the Command

) mode. Press EZ] orGD to change the format field and move to the

previous or next format field without leaving the Edit mode.

)

)
— "

) Type the character # to format a column to contain only numbers. The

number of # 's, spaces, and boilerplate characters you type in a FORM
> field determines the width of all data fields in that column.

) File interprets any characters other than # in a number field as boilerplate

^
characters and inserts these characters automatically as you fill in the data

;
field. Note that only 1 decimal point is allowed in a number format field.

When you enter data, always include the decimal point for decimal

numbers.

Entering Number Field Formats

in



###.## is entered in a FORM field:

If you type: it appears as:

23.45 23.45

-23.45 -23.45

2345 ******

-234.56 ******

234 234.00

.12 0.12

456.128 456.13

If you type a comma (,) anywhere within number signs in a format field,

File automatically formats the number field with commas separating

thousands.

Never enter a minus sign (-) when formatting a number field. To display

negative values in data fields, type the minus sign when filling in the data

field.

Format a field in scientific notation by entering number signs and E as

follows:

No more than 2 # 's are allowed before the decimal; 3 always appear after

the E. (Type at least one # after the E in the FORM field, File adds the

other 2.)

When you create a new data base, the cursor highlights the intersection of

the NEW column and row. Move to the FORM field for the column you

want to format, then edit the field.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the FORM row of the

appropriate column. AAAAAAAAAA appears in the field if the format

has not been changed.

2. Press [T\ for the Edit command. AAAAAAAAAA appears in the EDIT
field. The entire field is selected.

3. Type # as many times as needed to format your field. Include ., E, $

and any other boilerplate characters for the field.

4. Press I enter I to change the format field and return to the Command
mode. Press i

«-
I or 1

-»
I to change the format field and move to the

previous or next format field without leaving the Edit mode.
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)

) Entering Date/Time Field Formats
t

>

Type the characters M, D, and/or Y to format a column to contain dates.

) Type the characters H, M, and/or S to format a column to contain times.

The number of characters you type in a FORM field, including spaces and

boilerplate characters, determines the width of all data fields in that

column.

j
File interprets any characters other than M, D, Y, H, or S in a date/time

field as boilerplate characters and inserts these characters automatically as

) you fill in the data field.

) The following character combinations are valid in date/time fields:

) YYYY 4 digit year (1985)

YY 2 digit year (85)

MM 2 digit month (9)

\ MONTHNAME full month name (September)

MMM 3 letter month abbreviation (Sep)

) DD 2 digit day ( 7)

) HH 2 digit hour; 24-hour clock unless AM or PM
specified ( 6)

) MM 2 digit minutes (09)

SS 2 digit seconds (05)

AM or PM 1 2-hour clock; ifAM or PM is entered, a time

entered in a data field defaults to AM or PM
according to the format field value; specify a

j
value by typing either A or P in the data field

) Note: MM before HH represents a month; MM after HH represents

minutes. Date and time fields are considered to be numeric fields.

>

When you create a new data base, the cursor highlights the intersection of

the NEW column and row. Move to the FORM field for the column you

want to format, then edit the field.

1 . Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the FORM row of the

appropriate column. AAAAAAAA appears in the field if the format has

) not been changed.

) 2. Press [El for the Edit command. AAAAAAAAAA appears in the EDIT

. field. The entire field is selected.
)

)

)
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3. Type the date/time characters indicated above. Include boilerplate

characters as needed.

4. Press 1 enter I to change the format field and return to the Command
mode. Press GD orED to change the format field and move to the

previous or next format field without leaving the Edit mode.
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Sorting Records

>

)

i

)
You fill in fields of the SORT record to specify how you want to sort the

data records. Perform a sort only after the data base contains data records.

) If no records exist when a sort is performed, the sort is ignored. If you enter

sort criteria in a SORT field, then add records. The records are sorted each

) time you press I
enter

l . Specify one or more fields by which to sort, "key"

fields, in ascending or descending order.

)

^
Key field entries have 2 parts: priority and order. The priority (1, 2, 3, and

so forth) determines the order in which columns are sorted. The primary

)
sort is on the column in which the SORT priority is 1 . A secondary sort (if

necessary) is performed on the column with a SORT priority of 2, and so

) forth. Each priority can only be sorted once. If more than one column

contains the same priority, all but the first occurrence are ignored.

)

The order of the sort (Down or Up) specifies a descending or ascending

^ order for the sort. Up sorts in this order: space, 0-9, A- Z, a- z. Down

^
sorts in this order: z - a, Z - A, 9 - 0, space. (Down in a numeric field sorts

from the largest to the smallest number.)

)
When you create a new data base, the cursor highlights the intersection of

) the NEW column and row. Move to the SORT field for the column by

which you want to sort, then edit the field.

)

1 . Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the SORT row of the

J appropriate column.

2. Press [JG for the Edit command.

3. Type a priority number (1 , 2, 3, and so forth), then type D or U for

descending or ascending; order.descending or ascending order

..) 4. Press I
enter I to enter the sort criteria and return to the Command

mode. The records are sorted according to the priority and order

> criteria you entered.

' Note; If you press an arrow key to leave the SORT field, the criteria is

\ entered, but the records are not sorted. Press I
enter

| at any

field to sort the File records.

)
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Searching For Records (FIND)

You fill in fields of the FIND record to search for one or more records that

contain specific information. Enter search criteria in one or more "key"

fields.

Key field entries have 2 parts: an operator and the search data. Operators

specify a value or range of values. File recognizes the following operators:

= equal to

< > not equal to

< less than

-< less than or equal to

< = less than or equal to

> greater than

=> greater than or equal to

>= greater than or equal to

The search data is the data for which you wish to search. If you have

entered any boilerplate characters in the FORM field, these must be

included in the search data. Search for a blank field by entering =" " or

= " ". Do not type a space between the double quotes. Search for matching

data in more than one field by entering criteria in each field you want to

match.

Searching for Exact or Partial Matches

Enclose search data in quotes to search for an exact match, including

uppercase/lowercase distinctions. You can also include wildcard

characters (* and ?) in your search data (in text fields only) to search for

partial matches. Refer to "Using Wildcard Characters" in "Chapter 1

,

System Manager" for more information.
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Entering More Than One
Criterion in a Field

Enter search criteria in more than one FIND field to search for all records

that match both criteria. Enter more than one search criterion in a single

FIND field to search for all records that meet both conditions in the same
column. Separate two criteria in the same FIND field with an ampersand

(&)-

FIND||>=Jun 81 1985 & <=Jul 31 198*

Searches for and displays all records that contain dates from June 1,

1985 through July 31, 1985 in the column in which the search criteria

are entered.

FIND!! >=Jun 61 1985 II <=*10000S.00 II

Searches for and displays all records that contain dates later than June

1, 1985 in the first column and amounts less than SI 00,000.00 in the

second column.

When you create a new data base, the cursor highlights the intersection of

the NEW column and row. Move to the FIND field for the first column in

which you want to search for data, then edit the field. Enter FIND criteria

in as many fields as needed for the search. Press I enter I after the last field

is entered,

1

.

Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the FIND row ofthe

appropriate column.

2. Press [T] for the Edit command.

3. Type the search criteria.

4. Press I

-»
I to enter the criteria and move to the next field or press I enter

to enter the criteria and immediately perform the search. The records

that match all search criteria are displayed.

Note: You must press I
enter

I to begin a FIND search.
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Entering More Than One FIND Record

At times, you may want to search for records that match one set of criteria

or another set. Use the Find command to add another FIND record to the

data base.

1

.

Press PescI if you are not already in the Command mode.

2. Press El for the Find command. The new field appears above the first

one.

3. Edit the FIND fields in the new record to reflect the values for which

you wish to search.

4. Press I enter | , All data records that match either FIND record are

displayed.

Entering Column Names in Key Fields

The FIND record can also compare the contents of 2 or more columns.

For example, suppose you create a data base that include the column ID's

"Projected" and "Actual," referring to projected and actual expenses. To

find data records in which actual expenses were less than or equal to

projected expenses, enter <= Projected in the Actual column of the FIND

record. All records with Actual column values less than or equal to

Projected column values appear.

Redisplaying All Records

Redisplay all records in the data base by deleting all FIND values or

choosing No in the find field of the Options command.

Deleting a FIND Record

Delete a FIND record by placing the cursor on the record and pressing

1 shift IIT91 to select the record. Press fESCl if you are not already in the

Command mode. Then, press CE for the Delete command.
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The File Commands
)

» File defaults to the Command mode. Use the 10 File commands to add and

control information in your data base. Choose the Edit command to go

') into the Edit mode and begin entering data base information. Each data

base can contain up to 4,095 records, with up to 64 fields each (12 fields on

I the screen at one time). File allows up to 230 characters in each field (74

characters on the screen at one time).

)

Enter data in more than one record by copying all or part of the record to

^ one or more records. You can also delete, search for, move, or print

* records. In addition, you can insert information into your data base from

another data base.

>

> Copy
>

v Use the Copy command to duplicate the selected field, record (row), or

column for insertion elsewhere in the data base or in another application.

\ The copied data is placed in the scrap.

) 1 . Select the column or record to move by pressing |

shift! [rD or 1
shift

1

[Tin . Select more than one row or column by pressing 1
F6

|
to extend the

) selection, then pressing the appropriate arrow key.

) 2. Use the fF5l key to choose the appropriate scrap mode. (Replace is the

. default; press [ED once for Append.)

\ 3. Press [ID for the Copy command. The selected area is copied.

Follow the instructions in "Insert" to insert the data elsewhere in your data

base.
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Delete

Use the Delete command to delete the selected record (row) or column.

When you delete one or more records or columns, File automatically

renumbers the remaining records or columns.

1

.

Select the column or record to move by pressing
I

shift
|

[W\ or
I

shift
)

|"F9l . Select more than one row or column by pressing [EC to extend the

selection, then pressing the appropriate arrow key.

2. Use the [ED key to choose the appropriate scrap mode. (Replace is the

default; press \T£\ once for Append, twice for No Scrap.)

3. Press EE for the Delete command. The selected area is deleted.

Note: To delete an entire data base, delete the data base's .FIL and

.DAT files.

Edit

Use the Edit command to put File into the Edit mode for adding

information to your data base. You also enter column headings, format

record fields, and enter sort and search criteria in the Edit mode. Edit is the

default response on the File command menu.

Entering Column Headings

Use the ID record to enter column headings.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the first column in the ID row.

2. Press CE for the Edit command.

3. Type the column heading for the field. Press13 to enter the heading

and move to the next field without leaving the Edit mode. The

information is entered.

4. Repeat Step 3 until the column headings are complete.

5. Press ! ENTER
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)

) Entering Data

I
1 . Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the intersection of the NEW

column and row (or to the first field of the record you want to edit).

)

>

)

>

2. Press [T] for the Edit command.

3. Type the data you want to enter into the field, and press I
enter

I , The
information is entered. (Type the data, and pressL3 to enter it and

move to the next field without leaving the Edit mode.)

Find

' Use the Find command to add another FIND record for searching for either

of two sets of criteria.

\ 1 . Press I esc 1 if you are not already in the Command mode.

)/ 2. Press [T] for the Find command. The new field appears above the first

one,

)

)

)

3. Edit the FIND fields in the new record to reflect the values for which

you wish to search.

4. Press I enter | . All data records that match either FIND record are

I
displayed.

Insert
>

* Use the Insert command to insert the contents of the scrap in the currently

\ selected record(s) or column(s). Also use the Insert command to retrieve

data from another application program.

.)

1 . Select the column(s) or record(s) into which you want the scrap data

) inserted by pressing [shift II F8 1 or I
shift

I I
F9

1 . Select more than one

row or column by pressing I F6 i to extend the selection, then pressing the

} appropriate arrow key.

-* 2. Press CD for the Insert command. File inserts the scrap data immediately

* before the first selected record or column.

I

.)
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All records are sequentially renumbered if one ofmore records is inserted.

File inserts only as many fields of data from scrap as there are fields to

receive them.

If columns are inserted, File attempts to provide a format for the inserted

column(s).

If you attempt to insert scrap data into fields formatted differently, File tries

to convert the inserted field's formats. Number and date/time formats are

not interchangeable. (One cannot be converted to the other.)

Jump

Use the Jump command to move the cursor to a specific record and column

or to select large portions of the data base,

1. Press \T\ for the Jump command. The screen shows:

JUMP to record: l&M column: NEW

En t e r- r*eo o r <:i nurnher or n3 rne

2. The current record number or id is the proposed response. Use the

proposed response, or type the number or name of the record to which

you wish to jump.

(For example, type: 15 to move to record 15, form to move to the

FORM record, new to move to the NEW record, and so forth.)

3. Press fiABl to move to the column field. The current column number or

id is the proposed response. Use the proposed response, or type the

number or id of the column to which you wish to jump.

(For example, type: name to move to a column titled name, C3 to move

to the untitled third column, new to move to the NEW column, and so

forth.)

4. Press ! enter I to carry out the Jump command.

To select large portions of a data base, press [EC before you press CD in

Step 1 . Type the record and column, and press
I

enter]. The screen

highlights the fields starting from (but not including) the original field, to

the record and column you entered.
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)

) LookUp
)

Use the LookUp command to fill all or part of one or more columns in one

) data base (the destination) with information stored in another data base (the

source). The current data base is considered the destination. The
' "lookup" columns in the source and destination data bases must have the

\ same name.

\ The File tutorial contains an example using the LookUp command. Refer

to the tutorial for more information.

)
1. Press rsHim pF8l to select the column to receive the information. Use

) pF6l if you want to extend the selection to include more than one

column.
>

)

>

2. Press [D for the LookUp command. The screen shows:

LOOKUP in: I matching -fields:

Enter -file name

\ 3. Type the name of the data base from which you are drawing the

information.

)

4. Press [tab] to move to the next field. Type the name (ID) of the column

) or columns that File will use to find the information you want. Separate

a list of names with commas.
)

)

l Move

5. Press I
enter

I to carry out the LookUp command.

I Use the Move command to move the selected record (row) or column.

1 . Select the column or record to move by pressing I
shift

1 1
F8

|
or I

shift
|

[~F9~1 . Select more than one row or column by pressing i F6 I to extend the

selection, then pressing the appropriate arrow key.

2. Press HI for the Move command. The screen shows:

MO'm'E to before : .2.1MSJH

) 3. The current column or record number is the proposed response. Type

the column or record number before which you want to move this

* column or record.

* 4. Press I
enter

| to carry out the Move command.

>
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Options

Use the Options command to turn on and off the FIND option.

1

.

Press [2Q for the Options command. The screen shows:

OPTIONS find: fiEB No

2. Yes is the proposed response. Use the proposed response, or press the

space bar to choose No.

If you choose No, File displays all data base records regardless of the

FIND record criteria. If you choose Yes, File displays only those data

records specified by your FIND criteria.

3

.

Press I enter i to carry out the Options command.

Print

Use the Print command to print all or part of a data base on the printer or

to a file.

When printing the data base on the printer, be sure the printer is properly

connected, turned on, and set up before you begin to print. File uses the

settings from the System Manager Set Printer command. If the data is

wider or longer than the paper, remaining columns or records are printed

on successive pages.

1

.

Use 1 shift | [~F8l and I shift | fF9l to select columns and records to print

only a portion of the data base. Use [ED if you want to extend the

selection to include more than one column or record. 1

shift \\TW\

selects the entire data base.

2. Press El for the Print command. The screen shows:

PR I NT to : flfflW sty 1 e :

'( Text > I nterchange

3. The printer (PRN: ) is the proposed response. Use the proposed

response, or type the name of the file to which you wish to print the data

base.
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* 4. Press[JAB]to move to the style field. Text is the proposed response.

^ Use the proposed response to print the data base on the printer on to a

)
file -

) Press the space bar to choose Interchange to print the data base to a file

in the proper format for transferring to a desktop computer data base

) filing system.

) 5 . Press I enter I to carry out the Print command.

)

>

)

>

>

)

)

)

)

)

)

>

)

)

>

>

)

)

)

)
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The File Tutorial

The File tutorial takes you through the process of creating an address book.

Creating the Data Base

1 . At the System Manager screen, place the cursor over FILE, and press [E
for the Run command. The screen shows:

-File:RUN appl i cat ion:

2. Press Uab] to move to the file field.

3. Type address, and press Center]. A blank data base appears. The File

command menu, message line, and status line appear at the bottom of

the screen.

ID
FORM
SORT
F I ND
NEW

NEW

> Copm De 1 ete -jEJEiiji F i nd I nsert Jump Loo kUp floue Upt i ons F'r i nt
Copur l oiht < 1984, 1985 > M i croso-ft Corp

.

File: ADDRESS Records :
8,-1-3

Sample Data

Enter the following data into your data base. (You can enter your actual

records if you prefer.)

1 Dennis Marshall (Personal)

2 1 7 NE 1 5 1 , Seattle, WA 981 23

(206)753-1234

Birthday: 3/12
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>

4 2 Tom Johnson (Business)

14727 Emerald Blvd., Seattle, WA 98 122

) (208)753-4321

Birthday: 11/14

1
3 Margaret Smith (Personal)

) 3275 Esther St., Boise, ID 837 1

2

, (308)972-6112

/ Birthday: 1/21

Jr
4 Fred Williamson (Business)

)
72 1 Airport Rd., Renton, WA 98 1 1

9

(206)752-8274

> Birthday: 7/8

) 5 Betty Sanford (Personal)

4563 1 Palmdale Ave., La Jolla, CA 94333

f (216)639-3782

* Birthday: 2/18

\ 6 Mike Johnson (Personal)
P

99 1 9 NE Spruce St., Portland OR 9023

1

) (503)848-8883

Birthday: 10/4

)

7 Alice Buford (Personal)

) 152 NE 14 Apt. B, Seattle, WA 98123

. (206)753-1112
1

Birthday: 4/15

)
8 Bill Carter (Personal)

) 2821 Olive St., Sacramento, CA 93522

(916)487-0665

> Birthday: 9/22

) 9 Don Peterson (Business)

756 Fir St., Lynnwood, WA 98129

(206) 564-7465

Birthday: 12/12

y 1 Timothy Jones (Personal)

514 SE Newport Rd., Bremerton, WA 93125

} (206)753-4499

Birthday: 9/17

1

)

)
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Formatting Columns

Format columns to specify the size and type of data for the fields in that

column. The default format is AAAAAAAAAA, to indicate text columns,

10 characters wide.

Before you format fields in any column, consider how much space you
need. Although any information you enter in a field can exceed the width

you specify in the Form record, the screen shows only the specified number
of characters.

Use the first column for the names in the address file. Format the first

column of the data base:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor in the FORM field of the first

column.

2. Press QD for the Edit command. The screen shows:

EDIT: ffllimaHHMI

3. Press [_F9j to select the first character in the EDIT field. Typeaaaaa(5
a's) to add 5 characters to the first column, making it 1 5 characters wide.

4. Press I
->

I . File labels the first column CI and adds a NEW column.

Use the second column to indicate a type of address (P for personal friends

and B for business associates). Although you can format the column for a

single character of text, leave enough room for the column heading,

"Type."

1 . The cursor is in the second column in the FORM record. The screen

shows:

2. Type aaaa (4 a's) to replace the current format with a 4-character text

field.

3. Press 1
->

I . File labels the second column C2 and adds a NEW column.
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Use the third column for addresses.

|
1. The cursor is in the third column in the FORM record. The screen

shows:
')

EDIT: flHSffiTHSfflgKIM

J,
2. Press LEE to select the first character in the EDIT field. Type 20 a's to

add 20 characters to the third column, making it 30 characters wide.

;

3 Press LZL File labels the third column C3 and adds a NEW column.
)

Use the fourth column for phone numbers. Because phone numbers in

) addresses are descriptive rather than mathematical, format them as text.

| 1 . The cursor is in the fourth column in the FORM record. The screen

shows:

>
edit: aHSfflffiKKiag

) 2. Type (aaa) aaa-aaaa. The parentheses around the area code and the

| dash between the first 3 and last 4 digits of the phone number are

boilerplate characters.

1

File automatically inserts these characters into any phone number field

I you fill in later. File also inserts the space between the area code and the

phone number.

)

>

>

>

)
2. Type mm/dd to replace the current format The / between the parts of

) the date format is a boilerplate character. Like the boilerplate

characters in the Phone column, File automatically inserts this character

* into any "Birthday" field you fill in later,

^
3 . Press GZ] 4 times to redisplay Column 1

.

3. PressGD. File labels the fourth column C4 and adds a NEW column.

The last column in your data base contains birthdays.

1. The cursor is in the fifth column in the FORM record. The screen

shows:

edit: wrfrcrfrrasTai
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The ID and Form records now look like this:

ID II CI II C2 j[C3 j|C4 ||C5
FURH J} ^T^IS^I^Tffff^ff^TwTfl il

AAAA |AAAAAAAARhHhAAhhARRRARAAAAAhHH 1| (AhA) HHH-HHHAilMNyDDi

Naming Columns

Now let's name the formatted columns. The cursor is currently in Column

1 of the FORM record, and File is in the Edit mode.

1

.

Press Q] to move to the first column of the ID record.

2. Type Name, and press L3 to move to Column 2. Name replaces C1 as

the name of the first column.

3. Type Type, and press l_=d to move to Column 3. Type replaces C2 as

the name of the second column.

4. Type Address, and press f
->

I to move to Column 4. Address replaces

C3 as the name of the third column.

5. Type Phone, and press GD to move to Column 5. Phone replaces C4 as

the name of the fourth column.

6. Type Birth (for Birthday) as the column name for Column 5. Press

I
enter

I . Birth replaces C5 as the name of the fifth column.

The ID and Form records now look like this:

FORM II hAhAhhhAhhhhhhh IIhhhA j[ AARRAAAAAAAAAAAArAhArAAmhhhRAA || <Ahh> AAA-AAAHi!MM,-DD|
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>

>

>

I

}

>

>

)

>

>

>

Entering Data Records

Once you name the columns, you can begin entering records, field by field,

into the data base.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to move to the Name field of the NEW record.

2. Press [H for the Edit command.

3. Type Marshall, Dennis. By typing the last name first, you can later sort

records into alphabetical order.

4. PressC3 to move to the next field in the record.

The NEW record moves down 1 line, and Record 1 appears. The name

you typed appears in the Name field of Record 1.

The upper portion of the screen now looks like this:

ID
FORM
SORT
FIND
1
NEW

Name
AAAAARAAARhRARA

Marshall, Denni

Type
RRAA

Address ....
RhRRRAArRARAAhhhARAAhhRARAhhhR

Rhone
(AAA ' rAA-AAhh

Birth
Mf'VDD

Although there is not enough room for your entire entry to appear in the

Name field of Record 1, don't worry about that now.

)

)

>

>

)

J

J

)

>

Now, enter the rest of the data for Record 1

:

1

.

Type P to indicate "Personal," and press GD.

2. Type 217 NE 151 Seattle WA 98123. To display as much of an address

as possible within the 30 characters, omit the punctuation (periods and

commas) you usually include when writing an address. Press GD.

3. Type 2067531234, and press

[

4. Type3/12(or3 12).
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Continue building your data base by entering records 2-10 of the Sample

Data. The screen now appears like this:

ID
SORT
F I NO

Name

tlar-shal 1 , Denni
Johnson .. Torn
Sm i th,. M at" •iar et
Will iarfison, Fre
Sanford . Betty
Johnson , Mi ke
B'u-ford.. Alice
Car t e r , E: i 1 I

Peterson, Don
Jones , Timothy

Type Hdcire?-

217 NE 151 Seattle Wh 93123
14727 Emerald Blvd Seattle Wh
3275 Esther- St Boise ID 3371^
721 Airport Rd Renton WA 96119
4 5631 Pa 1 mdale Ave L a Jo 1 1 a _ 3h
'=»'=*19 NE Spruce St Portland UR
152 NE 14 Apt B Seattle Wh 331
2 321 I'll '.-' e 3 t- 3aor- amento_lH 9 3
756 Fir St Lynnwoocl NA 93129
514 3B Newport Rd Brementori Mh

Rhone

2y8

'

303 '.

2ti6

'

5-y ;
:

20t'

!

9 1

6

203'
^Til-ly .!.-,nes, limotriy r |M4 it Newport. k<h brementon wHi^yc

> Copm Delete ^£BL3 Find Insert Jump LookUp rio'-e Options Print
:-;e 1 >=-i-:f. opt i ofi or type command letter
File- FILE1 " Records: 13,-13

Birth-*

7S'^--1234 3,12
7^3--4:j21 11,-14
972--3112 1,21
75-2--3274 7 .-' 3
f-.:

j,'^--3732 2 ' 1 H
k4h-- J-m-*XX lU,- 4
T"^

-^;--1112 4,-15
437--3665 3.-22
^'.4--743 5 1.2,-12
^ CT ~i _-4499 K2£iftli

Notice that the FORM record has scrolled off the screen to make room for

the tenth record. If another record is added, the SORT record scrolls off the

top of the screen.

Widening a Column

The Address column is not wide enough to display the entire address,

including the zip codes. Widen the column.

1

.

Move the cursor to the Address column in the FORM record, and press

IT1 for the Edit command.

2. Press I
F9

| . then type aaaaaa (6 a's) to widen the column to 36

characters. Press ! enter! . The screen now appears like this:

ID
FORM
SORT
FIND
1

Name
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Marshall. Denni
Johnson, Tom
Sm i th , Mar**are

t

Wi lliamson, Fre
Sanford, Betty
Johnson , Mi ke
Bu-ford, Alice
Carter, Bill
Peterson,, Don

Type
AAAA

Address
araRmKia^^

217 NE 151 Seattle WA 98123
14727 Emerald BK'd Seattle Wh 9tfi22
3275 Esther St Boise ID 8371k'
721 Airport Rd Renter Wh 98119
45631 Pa lmdale Ave La Jolla UA y43o3
3919 NE Spruce St Portland OR 902'8l
152 NE 14 Apt B Seattle NA 98123
2821 niiue St Sacramento CA 93522
756 Fir St Lynnwood WA 98i2'9

Phone
< AAA y

( 20y >
<:'308>

(286>
c'^IA'j

< 583 >

C 206

)

'• 916 '*

(206>

hhh-hhhh

753-1234
753-4321
972-6112
752-3274

S4S-8383
753-1112
437-0665
564-7465

Increasing the width of the Address fields scrolls the column containing

the "Birth" fields off the screen. The ->, indicating 1 or more hidden

columns to the right, now forms the right border of the Phone column.
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Sorting the Data Records

Now, sort the records into personal friends and business associates:

1 . Move the cursor to the Type column in the SORT record, and press [I]

for the Edit command.

)

)

>

>

>

)

J

.)

)

>

2. Type Id (1 down) to sort the records by type, in descending order (P

before B). Press I
enter L

When File finishes the primary sort, the records are sorted in this order;

ID
-:i f

FI

10
>

Fi

N-;

RT
NO

M<
3r

C^
,7,

,T,

W:
,Tr

6 1.

Pt
COPM
lecf

'i =* 1 ,

i. r

rd.
B

Ti

1 1 i arfiso

FI

am*
on
d,

i-t-

io
1

Derm i

rgaret
BettM
ill
mothy
Tom
n . Fre
Mike
1 ice
Don

?FJ\a Find
or- t'-Jpe

Type nddres?

In
n im

y2l
»14
.472
'21 _
J9±9

rent
rid

' Es
1 F
01

SE
7 E
Air
NE

NE
Fir
Ju
let

151
the
a I rfi

ioe
Mew
mer
port
Sp

14
St

mp
ter

R

Seattle HA
" !it Eio i se
:Jai e At'e La
St Sacrame

port Rd Bre
aid Elvd Se
t Rd Renton
ruce St Pen'
Opt E Seatt
LMrintnood H

LookUp Move

98123
ID
j

nt
me
at
W

tl
le
A
n

oil
o C
nto
1. 1.=.

A 9
and
Nh

9S1
pt i

12
a Ch
A 935
n WA
HA 9
ill9
OR ,Z|

9812

ons F

94383

93125
8122

8231
3

n i n t

Rhone

206 >

3WEO
216 >
9it.;'
c^y6 :>

2yy)
206 ;

5tt3" !

2R6 >

k'06 :>

rrc"-- -1284
972 -6112
f.'J'-f — •'•

l" 0»=1

4HV--fl6r.57^ -44^4
*-?c -. -48:"-i
752 -8274
84t:

-1112
564 -7465.

ecords : 11/11

To arrange records alphabetically within each group:

1

.

Move the cursor to the Name column in the SORT record, and press LU
for the Edit command.

2. Type 2u (2 up) to sort the records by name, in ascending order. Press

I
ENTER ],

Your entry tells File to sort the records a second time (after it sorts by type)

by name, in ascending order (A - Z).

When File finishes the secondary sort, the records are sorted in this order:

)

>

)

.1

)

)

}

>

ID
SORT
F I NO
1

10
> Cop
8e 1 ec
File:

Name Type Address Phone
^JJsSHMHHHHHI
Carter , E* i 1 1 P 2821 HI ioe St Sacramento CA 93522 <^±€- ' 487
Jones . Timothy P 514 SE Newport Rd Brementon HA 93125 C 206 > i* ^'O

Marshal 1 .. Denni P 217 NE 151 Seattle WA 98123 <; 2u6> 753
barrford . Betty P 45631 Palmdale Aoe La Jolla UH V4:J33 k 216 Jf 639
Srn i th , Margaret P 3275 Esther St Boise ID yo71^ < 308 ; 97^
Butord , A 1 i oe B 152 NE 14 Apt B Seattle WA 9S123 <'^u£.y i

-'-•

Johnson , M i ke B ^91^ NE Spruce St Portland UR 9W231 tr5n3> §4t:
Johnson ., Tom E 14727 Emerald Blod Seattle WA 9yl^2 -.:208:.' 75^:'

Peterson , Don
Willi amsbn , Fre

E
B

756 Fir 8t Lynnwood WA 931^9
7^1 Airport. Rd Renton WA yaily

<2W6>
<20fcO

564

m Delete 3EJ0H Find Insert Jump LookUp Mooe Uptions Print
f. F-ir.t. i on nr t^pe command 1 etter
"FlLEl Records : 11..-11
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Finding Data Records

You instruct File to find a particular record or set of records by entering

comparisons in 1 or more key fields of the Find record. Include

comparison symbols (=, <>,<,<=,=<,>, >=,=>), the ampersand (&),

and/or wildcard characters (* and ?) in the FIND criteria.

Suppose you want to find every personal friend in your data base file whose

Birthday is in September.

1

.

Move the cursor to the Type field in the FIND record.

2. PressLI] for the Edit command.

3. Type =P, and press GD 3 times to move to the Birth field.

4. Type => 9/1 & < = 9/30. (Search for all dates greater than or equal to

September 1 and less than or equal to September 30.)

5. Press I
enter 1 to carry out the Edit command.

The records for Bill Carter and Timothy Jones appear.

Deleting a Find Record

The current FIND record is displayed until you change or delete the FIND

criteria. To restore all records to the screen, add a new, blank FIND

record.

Press CE for the Find command. A new FIND record is added above the

previous one.

Because two or more FIND records display all records that match either

record, all the records (matching the blank record) appear.
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Using LookUp

Suppose the first thing you do at work in the morning is create a small

"reminder" data base in which you list the telephone calls you need to

make during the day. You name the new data base CALLS, entering the

names and a short notation for the people you need to call. You also

format a column to contain phone numbers. However, because you can get

them directly from your ADDRESS data base, you do not enter the phone

numbers.

Create a CALLS data base that looks something like this:

ID

soft
FIND
i

NEW

NAME

Marshall, Dermis
Johnson .. To fn_
will i amson, hred
Bu+ora, Ml ice
Peterson, Don

Reason .... jl Phone -*

Ap^HpppA£Htt«RPRAtiAwHRHAA ,;

.

PHH.-1 RHH-HHHH;

Con^iratul at i ons on promot- 1 on
bales cal

1

Kenew car insurance
C orrf i r fu Wed

n

esday 1 unc

h

'dales C3 1

1

Now, get the phone numbers you need from your ADDRESS data base:

1. Move the cursor to the Phone column of the CALLS data base. Select

the column by pressing !
shift

1
1~F8~|.

2. Press LD for the LookUp command.

3. Type address.

4. Press ITabI to move to the next field. Type name, and press
1

enter |.

If the ADDRESS data base is not sorted, File displays the message:

Lookup file will be sorted. Enter Y to continue:

If this message appears, press El to carry out the LookUp command. File

must first sort the records in the ADDRESS data base before copying the

data to the CALLS data base.

File compares the names in the Name column of the CALLS data base to

those in the Name column of the ADDRESS data base. Whenever File

finds a pair of names that match, it copies the phone number for that name

from the ADDRESS data base to the Phone column of the record

containing the same name in the CALLS data base.
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Quitting File

Press I
CTRL j ITTol to quit File and return to the System Manager screen.

File automatically saves the data you entered.

To erase the practice data base you must delete both the work file and the

data file:

1

.

Highlight the ADDRESS work file on the System Manager screen, and

press Ed] for the Delete command. The screen shows:

DELETE file: HtfOasSSaHW
2. Press ITnTerI to carry out the Delete command. The work file is

deleted.

3. Highlight the ADDRESS data file on the System Manager screen, and

press EH for the Delete command. The screen shows:

DELETE file: qmarSSaiiKia

4. Press [Inter] to carry out the Delete command. The data file is deleted
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Chapters Telcom

>

>

>

>

\ TELCOM lets you communicate with another computer over the

telephone lines or by a direct connection. Use Telcom on the Tandy 600 to

I read news or financial data from an information service, access large

computer databases, exchange information with a friend or colleague, and

^ transfer files to and from your computer. CompuServe®, Dow Jones

I
News/Retrieval®, and The Source® are a few examples of the many
information services you can access.

>
The computer from which you gather information is known as the "host'

1

\ computer. Your Tandy 600 is regarded as the ''remote
1
' during

telecommunications. To communicate over telephone lines, both the host

I and remote must be connected to a "modem."

) The modems translate the computers' outgoing communication signals into

a form the telephone lines can transmit and the incoming signals back into
*

computer-readable information. The Tandy 600 includes a built-in

v modem.

} Also use Telcom to automatically dial telephone numbers from a list you

create. The dialer generates tone signals for use with long-distance

) services. After dialing is complete, pick up the telephone receiver to begin

a normal telephone conversation.

>

)

)

>

>

I
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Special Telcom Keys

Function Keys

Teicom uses the following function keys:

frn Functions the same as I
label

| .

rF3l Controls the Text Capture mode. Text Capture is

turned off when you begin Telcom.

In Capture mode, all incoming text is sent to

(captured in) a temporary storage place in memory

called a "buffer file." Cp appears on the status line

for the Capture mode.

|"F4l Controls the Text Print mode. Text Print is turned

off when you begin Telcom.

In Print mode, all incoming text is sent to the

printer as it is received. Pr appears on the status

line for the Print mode.

rF6~l - rFTo1 Function as Selection Keys. Refer to "Selection

Keys."

I shift!im Functions the same as I shift j
I

label
|
,

I
shift ||~F3l Erases, or "Clears," the contents of the buffer file

in which incoming text is stored when the Capture

mode (
l~F3l ) is active. Clear the buffer before you

begin transferring a large file to your computer.

I
shift ||~F4l Controls the Voice mode. Voice mode is turned off

when you begin Telcom.

In Voice mode, the computer transmits voice

signals, normal telephone conversation, over the

telephone lines. Voice appears on the status line

for the Voice mode.

I CTRLirm Function as system function keys. Refer to

-
1 ctrl IITTol "System Function Keys" in the Overview.
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> Editing fte:ys

1 |
SHIFT II BKSP 1

(1 DEL|)

In Terminal mode, transmits a Delete character.

In command fields, Deletes the current selection.

) In Script mode, Deletes the selected phrases.

> Text Selectioi

|F6|

iKeys
>

)

>

Extends the current Selection (highlighted text).

I
F6

| works in conjunction with the other selection

kevs: I F7 L I F8 1. 1 F9 L I F1 o L and the arrows. Press

]
F6

| then press a selection key.

>

l-l Selects the next character to the left when used

with Extend Select (I F6|).

>

1

l-l Selects the next character to the right when used

with Extend Select (I F6 |).

>
m Selects the previous line when used with Extend

Select ( I
F6

|
).

1

}

m Selects the next line when used with Extend Select

(LF6J).

)

>

|F7| Selects (highlights) the first Word to the Left of the

cursor that is not already selected. If the cursor is

in the middle of a word, j
F7

| selects that word.

>

>

1
Fa

|
Selects (highlights) the first Word to the Right of

the cursor that is not already selected. If the cursor

is on a word,
I

F8
| selects that word.

)

)

)

|F9| Selects (highlights) the next Character to the Left.

1 F10 |
Selects (highlights) the next Character to the Right.

)

>
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Command Keys

I
PAUSE

|

i SHIFT IfPAUSE"

( I
BREAK

|)

In Terminal mode, temporarily stops the display of

the incoming data so that you can review the

received data. Press I
pause

I again to continue

displaying the incoming data.

Goes into the Command mode from the Terminal

mode without disconnecting communications.

Press E] for Connect to return to the Terminal

mode.

SHIFT ESC Goes into the Command mode from the Terminal

mode without disconnecting communications.

Press QT] for Connect to return to the Terminal

mode.

Tiscl

ENTER

In the Command mode, cancels the command and
returns to the Session command menu. Connect is

again highlighted as the default command.

In the Command mode, carries out the current

command using default values or values you fill in

for the command fields.

Special keys for the command menu are:

[TAB]

or space bar

Moves to the next command.

\ SHIFT IfTAB"

or I BKSP I

Moves to the previous command.

Special keys for the command fields are:

Tab! Moves to the next command field.

SHIFT ir~TABl Moves to the previous command field.

space bar Moves to the next item in a menu-type command
field.

I BKSP [ Moves to the previous item in a menu-type

command field.
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Setting Up a Phonebook File

"i

y

>

Telcom uses a phone book to obtain the telephone number and

communications settings it needs to establish a connection. You create the

\ phonebook in the File application. At least 3 columns are needed for a

phonebook: Name, Number, and Settings.

Set up your phonebook file before you run the Telcom applications.

) Specific instructions for setting up a phonebook file are given in the

"Telcom Tutorial.'' Refer to the tutorial section of this chapter for more

) information.

>

> Changing the Settings in

) the Phonebook File

>

You can leave the settings field in the phonebook file blank and use the

y default settings. You can also enter the settings directly. Settings entered

directly appear on the File screen as a "string" of setting items, separated

by semicolons. For example:

300;l;8;N;X;F;V;C;L;f

1

>

1
The settings appear in the same order as in the Modify command. Type

) the first three settings (300;1 ;8 in our example) as they appear in the

Modify fields (baud rate, stop bits, and word length). Type the other

^ settings as indicated in the following list. Type a semi-colon between each

entry. Omit an entry by typing only the semi-colon. Omitted entries use
^ the defaults.

)

>

)

>

}

)

}
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parity

xon/xoff

duplex

terminal

add to EOL

strip linefeeds

filter characters

E for Even

O for Odd
N for None
I for Ignore

X for On
X for Off

F for Full

H for Half

T for On
V for Off

N for None
C forCR
L forLF

L for Yes

1 for No

F for Yes

f for No
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)

I
Starting and Quitting Telcom

y

v Telcom is the next to the last application name that appears on the System

Manager screen. When you first start the Tandy 600 or return to the

y
System Manager screen from another application, the cursor highlights the

Word application. Run is the default on the System Manager command

) menu.

To run the Telcom application:

1 . Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over TELCOM.

y
2. Place the command selection marker over Run, and press LINIER]. The

Telcom screen appears. The Session command menu appears at the

) bottom of the screen.

) "Script" files are the Telcom equivalent ofwork files in the other

applications. You create "script" files to store auto-logon information. As
)

;

you create script files, their filenames appear to the right ofTELCOM on the

^
System Manager screen.

>

)
1 . Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over the name of the Telcom

) script file you want to run.

) 2. Place the command selection marker over Run, and press I
enter

l . The

first "page" of the script file appears. The cursor appears in the same

position as when you last accessed the file.

To run an existing Telcom script file;

Quit the Telcom application and return to the System Manager by pressing

I
I
CTRL UTTol . Quit the Telcom application and return to the previous

application accessed by pressing I
ctrl

1 1
F9

| .

)

Note: If you are online (connected) to a host and you quit Telcom, you

} remain online with the host. You must disconnect communications

before you quit if you do not plan to remain online.

I

)

)

>
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The Telcom Modes

There are four modes in which you use Telcom: Command, Script,

Terminal, and Answer.

Command Mode

The Command mode lets you set up communications. The default

communication settings are appropriate for most uses. The most common
settings are the proposed responses in the command fields. Whatever

settings you use, they must match those of the host computer. Telcom
begins in the Command mode. Press I

shift
j I
esc I to return to the

Command mode from the Terminal mode and GO (for Session) from the

Script mode.

Script Mode

The Script mode lets you create files that contain communication settings

and instructions. You can then use the script files to automatically log on

(auto-logon) to an information service or automatically dial a telephone

number (auto-dial). Press [JC (for Script) in the Command mode to go to

the Script mode and display the Script command menu.

You can also use a script file in conjunction with the System Manager Set

Wake command. The Wake command turns on the Tandy 600 at the

specified date and time, then enters the Telcom script file. The script file

then can connect to a host, download or upload information, and

disconnect from the host.
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> Terminal Mode
)

Telcom uses the Terminal mode to establish a connection and actually

* communicate the data. The Terminal mode is interactive. Characters you

v type are sent to the host and incoming data sent by the host appears on

your screen as it is received. The data you send also appears on your screen

if the host computer echoes your transmissions. If the host does not echo

the data you send, you can set duplex in the Modify command to display

) your data on the screen as you type (half duplex). Press BD (for Connect) in

the Command mode to go to the Terminal mode.

)

)

;>

>

)

)

>

)

>

)

>

)

>

Answer Mode

)
The Answer mode sets up the Tandy 600 to receive incoming calls when it

is unattended. Answer mode gives another computer access to your files.
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Setting Up Communications

Before you can communicate with another computer or automatically dial

a phone number, you must first set up communications. Setting up Telcom

communications is a two-part process: connecting the two computers and

setting the communication parameters.

Connecting the Computers

The first step in setting up communications is connecting the Tandy 600 to

the host. You can "hardwire" two computers that are side-by-side or

connect two computers over a telephone line.

Phone line connections can be direct, through the Tandy 600's built-in

modem, or indirect, using an acoustic coupler or other modem. A direct

connection is much more reliable than an indirect one, and usually

necessary for automatic dialing.

Hardwiring the Computers

If you plan to connect to a host computer that is nearby (up to 100',

depending on the length of your cable), hardwire the two computers.

1

.

Connect a DB-25 RS-232C Cable to the RS-232C port at the back of the

Tandy 600.

2. Connect the other end of the cable to a Null Modem Adapter, then to

the host computer.

Figure 17. Tandy 600 Hardwired to Host
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Directly Connecting over the Phone Line

1

.

Connect a Direct-Connect Modem Cable (with the Shorting Plug

removed) to the PHONE jack on your computer. (Refer to the figure

below.)

2. Unplug your telephone cord from the phone, and plug the modem cable

plug (at the end of the silver wire) into the telephone.

3. Plug the telephone cord (still connected to the phone's wall jack) into the

telephone connector (the beige box) on the modem cable.

4. Set the Direct Connect/Acoustic Coupler Switch on the left side of the

computer to DIR.

Figure 18. Direct Phone Line Connection

Note: If you do not plan to use Telcom for normal telephone

conversations (Voice), you can remove the Telephone Connector

Box from the end of the beige wire of the modem cable. Then, plug

the beige wire directly into the phone's wall jack.
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Indirectly Connecting over the Phone Line

Acoustic Coupler

There are some phones that do not have removable cords (in some hotel

rooms, for example). Use an acoustic coupler to indirectly connect the

computers if you cannot disconnect the phone cord.

1

.

Plug the Acoustic Coupler into the PHONE jack on your computer.

2. Slip the Acoustic Coupler Speaker over the mouthpiece on the phone.

3. Slip the Acoustic Coupler Microphone over the phone speaker.

4. Set the Direct Connect/Acoustic Coupler Switch on the left side of the

computer to ACP.

Figure 19. Acoustic Coupler Connection

Other Modems

The built-in modem transmits data at 300 baud. If you want to transmit at

a faster speed, you can override the internal modem by connecting another

modem to the Tandy 600.

1. Connect the external modem cable to RS-232C port at the back of your

computer.
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2. Connect the modem to the phone line as instructed in the modem's
user's guide.

Figure 20. RS-232C Connection to Another Modem

Setting the Communication Parameters

The second step in setting up communications is setting the

communication parameters. The default parameters proposed by Telcom
are sufficient for most communications. Use the Option and Modify

commands to check and/or change the settings. Refer to "Option" and

"Modify" in this chapter for more information.
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The Telcom Screen

> Answer MM Disconnect Modi+y Uptions Run ouript n-*t^+*t

Cw-it-ic&it Yl9S4. 19Q5? Microsoft Corp,
f& 1 r-.om ' Sees i on : OFFL I NE

Figure 21. A Blank Telcom Session Screen

The status line tells you that a Telcom Session is in progress. OFFLINE

appears if there is no connection. The name in the connect to field of the

Connect command appears. (The connect to value is an entry from the

phonebook file listed in the Options command.) ONLINE appears when no

phonebook file is used. The time elapsed since you started the connection

appears when you are online.

When you run the Telcom application, a Session screen appears. The

Telcom Session command menu, copyright line, and status line appear at

the bottom of the screen. Telcom begins in the Command mode, with the
j

command selection marker highlighting the Connect command.

(
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The Telcom Commands

)

)

>

>

)

j> Telcom defaults to the Command mode; when you run Telcom, the

program goes into the Command mode automatically. Use the Telcom

) commands to set up, establish, and disconnect communications, access the

other Telcom modes, and send or receive files.

)

Answer
)

) Use the Answer command to place Telcom in the Answer mode. The
Answer mode sets up the Tandy 600 to receive incoming calls. Answer

) mode gives another computer (host) access to your files.

1

.

At the Session command menu, press [A] for the Answer command.
The Answer command fields appear:

ANSWER using modem- ABB No password:
greet- 1 ng -

2. Yes is the proposed response to using modem. If you want Telcom to

respond immediately to an incoming call without the telephone ringing,

press the space bar to choose No. If you choose Yes the phone rings

before Telcom answers.

3. Press 1
tab

I to move to the password field. Type the password that the

host computer must enter in order to gain access to your computer.

Leave the field blank to permit unlimited access. The proposed

response is the current password.

4. Press LlM] to move to the greeting field. Type the message, or

"greeting," that the host computer will receive when it gains access.

Greetings can be up to 25 characters long. Leave the field blank ifyou
do not wish to display a message. The proposed response is the last

greeting entered.

5. Press I
enter

I . Telcom goes into the Answer mode. When a call is

received, the Answer menu displays on the host's monitor.

LIST QUIT RECEIVE SEND >

The host operator chooses a command from the menu by typing the first

letter of the command, and pressing Tenter I . Each command displays a

menu-type command field that the host operator responds to by pressing

the first letter of the appropriate response:

.}
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Commands and Prompts Host Operator Response

LIST

QUIT
are you sure?

RECEIVE
protocol:

file to receive;

SEND
protocol:

file to send:

drive: filename

Y for yes

N for no

N for none

X for XMODEM
drive: filename

N for none

P for prompt
X for XMODEM
drive: filename

To cancel a command before pressing I enter I . the host operator presses

risci or rcTRTirci .

Your screen shows a log of the host computer's actions. You can capture

text in the capture to file named in the Options command by pressing LET].

You can send incoming text to the printer by pressing 051 (Be sure the

printer is on and properly connected and set up.*) You cannot scroll while

in Answer mode.

Connect

Use the Connect command to establish a connection with a host computer

and put Telcom in the Terminal mode. Connect is the proposed response

on the Session command menu.

Note: Press I
shift |[~F4lat any time before Telcom begins dialing if you are

using Connect to dial a number for a normal telephone

conversation. Voice appears on the status line.

1 . At the Session command menu, press El for the Connect command.

The Connect command fields appear:

CONNECT to: | -,,..,
using modern :

-. if^-.-'No

number

2. Skip this step if you are manually entering a number. (In that case, you

must also manually enter the communications settings.)
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)

)

. Otherwise, type the name of the person or company you want to reach.

This name must be in the phonebook file you created in the File

^
application. (The name of the phonebook file must be recorded in the

phonebook field of the Telcom Options command.)

)

If you type a wildcard character (*) after the name and press an arrow

) key, Telcom lists all matching phonebook entries. Press an arrow key

without entering a name to list all names in the phonebook file.

)

)

)

)
4. Press [TaI] to move to the using modem field. Choose Yes if you are

) connecting over the telephone lines. Choose No if you are hard-wired to

the host computer. (Any number entered is ignored if you choose No.)

)

)

)

)

3. If you are manually entering a number, press I
tab

1 to move to the

number field. The number in the phonebook file for the name entered

in Step 2 is the proposed response. If no name was entered, or if the

number is different, type a number.

5. Press I
enter

l to carry out the Connect command.

If you are using an acoustic coupler or a modem other than the one built

into the Tandy 600, Telcom may not successfully dial the number. If

)
not, dial the number manually.

) Dialing... appears on the message line. After it dials the number,

Waiting... appears. Telcom waits approximately 30 seconds for the host

) to respond. If no response is made, Host doesn't respond appears.

' To carry on a normal telephone conversation, immediately pick up the

, phone receiver after Telcom dials the number. Skip Steps 6 and 7 if you
^

are using the Voice mode. Press I
shift

1 1
F4

1 again when you want to

X quit the Voice mode.

) Telcom automatically goes into the Terminal mode when the host

responds (if you are not in Voice mode). A status line appears at the

) bottom of the Terminal mode screen.

)
6. Press i

shift II esc | in the Terminal mode to choose a command from the

Session menu. Telcom temporarily returns to the Command mode.

Since the connection has already been established, return to the

x Terminal mode simply by pressing Lc] again,

)

)

)

)
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(

Reviewing Text (

When Telcom receives information, the incoming text appears on the (

screen as it is received. As the information comes in, it scrolls off the top of

the screen to make room for each new line. This is called "free forward (

scrolling." The information usually scrolls offbefore you can read it all.

You can pause the free forward scrolling in order to review the information

on the screen by pressing [pause]. You can then use the arrow keys to

normally scroll through all text received up to that point. After you review

the text, press I
pause

I again to resume free forward scrolling. Note that

pressing the I
pause"! key does not stop the transmission of the information,

only the display of it on your screen.

Capturing Text to a File

An in-depth screen review of incoming data is usually not practical if the

transmission is very long. A more practical method for long transmissions

is to save, or "capture," the incoming text into the capture to file specified

in the Options command, then review the contents of the file at your

leisure. This also saves connect time to the host.

There are two ways to capture text. First, you can pause a transmission,

select a portion of the text, then turn on the text capture mode ( I

F3
| ). Only

the selected text is saved to the file. Second, you can turn on the text

capture mode before or during free forward scrolling. All text received after

text capture is turned on is saved to the file. In both methods, captured text

appends to existing text in the file.

Selected Text

1

.

Use the arrow keys and the text selection keys to select the text you want

to save.

2. Press I
F3

I . Telcom appends the selected text to the capture to file

named in the Options command.

All Incoming Text

1. While free forward scrolling, press LFJLI. Telcom appends all incoming

text to the capture to file named in the Options command.

2. PressED again to stop saving the text to the file. You can stop and start

the save as many times as you wish.
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)

) Capturing Text in More Than One File

) If the text capture file reaches its maximum size before you capture all

incoming text, Telcom displays an error message and returns to the

) Command mode. The message line shows:

Output file too targe

Perform these steps to continue capturing the incoming information:

)

)

)

1 . At the Session command menu, press ED for the Options command.

)
The Options command fields appear.

) 2. Type a new filename at the capture to field, and press
I

enter].

/ Telcom closes (saves) the current text capture file and opens the new

v file. Remaining incoming text goes into the new file.

)

)

)

) ...
Use the Disconnect command to terminate the communications

\ connection, or "disconnect." Note that communication is not disconnected

until either you use this command or the computer has been left idle for the

)
amount of time specified in the disconnect after field of the Options

command.

)

At the Session command menu, press CH for Disconnect. The screen

) shows:

3. Press BD for Connect to return to the Terminal mode.

Disconnect

Enter Y to confirm

Press [Y] to disconnect orO to continue.

Modify

Use the Modify command to change the Telcom communication settings.

The values in the settings field of the phonebook file appear for each listed

\ name. You can modify the settings for each name, and/or for the default

field. The settings you use as the default will also be used when you use

)
Telcom without specifying a phonebook file.
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(

1

.

At the Session command menu, press QyD for the Modify command. /

The screen shows:

(

MuDIFY name: fi - „ . _

.

baud rate 396 stofj bits- -::i;'2

i.i.iord 1 £nocth :
fc 7 \ d

)

joar" i ty , ^l^ 1",' '-"'-h-i ' i"*oi'"i€j .-
;

1 urior-'? /
xon/xoff _ ( Ves>No uuplex Hal-Kruil.-' terfninal : '-Ves-'No (
acid to EuL : C None > CR LF str i p 1 i ne+eedE ( Vet? ^ No + i i tor -

- chars < Ves > Nij

,
, (

2. Type new responses for the fields, as needed. Press I tab 1 to move
between the fields. Type values for the name and baud rate fields, and /

press the space bar to move between the menu-type responses in the

other fields. Details of the command fields are presented at the end of
(

this section.

(

3. Press 1 enter I to carry out the Modify command after all the command
field entries are correct. The settings are ready to use in a phonebook (

file.

Name

The name field refers to the names entered in the phonebook file named

in the Options command. Press an arrow key to display all the names in

the file. The first name in the file appears in the field. Press I
->

I to

scroll through the file, placing subsequent names in the field. To modify

the default settings, leave this field blank.
(

Baud Rate
I

(

The baud rate field determines the speed of data transmission. The

built-in modem transmits at 300 baud. Change this setting to reflect the
(

correct transmission speed if you are connecting with another modem.

Match the baud rate setting of the host computer. Valid baud rates are: {

1 10, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, and 19200.

(

Stop Bits
(

The stop bits field determines how many stop bits are transmitted with (

each character (byte). Choose 1 or 2. The proposed response is 1, which

is common for most computers. Match the stop bit setting of the host

computer.

Word Length

The word length field determines how many bytes are transmitted in one

group, or "word." Choose 6, 7, or 8. The proposed response is 8, which
^

is common for most computers. Match the word length setting of the

host computer. (The word length must be 8 if you are using XMODEM
^

protocol.)
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)

) Parity

The parity field is used to determine if the host computer receives each

character correctly. Choose even, odd, none, or ignore. The proposed

response is none, which is common for most computers. Match the parity

setting of the host computer. (The parity must be none if you are using

) XMODEM protocol)

)

Xon/xoff

The xon/xoff field controls the "flow" of incoming text. Ifyou leave the

) Terminal mode while data coming in, the remainder of the incoming data

is lost unless this field is on (Yes). Some computers do not support this

) feature. Choose No if xon/xoff is not supported by the host.

)

\ Duplex

The duplex field determines whether or not the characters you input from

) the keyboard appear on the Tandy 600 screen. If the host computer echoes

your input, choose full-duplex to prevent the characters from appearing

twice. If the host does not echo, half-duplex displays the characters.

Terminal

The terminal field interprets specific escape sequences in specific ways.

The Tandy 600 supports these VT52R escape sequences:

ESC A Cursor up.

ESC B Cursor down.

ESC C Cursor right.

ESC D Cursor left.

ESC E Clear display.

ESC H Cursor home.

ESC PcyPcx Direct cursor addressing.

cy = character line number

ex - character column number

Choose yes or no. The proposed response is yes, which is common for

most computers. Match the terminal setting of the host computer.
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Add to EOL

line ends here

line ends

here

Strip Linefeeds

Options

OPTIONS capture to: a*33ftlgm*a« phonebook:
dialing prefix: area code: call retries, y

158

The add to EOL field corrects files you are receiving incorrectly. Choose
none, carriage return (CR), or linefeed (LF). The proposed response is

none. Choose LF, for example, if lines are written on top of one another. /

Choose CR to add a carriage return to the end of each line if incoming data

lines step across the screen. (

The strip linefeeds field removes, or "strips/' extra blank lines that

sometimes appear in files transferred without protocol. Choose yes if an
(

extra blank line appears between each text line.

(

Filter Characters (

The filter characters field determines whether or not incoming control {

characters are filtered out. Choose yes to ignore control characters.

(

c

(

Use the Options command to set some global values for Telcom that reduce
(

the repetition often encountered during communications.
(

1 . At the Session command menu, press ED for the Options command.
The screen shows: (

(

dialing tMpe -<Tone>Pulee speed : C31ow>Fast wait for tone: 2

r-B'j i ew " text 1 i nes ; 38 d i ^connect attt-r : Itf
^

2. Type new responses for the fields, as needed. Press I
tab

I to move
between the fields. Press the space bar to move between the menu-type

responses in the dialing type and speed fields. Type new values for the

other fields. Details of the command fields are presented at the end of
(

this section.

I

3. Press I
enter

I to carry out the Options command after all the command
field entries are correct. The options go into effect each time you use v

Telcom.

(

(



)

)

)
Capture To

)

The capture to field defines the file to which Telcom sends any captured

text (after you press LED ). The last filename entered is the proposed

response. SESSION.TXT is the default response. Type a new filename

to change the proposed response.

Phonebook

The phonebook field defines the data base (File application) file to use

as the phonebook. The last filename entered is used if you do not enter

a new filename. Type a new filename to change the proposed response.

Dialing Prefix

The dialing prefix field specifies a prefix for Telcom to dial before it dials

) the number. Type up to 1 5 characters for the prefix. Type a plus symbol

(+) to insert a 1 -second pause in the dialing.

Area Code

The area code field specifies the local area code or exchange. If the first few

digits of the number in the phonebook file match this number, they are not

dialed. (For example, if you use a private telephone in which the exchange

is dropped when calling another number in the system, you can use this

field to enter that exchange.) Type up to 5 digits.

Call Retries

The call retries field specifies the number of times that Telcom redials a

number if it is not answered or is busy. is the proposed response. Type a

number from to 15.

Dialing Type

The dialing type field specifies tone or pulse dialing. Tone is the proposed

response. Press the space bar to choose pulse.

Speed

The dialing speed field specifies whether the phone dials slow or fast. This

depends on the telephone connection. Slow is the proposed response.

Press the space bar to choose fast.
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Wait for Tone

The wait for tone field determines how long Telcom will wait for a dial

tone before it begins dialing. 5 seconds is the proposed response. Type a

number from 1 to 15 to change the proposed response.

Review Text Lines

The review text lines field determines how many lines can be reviewed

when you pause free forward scrolling.

Run

Use the Run command to run a script file you have created.

RUN script

2. The last script file entered is the proposed response. Type the name of a

script file to change the proposed response.

Script

Disconnect Time

The disconnect time field determines how long the Tandy 600 can remain

idle in the Telcom mode before communications are automatically /

disconnected. Type a number from 1-99. Type to prevent Telcom from

ever automatically terminating a connection.
(

(

(

(

(

1. At the Session command menu, press QD for the Run command. The
screen shows: (

3. Press ! enter I to run the script. The script executes, entering Terminal

mode if a Connect command was entered. f

4. Upon completion of your Terminal session, press OD at the Script menu
(

to return to the Session command menu and the Command mode.

(

(

c

Use the Script command to go to the Script mode. You prepare preset
(

communications, or "auto-logon" files in the Script mode. Auto-logon

files are especially useful for repetitious communication connections. (

(

(
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)

)

^
An auto-logon script contains specific information that the host requests of

you every time you log on. You type the logon information only once, and

)
store it as a script. Then, you simply run the script

) 1 . At the Session command menu, press [s] for the Script command. The

screen shows:

SCRIPT name: g

) 2. The last script file entered is the proposed response. Type the name of a

script file to change the proposed response.

)

)

)

")

)

3. Press Snter] to open the script file. A blank script file screen appears.

The Script command menu replaces the Session command menu.

4. Choose the appropriate commands for the script phrases.

When you choose a command, its command fields appear on the screen.

Leave the proposed responses in the fields or change them as needed.

After the command field entries are correct, press
I

enter
| to place the

)
phrase in the script. Note that whenever you enter a Connect phrase, a

Modify phrase is automatically entered.

Each phrase contains the command's current field values. Type ~? to

enter a question mark and ~M to enter a carriage return in a respond to

or respond with field. When you run the script, the appropriate action

is taken for each command phrase.

You can insert a script command phrase anywhere within an existing

script by highlighting the next phrase, then choosing the command and

pressing [Tnter l . The new phrase is inserted in front of the highlighted

one. Delete a phrase by highlighting it and pressing
I

shift
1 1
bksp

|

([delSE]).

5. When the script file is complete, press GO to return to the Session

command menu and the Command mode. You can now run the script

file you created.

Transfer
)

)

Use the Transfer command to send files to or receive files from the host

computer.

1. Press [T] at the Sessions command menu. The Transfer subcommands

appear.

TRANSFER: S^^E^S Send
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(

(

2. Receive is the proposed response. Press the space bar to move to Send /

if you want to send a file.

(
3. Press I

enter | . The Transfer Receive or Transfer Send command fields

appear. (

TRRNSFER RECE I VE to : I prot oco I : < None > >,mode m t i meout : 1

9

or

TRANSFER SEND -from : | protocol : <None>Xmodem

4. Type the name of the file in which to store the incoming information

(RECEIVE to) or the name of the file you want to send (SEND from).

5. Press i
tab

| to move to the protocol field. This field ensures complete

transmission of data. As a rule, you should choose XMODEM unless the

host computer does not support it. The word length must be 8 and the

parity must be none to use XMODEM protocol Choose None when

you are transferring a file created with the Print command.

6. (Transfer Receive command only.) Press I
tab

1 to move to the timeout

field. If you choose none for the protocol command, Telcom stops

receiving the incoming information after the number of minutes entered

in this field elapses. The proposed response is 10 minutes.

7. Press I
enter

I to carry out the Transfer Receive or Transfer Send

command.

(

Receiving Text in More Than One File (

If the file in which you are receiving text reaches its maximum size before (

you receive all incoming text, Telcom displays an error message and

returns to the Command mode. The message line shows:

Output file too large

Perform these steps to continue receiving the incoming information:

(

(

(

(

1

.

At the Session command menu, press CD for the Transfer command,
then press HE for the Receive subcommand again. (

2. Type a new filename in the RECEIVE to field, and press I
enter

I .
v

(
Telcom closes (saves) the current file and opens the new one. The v

remainder of the received file goes into the new file. /

{

(
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The Telcom Tutorial

The Telcom tutorial gives step-by-step instructions for establishing a

communications connection. For these examples, we assume that you have

a subscription and an account number with which to access your host. We
also assume that you have the two computers properly connected.

To run the Telcom application, place the cursor over TELCOM on the

System Manager screen. Choose the Run command, and press I
enter

|
,

Creating a Phonebook and a Listing

Before you use Telcom, you create your phonebook using the File program.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over and highlight FILE on the

System Manager screen.

2. Press ! enter I ,

3. Press [Tab] to move to the file field. Type phonebook as the filename,

4. Press I
enter

I . A File screen appears.

First, decide how many columns (fields) you want the phonebook to

contain. A phonebook file must contain at least 3 fields: name, number,

and settings. You can, however, enter more than these 3 fields. They are

simply ignored by Telcom. The cursor appears in the first column, next to

NEW. Edit is the proposed command menu response.

Formatting the Phonebook File

Now, format the phonebook columns. The default File column width is 10

characters. We will change the name, number, and settings columns to 16,

10, and 8 characters, respectively.

1. UseED to move the cursor to the FORM row of column 1 (NEW). This

will be the name column.
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1. Column 3 is the settings column. Type Settings, and press GE1 The

heading appears at the top of column 3, and the cursor moves to column

2.

Press HE] for the Edit command, and type aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa ( 1 6 A's).

Press !
-»

I . Column 1 is extended to 16 characters, C1 appears at the top

of the column, and a new column appears to the right of it. /

(Note that File remains in the Edit mode. You can also press I
enter

I

(

instead ofED after you change a format, and File returns to the

Command mode.) (

3. The next column will contain the phone numbers. Type (aaa) v

aaa-aaaa. The parentheses, space, and dash are "boilerplate"

characters; File inserts them in the field without disturbing the field

content. Press !
~+

I . Column 2 is formatted as indicated, C2 appears at

the top of the column, and a new column appears to the right of it.

(

(

(

4. The next column will contain the communications settings. Type

aaaaaaaa. Press |T|. Column 3 is shortened to 8 characters, C3 appears (

at the top of the column, and a new column appears to the right of it.

The cursor appears at the top ofcolumn 3. (

(

Naming the Phonebook Fields c

(

The next step is naming the phonebook fields by entering column

headings. You left File in the Edit mode with the cursor at the top of (

column 3, so start there.

(

c

(

2. Column 2 is for the phone numbers. Type Number, and press i
<-

I . The
(

heading appears at the top ofcolumn 2, and the cursor moves to column

i. (

3. The first column is for the names. Type Name, and press [TJ four times. v

The heading appears at the top of column 1 , and the cursor moves to

down to the first data row (NEW) ofcolumn 1

.

(

(

(

(

(

(
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)

)

)

)

Type the first name and number in your phonebook on the first row

) (NEW). For this example, type a fictional name and number.

Entering the Phonebook Listings

1. Type Smith, William, and press GD.

2. Type 8175551212 in the phone number column. Press! enter]. The

number is edited as indicated in the Form field.

)
3. Leave the settings field blank to use the default values.

Enter as many phone listings as you like. If you want to practice making

} a connection, be sure to include one or more valid telephone numbers.

) 4. Quit File and return to the System Manager by pressing LCTRL )| fio |.

)

) Starting Telcom

Position the cursor over TELCOM, and press) ente r;

)

)

The first time you use Telcom, an empty screen appears. The Session

) command menu appears at the bottom of the screen. Telcom begins in the

. Command mode.

)

)

Specifying the Phonebook File

)
1 . Press QLl for the Options command

)

)

2. Press I tab I to move to the phonebook field, and type phonebook (the

name of the file in this example).

)
3. PressmSHE to carry out the Options command and return to the

Command mode.

)

For this example, use the default communications settings. You can now
) establish a communications connection.

)

)

)

)
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f

('

Establishing a Connection c

(

1. Press E] for the Connect command. Telcom displays the Connect

command fields. f

CONNECT to: S number; (using modem : <.Ves.jNo

2. Type one of the names from the phonebook file. You can include an (

asterisk (*) to choose from all matching names. For example, Smith*

displays a list of all the Smiths listed in the phone book (if the last name

was entered first).

Terminating the Connection

1. Press EH for the Disconnect command. The screen shows:

Enter Y to confirm

2. Press fYl to disconnect.

Note that simply hanging up the phone after a voice communication does

not disconnect communications. You must use the Disconnect command.

You can also press an arrow key to display a list of names. All names in
(

the phonebook file display. Press GD to move through the names. As

you highlight a name, it also appears in the CONNECT to field. (

3. Press[TAB] to move to the number field. The number corresponding to

the name in the previous field appears. Change the number or leave it as

it is.

4. Press [tab] to move to the using modem field. Press [3 to indicate that

the connection will be over the telephone line, using a modem.

5. Press i
enter

I to carry out the Connect command. Telcom dials the

number.

Press rsRlFTl i
F4

1 for the Voice mode if you want to carry on a normal

telephone conversation. Pick up the phone receiver anytime after the

number is dialed.
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)

)

)

)

)

)
Press 1 CTRL 1 1 F10 I to quit Telcom and return to the System Manager.

) To erase the Telcom Session file you created:

Quitting Telcom

) 1 . Highlight the SESSION file (on the .TXT line of the System Manager

screen), and press QT| for the Delete command. The screen shows:

DELETE file: arajflW2Hll«a

2. Press I
enter

1 to carry out the Delete command. The file is deleted.
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Chapter 6 Multiplan
)

) MULTIPLAN® stores, displays, prints, and performs mathematical

operations on numerical data in rows and columns. This "spreadsheet"

) concept lets you easily and quickly perform complex and/or multiple. Use

Multiplan for budgeting, forecasting, statistical analysis, engineering and
-1 other repetitive calculations, and many other previously tedious tasks.

)

}

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

>

)

)

)

)

)
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Special Multiplan Keys

Function Keys

Multiplan uses the following function keys:

I
F1

I Functions the same as I
label

|
.

LE2J Moves to the next window created with the

Window Split command. The cursor moves to the

last cell accessed in the window. At the last

window, i
F2

I moves to the first window.

-E3J Changes relative references you create with the

arrow keys to absolute references. Press fF3l

immediately after you build a formula composed of

relative references.

IS Changes a formula entered in the Edit mode to its

resulting value. Press !
F4

I immediately after typing

or building the formula. Then press I
enter

1 or an
arrow key to move to another cell; the value is

inserted in the cell instead of the formula.

I
F5

i Controls the Scrap mode. Replace is the default

mode; copied or deleted data replaces the current

scrap contents. No scrap indicator appears on the

status line for the Replace mode.

Press
I
F5

1 once for the Append mode; copied or

deleted data is appended to the current scrap

contents. Ap appears on the status line.

Press |T5] twice for the No Scrap mode; copied or

deleted data is lost. Ns appears on the status line.

Press LFAJ again to return to the Replace scrap

mode.

1

F7
I

-
1

F1 °
I Function as Selection Keys. Refer to "Selection

Keys."

I
shift

1 1
F1

j Functions the same as I
shift

1
1 label

I .
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SHIFT |1~F2~

-
I
CTRL H~FTO~|

Editing Keys

Moves to the previous window created with the

Window Split command. The cursor moves to the

last cell accessed in the window. At the first

window, ! shift ifFTi moves to the last window.

Function as system function keys. Refer to

"System Function Keys" in the Overview.

Multiplan uses the following editing keys in the Edit mode

I
bksp

I

SHIFT II BKSP

Moves the cursor back one space (BACKSPACES),

erasing the character it moves over.

Deletes the contents of the cell.

(tSQ)

Window Scrolling Keys

Multiplan uses the following window scrolling keys in the Command

mode:

Q

m

m

> 1 SHIFT | -
I

)

)

1 SHIFT II - 1

1 SHIFT || T|

)

)

)

Moves the cursor one cell to the left in the current

row of the current window.

Moves the cursor one cell to the right in the current

row of the current window.

Moves the cursor one cell up in the current column

of the current window.

Moves the cursor one cell down in the current

column of the current window.

Scrolls the previous screen of columns into view in

the current window.

Scrolls the next screen of columns into view in the

current window.

Scrolls the previous screen of rows into view in the

current window.
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1 SHIFT || 1 |

1 CTRL «-

f CTRL -

j CTRL I|t|

1 CTRL IUI

Scrolls the next screen of rows into view in the

current window.

Scrolls to the next active cell to the left in the

current row or the last active cell in a previous row
(the previous active cell).

Scrolls to the next active cell to the right in the

current row or the first active cell in a following

row (the next active cell).

Scrolls to cell R1C1.

Scrolls to the last active ceil on the spreadsheet.

Selection Keys

m In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first Word
to the Left of the cursor that is not already

selected. If the cursor is in the middle of a word,
1

F7
I selects that word.

1~F8" In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first Word
to the Right of the cursor that is not already

selected. If the cursor is on a word, LE8J selects that

word.

F9

rFTol

In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first

Character to the Left of the cursor.

In the Edit mode, selects (highlights) the first

Character to the Right of the cursor.
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)

) Command Keys

>

Multiplan uses the following command keys:

| esc I
In the Command mode, cancels the current

command and returns to the command menu. Edit

t is again highlighted as the default command.

) |
enter

I
In the Command mode, carries out the current

command using default values or values you fill in

) for the command fields.

s Special keys for the command menu are:

tab I
Moves to the next command.

\ or space bar

) I
shift IfTAll Moves to the previous command.

or I
BKSP j

)

Special keys for the command fields are:

j tab I
Moves to the next command field.

)

I
|
shift

j I
tab

1 Moves to the previous command.

)
space bar Moves to the next item in a menu-type command

field.

.)

| bksp [ Moves to the previous item in a menu-type

) command field.

>

)

>

)

)

>
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Starting and Quitting Multiplan

Multiplan is the last application name that appears on the System Manager
screen. When you first start the Tandy 600 or return to the System
Manager screen from another application, the cursor highlights the Word
application. Run is the default on the System Manager command menu.

To create a Multiplan file:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over PLAN, place the selection

marker over Run, and press !
enter

| . The Run command fields appear:

RUN amplication: AWSHM '
" file:

2. Press I
tab! Type a name for the work file you are creating. If you do

not type a filename, Multiplan names your file WORK,

3. Press I
enter! A Multiplan spreadsheet appears.

To run an existing Multiplan file:

1

.

Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over the name of the Multiplan
work file you want to run.

2. Place the command selection marker over Run, and press i
enter

[ . The
Multiplan spreadsheet appears. The cursor appears in the same
position as when you last accessed the file. Multiplan begins in the

Command mode.

Quit the Multiplan application and return to the System Manager by
pressing

|
ctrl

1 1
ftp

|. Quit the Multiplan application and return to the

previous application by pressing Tctrl ll~F9!
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The Multiplan Screen

i

>

y
When you create a new file or open an existing file, the Multiplan screen, or

spreadsheet, appears. The Multiplan command menu, message line, and

) status line appear at the bottom of the screen. Multiplan begins in the

Command mode, with the command selection marker highlighting the Edit

) command.

LSI
i

> I

is

>
> CotOM Delete sJaJEM Format Juwj Insert Lock Move Name Options Print Sort. Nindoui
:=;*=. I e <- f. onti on or"' T-Mpe oorurfiand 1 etter

\ Plan: WORK R1C1

) Figure 22. A Blank Multiplan Screen

)

* The Multiplan spreadsheet is a rectangular grid of rows and columns. Row
numbers appear down the left side of the spreadsheet. Column numbers

j appear across the top of the screen.

) Each intersection of a row and column is a "cell.'
1 You enter, calculate,

and manipulate text, formulas, and numbers using cells. The row and

) column location of a cell is its "cell reference,'
1

which identifies the cell.

(For example, the cell reference for the cell in Row 1 , Column 1 is R 1 C 1 .)

y Highlight a cell with the cursor to select it for editing or other operations.

)

}

)

)

)

)

)
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Multiplan uses a "window" concept. While only 7 columns and 1 1 rows
appear at one time, each spreadsheet can have up to 63 columns and 255
rows. Scroll the remainder of each window's cells into view with the arrow
keys. Use the Jump command to move to a specific cell in any one of the

spreadsheet windows. Up to 8 windows can be opened, or "split," on a

spreadsheet at one time. (Note that the number of columns that appear on
a screen vary according to the width you set, the number ofwindows open,

and the window border you choose.)

The Command Area

The command menu, message line, and status line appear at the bottom of

the screen. The status line displays the name of the current application

(Plan) and file, the cell reference, the contents of the currently selected cell,

and various indicators. An example of a Multiplan command area is

shown below.

> Copy De 1 ete aRffii Format Jump I nsert Loc k MoMe Name Opt i ons Pr i nt Sort W i ndooj
Select option orrfype command letter-
Plan: TEST R2C1 Rl*0.3

In this example, the cursor is on the cell in Row 2, Column 1 . The contents

of the cell is a formula that multiplies the value in Row 1 of the current

column by 30%. No indicators appear on the status line yet.

The formula in cell R2C1 was entered in the Edit mode. When you press

CH to choose the Edit mode, an edit line replaces the command menu. The
proposed response for the cell is the current cell contents, for example:

EDIT
E
Plan: TEST R2C1 Rl*6.3

DIT: pm
nter -formula
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Setting Up a Spreadsheet

)

1

)

>

)

v Determine the information you want to display and calculate on your

spreadsheet. Note the format and length of your headings and numeric

\ data. The column width and format default to 1 characters (including one

blank space for column spacing), right justified, with no decimal places.

If a non-integer is entered in a cell that uses the default format, any trailing

) zeros (after the decimal) are truncated. If a number consisting of more than

9 digits (or 8 digits plus a decimal point or a minus sign) is entered,
*

non-essential digits (after the decimal) are truncated. The number is

represented by an exponential (1 E+1 2 for 1 ,000,000,000,000, for example)

if the exponential or general format code was chosen in the Format Cells

\ command. If the number cannot be truncated or represented by an

exponential, number symbols (# # # # #) fill the cell.

)
No setup is needed to use the default column width and format. You can

) begin entering your spreadsheet data right away. You can, however, tailor

the spreadsheet more specifically to your needs with the Format Cells and
f Format Width commands. Refer to the "Format" section in this chapter

,, for more details.

)

)

)

)

)

>

>

}

)

)

)

)

)
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Adding Data to a Spreadsheet

After you set up your spreadsheet, you are ready to add data to it. Press QD
to choose the Edit mode for data entry. There are three types of data you
can add to a cell: numeric data, formulas, and text.

Numeric data can consist of: numbers, minus and plus signs, decimals, and
an exponentiation symbol (0 123456789-+. E). Numeric data can be
expressed as integers, decimal fractions, or exponential expressions. Add
numeric data to a cell by selecting the cell, then typing the data. As you
type, the data appears on the edit line. Press i

enter
| to enter the data into

the cell, leave the Edit mode, and return to the command mode. Type the

data, then press an arrow key to enter the data without leaving the Edit

mode.

Formulas are mathematical expressions that perform some operation on
one or more numbers. The operands of the formula may be cell references

or numbers. The formula operators available are listed in "Multiplan
Operations" in this chapter. Enter a formula into a cell by selecting the

cell, then typing the formula.

Text is used on a spreadsheet for row and column headings, notes, and so

forth. All text must be enclosed by quotes ("). Except for the quotes, enter

text as you would enter numeric data. Text that does not fit in a cell is

truncated.

Cell References

When you refer to a cell within a formula, the cell reference can be
"absolute" or "relative." Absolute cell references are entered directly,

relative references are entered with an arrow key.

To enter a formula that uses absolute references:

1

.

Select the cell in which to enter the formula.

2. Press |T] to choose the Edit command.

3. Type the formula, including cell references. Separate cell references

with the appropriate arithmetic operators.
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4. Press I
enter! to enter the formula in the cell.

If: R1C2 = 20 R2C2 = 30

Then, for this formula: R1C2 + R2C2
The result is: 50

)

)

)

')

>

vj To enter a formula that uses relative references:

\ 1 . Select the cell in which to enter the formula.

) 2. Press [El to choose the Edit command.

) 3. Type an equal sign ( = ).

^ The = does not appear in the EDIT command field. = signals Multiplan

^ to add the contents of the current cell to the formula you are building.

\ 4. Use the arrow keys to highlight the first cell to use as an operand in the

formula, then type the operator that describes its relationship to the next

) cell in the formula. The cursor moves back to the original cell.

.) 5. Repeat Step 4 for each operand, until the formula is complete.

*
6. Press [InTerII to enter the formula in the cell and perform the

t calculation.
)

)

)

}

}

>

)

)

)

)

)
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For this formula:

In this spreadsheet:

R[-2]C[+1]+R[-1]C

40

20

30

If Step 1 begins in cell R3C1, Multiplan adds the 20 from RI CI (up 2

rows, over 1 column) and the 40 from R2C1 (up 1 row, in the same
column). The result appears in R3C1.

In the absolute references example, assume the original cell (Step 1) is

R3C2. The results of both these calculations are:

40

60

fRh2JCI+l]+R[-lIC
(relative

references)

20

30

50

R1C2+R2C2
(absolute

references)
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Performing Calculations
>

\ Multiplan performs calculations according to cell contents, from left to

right and top to bottom. Individual cell values are recalculated each time

y you enter new numbers and formulas. The largest number that Multiplan

can calculate is 9.9999999999999E62; the smallest number is 1 E-64.

) (Positive numbers in scientific notation include a plus symbol after the E
when they appear on the screen.)

Using Cell Groups

>

jf Formulas can apply to the relationships between single cells or between

groups of cells. The simplest cell group is a row or column. Cell references

) can also describe any combination of rows and columns that form a

rectangular area on the spreadsheet. These areas form a range, union, or

intersection, as described below:

Ranges

Any single rectangular grouping of cells comprises a range. To describe a

range, reference the cells in the upper left and lower right corners of the

\ rectangular area. Separate the two references with a colon ( :
).

Unions)

>
Two or more ranges comprise a union. To describe a union, reference the

) cells in the upper left and lower right corners for each range. Separate the

two ranges with a comma ( ,
).

>

> Intersections

} The area where two ranges overlap (intersect) is an intersection. To
describe an intersection, first name the two ranges (using the Name

) command), then separate the two range names with a blank space.

)

)
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#1
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12 3 4 5 6 7

//////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////////////////
////////////////AXX>0000<XXX>000<X>000000<XA\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
////////////////A»^
////////////////Ax>oooo<xx>oooooooo<>ooooo<A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
////////////////AXXXX>00<X>0O000O0OC<XX>0O<A\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

The areas shaded with the / and \ characters in this example are ranges.

The first range (/) is referenced by R1C1 : R7C5. The second range (\) is

referenced by R4C3: Rl 1C7.

Both shaded areas together comprise a union. The union is referenced by
R1CUR7C5, R4C3:R11C7.

The intersection of the two shaded areas is shown in this example by x
characters. The intersection is referenced by name! name!. Namel
represents the name of the first range (R1C1 : R7C5). Name2 represents the

name of the second range (R4C3: Rl 1C7). The names of the two
intersecting ranges are separated by a blank space.

Using cell groups is similar to using references to individual cells. For
instance, suppose you want to add the values in the two ranges (the union)
in the example above. You could type:

SUM(R1C1:R7C5,R4C3:R11C7)

Notice however, that because the two ranges in the union intersect

(overlap), the values in the intersection would be counted twice. To correct

this problem, subtract the intersection:

SUM (R1C1 : R7C5, R4C3: Rl 1C7)- SUM (namel name!)

Note also that, after you name the two ranges, you can use the range names
in the first part of the formula to denote the union:

SUM (namel, namel) - SUM (namel name!)
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)

\

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

)

>

>

>

>

>

Using Names

You can simplify the spreadsheet even more by naming cells and cell

groups. You then refer to the cell or cell group by its name instead of its

reference.

Names must begin with a letter (a-z or A-Z). The other characters may
consist of letters, numbers (0-9), periods ( . ), and/or underlines ( . . ).

Names can be up to 32 characters long; no spaces are allowed. Also, names
cannot look like absolute or relative cell references (for example, R1C1 or

R[-l]C[+2]).

Use the Multiplan Name command to define a name. Defined names can

be used anywhere on a spreadsheet, the same as a cell reference. An
example of names follows:

iiH 1 2
.-.

4
1 JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH
_- R^n*-

- $75y. y6 $75y . yy $750. 0y
>; Ma i ntenace $100 - 0y $iyy - yy $75. yy
4 Electrioit- $^75, y0 $245,00 $iriyy . yy
cr Phone $75,00 $45. 0y $40. y0
6 water $46. yy $xy, 00 IZb-W
f

suhtof.al : $1246- 08 $1178, 00 $1091 o 00
M E'u i 1 d i n*>, $ci5iz:5 . yy

1 C<
-L r-J Lit i l i t i es : $39@ . Q@

T<"it.-=«1 : BeSS^KED-Sb

In the example above, the "Subtotal" amounts in Row 8 are calculated

from the formula: R2 + R3 + R4 + R5 + R6 in cells R8C2, R8C3, and

R8C4.

The "Building," "Utilities," and "Total" amounts are calculated using

names, as follows:

Spreadsheet Name Spreadsheet

Heading Fomula Area

Building SUM(BLDG) R2C2:R3C4
Utilities SUM(UTIL) R4C2:R6C4
Total SUM(BLDG, UTIL) R9C2+R10C2

orR2C2:R6C4
orR8C2:R8C4
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Using Iteration

Circular references, cells that contain formulas that refer to one or more
uncalculated cells, are often used in target-seeking analysis, solving

simultaneous equations, and performing numerical analysis and other

complex tasks. Multiplan does not calculate these formulas using normal
calculation. Instead, to build formulas that depend on each other for

answers, use iteration.

Circular references can also be accidental When the iteration field is No,
an error message appears after the normal calculation is complete:

Circular references unresolved

If you do not want to use circular references, check the logic of your
formulas. You may have to rearrange the spreadsheet or redesign the

formulas to break the circle.

When you choose yes at the iteration field in the Options command,
Multiplan calculates the spreadsheet over and over until some condition is

satisfied. Multiplan uses the results of the previous calculation for each

new calculation.

Multiplan first calculates in the normal manner, then checks the iteration

field for a Yes response. Multiplan then evaluates the completion test at

field (the default is DELTA ( ) < 0.00 1 ). If the completion test is FALSE,
Multiplan increments the iteration count by one, then begins the first

iteration. Iterations continue until the completion test is TRUE.

Values become more precise with each iteration. This is referred to as

"convergence." As the model converges, values change less and less

between iterations. The default completion ensures that the results are

precise to 1 /10th of a percent.

During iteration, Multiplan calculates the cells down the columns instead

of across the rows, as in normal calculations:

# 1

1

2

3

255

63
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1

|
As a general guideline, put all circular references in a single column in

order to keep track of the order of evaluation. Also, in some situations, the

) order of calculation can cause your model to "diverge" instead of converge.

1

)

>

)

>

% To stop a diverging model, press rsHlFTl 1 pause I ( I break I ), If your

answers diverge during iteration, reorder the formulas, then begin iteration

)
again.

#112 #112
1 R2C1 1 R2C1
2 -2*RlCl+3 2 (2-RlCl)/2

3 3

The solution to both of these models is R1C1 = 1 R2C1 = 1. The first

model, however, will diverge during iteration.

Limiting Iteration

Multiplan stops iterating when one of three things occurs:

• The amount of change between iterations is less than 0.001 (unless you

I have set your own completion test).

I • The conditions of a completion test you have designed are met.

) • YOU press I
SHIFT ifPAUSEl ( I BREAK I ).

Completion Tests)

)
To keep Multiplan from iterating endlessly when a model diverges, or to

\ change the degree of accuracy (from 0.001), you can seta completion test.

I
A completion test is a logical expression that returns either TRUE or

FALSE. Multiplan checks the expression before beginning each iteration.

\ If the expression is TRUE, iteration stops. If the expression is FALSE,
another iteration is performed.

Multiplan uses DELTA ( ) < 0.001 if no other completion test is entered.

This expression is FALSE if any cell changes by more than 0.001. It is

TRUE when no cell changes by more than 0.00 1

.

You can set up completion tests, using one of these three conditions:

• The built-in ITERCNT operation, which defines the maximum number
of iterations.
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• The built-in DELTA operation, which defines the maximum change
between calculated values for each iteration.

• A logical expression, which defines a condition that stops iteration when
the expression is TRUE.

To set your own completion test, design a logical expression that describes
the completion test. Enter the expression in a cell on the spreadsheet, then
type the cell reference at the completion test at field. If you do not enter a
value, Multiplan uses the default, DELTA

( ) < 0.00 1

.

The ITERCNT Operation

Use the ITERCNT operation to provide initial values for iterating models,
create a table of iteration results, and set up a completion test.

Initial Values

Many spreadsheet models require a set initial value, even though the actual
values are calculated with a formula during iteration. Use the IF operation
to provide both the formula and a set initial value.

IF (ISNA (ITERCNT ( ) ), Initial Value, Gross Profit - Bonus)

During the first calculation after a change to the spreadsheet,

ITERCNT
( ) produces #N/A. Therefore, ISNA

( ) is TRUE, and
Multiplan uses the value from the cell named 'initial Value."

Then, ITERCNT
( ) produces a number, and ISNA ( ) is FALSE.

Multiplan then uses the formula (Gross Profit - Bonus) to calculate

the value.

Results Tables

Create a table of partial results from an iteration by copying the formula
into successive rows.

IF(ITERCNT()=ROW()-9,Net Profit, RC)

Each row receives the value of Net Profit during a particular iteration

and remains unchanged (RC) for all other iterations, before and after.
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>

)

>

>

>

>

>

)

M

)

)

>

>

J

>

1

)

}

)

J

Completion Tests

Use ITERCNT to limit the number of iterations. Enter the ITERCNT
formula in a cell, and enter the cell reference in the completion test at field

of the Options command.

ITERCNT ( ) = 20 limits the number of iterations to 20. Multiplan

stops after the 20th iteration.

The DELTA Operation

Each time Multiplan encounters a DELTA operation, it resets the internal

DELTA value to zero. By entering more than one DELTA, you can isolate

the maximum change in a particular part of the model.

A DELTA value that applies only to the differences in a pariticular part of

the model is called a "local" DELTA. Begin and end that part of the

spreadsheet with cells that contain the DELTA operations.

Enter the first DELTA in the cell immediately above the block of cells for

which you want a local DELTA value. (Otherwise, you can encounter

problems with the order of evaluation.) Then, enter the test DELTA in the

cell immediately below the block of cells for which you want a local

DELTA value.

IF(1 = 1,"",DELTA( )) DELTA ( ) < nk

#
1

2

3

4

5

2 3 4

DELTA
////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////

DELTA^

Multiplan recalculates the block of cells by columns. The model provides

local DELTA values only if the columns contain no other circular

references.
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A better model design is:

First DELTA

#1 1 2

1 DELTA-7

I ////////////////////////////////

4 ////////////////////////////////

5 ^ -DELTA

Second DELTA

Note that subsequent evaluations ofDELTA normally include changes to

the cell with the first DELTA operation. The simple formula, DELTA(), is

usually not sufficient to isolate local DELTA values. Instead, enter a
formula such as: IF(TRUE(),"'\DELTA()). This clears the maximum
DELTA, appears blank on the screen, and presents no value for the

following DELTA to evaluate.

If you enter the DELTA operation as a completion test and the ITERCNT
operation by itself, divergence may occur. DELTA also reads the cell that

contains the ITERCNT operation. Because ITERCNT changes by 1 for

each iteration, DELTA always returns at least 1 unless you set up the

model to return local DELTA values or you eliminate the ITERCNT
operation. An ITERCNT formula (ITERCNT( ) > 20, for example)
always returns TRUE or FALSE, and does not affect convergence.

Iteration Example

The following model shows how to use iteration to solve a simple circular

reference. This model is designed to calculate a bonus that is 10% of net
profit.

Gross Profit (GP) = $ 1 .000.00

Net Profit (NP) = Gross Profit - Bonus
Bonus (B) = Net Profit * 10%

Because the formulas for Net Profit and Bonus depend on each other for

their solutions, they are circular references.

The Gross Profit is entered in R1C2. The Bonus formula, NP * .10, is

entered in R2C2. The Net Profit formula, R1C2 - B, is entered in R3C2.
The results of the calculations are:
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')
First Iteration

>

1

#1 1

1 Gross Profit

2 Bonus

3 Net Profit

2

$1,000.00

$90.00

$900.00

> Second Iteration

>
$900.00*. 10

$1,000.00 -$90.00

= $90,00

= $910.00

> Third Iteration

$910.00*. 10

$1,000.00 -$91.00

= $91.00

= $909.00

>
Fourth Iteration

>

>

)

$909.00*. 10

$1,000.00 -$90.90

= $90.90

= $909.10

Fifth Iteration

$909. 10*. 10

$1,000.00 -$90.91

= $90.91

= $909,09

)
$90.91 is 10% of $909.09, and $909.09 equals $1,000.00 minus $90.91.

The values have become more precise (converged) with each iteration.

>

>

Converging values change less and less with each iteration. Multiplan stops

iteration when all values on the model change by less than 0.001 (1/1 0th of

a percent). The model is solved.

#1 1

1 Gross Profit

2 Net Profit

3 Bonus

2

$1,000.00

$909.09

$90.91

)

If you change the Gross Profit to $1 100, Multiplan quickly recalculates the

new Bonus as $ 1 00 and the Net Profit as $ 1 000.00.

*
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Arithmetic Operations

Multiplan formulas can include the following arithmetic operations:
addtion, subtraction, multiplication, division, percentages, and
exponentiation. Operators express the relationship between the formula
parts, or "operands."

The arithmetic operators you can use in a formula are:

erator Operation

+ addition
- subtraction
*

multiplication

/ division

% percentage

exponentiation

Comparison Operations

Multiplan formulas can also include comparison operations. Comparison
operations compare two values and return a logical value ofTRUE or
FALSE.

Example: Are 1 984 net profits larger than in 1 983 ?

Formula: R2C2 > 3000.00
Assume: R2C2 = 32000*10%
Result: TRUE (3200 > 3000)

The comparison operators you can use in a formula are:

Operator Operation

= equal to

< less than

> greater than

< - less than or equal to

> - greater than or equal to

< > not equal to
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) Order of Evaluation

Within a formula, mathematical operations are performed from left to

1 right. Parenthetical operations are performed first. When parentheses are

nested, the innermost operations are performed first. Otherwise, arithmetic
*

and comparison operations are performed in the following order:

Operator Operation>

negation (negative number sign)

|
* and / multiplication and division

% percentage

)|

"
exponentiation

+ and - addition and subtraction

I = equal to

< ess than
7 < = less than or equal to

>
> =

greater than

greater than or equal to

\ < > not equal to

Built-in Multiplan Operations

In addition to simple arithmetic and comparison operations, Multiplan can

perform more complex operations that perform several internal

calculations within a formula. The most common algebraic and

trigonometric, logical, conversion, statistical, financial, and control

operations are built into Multiplan.

I

Following is a complete list of the complex built-in operations that
*

Multiplan can perform. Operations are entered as part of a formula. Items

j enclosed by parentheses follow the operation names. Do not type a space

before the left parenthesis. Items in parentheses consist of:

>

/V A number or a formula that yields a number. Only

j one TV is allowed in each operation.

) T Text or a formula that yields text.

.-* L A logical value; a cell reference, a formula

I
expressing a relation (=,<,>,<=,>=, or < > ),

or a function that yields a logical value.
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list

ABSfTV)

Multiplies TV by

absolute value).

A list ofup to 5 logical values, separated by
commas. The list can contain numbers, cell

references, and/or formulas. A list may represent

any number of values through references.

if (and only if) it is a negative number (returns the

Example:

Result:

ABS(-2* 1000)

-2000*- 1=2000

AND (list)

Tests the values in the list. TRUE appears if all values are true.

Otherwise, FALSE appears. # VALUE ! appears if other than logical values
are entered.

Assume; R1C2 = 40R1C3 = 30

Examples: Results:

AND(R 1 C2=R 1 C3) FALSE
AND(R1C2=R1C3+10)TRUE

ATAN (N)

Calculates the arctangent of jV. The arctangent is the angle whose tangent
is equal to TV. The arctangent displays in radians; use ATAN (N)
*57.29578 to display the angle in degrees.

Example:

Assume:

Result:

ROUND ((ATAN(R3C5)*57.29578),0)

R3C5 = 0.5773501683919
30 (a 30 degree angle)

AVERAGE (list)

Totals the numbers in the list, then divides by the number of items in the
list (averages the values). Separate each item with a comma.

Example:

Assume:

Result:

AVERAGE (100, R1C1, 500/5)

R1C1=400
(100 + 400+100)73=200

COLUMN ( )

Returns the number of the column in which the formula containing this

function appears.

Example:

Result:

1981 + COLUMN
( )-4

Placed into column 4, then copied right, this

formula produces the following sequence of years:

1981, 1982, 1983, and so forth.
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1

I
COS (N)

Calculates the cosine of TV. The value TV should be in radians. IfyVis

\ expressed in degrees, use COS (7V*.0 1 745329) to compute the cosine.

I Example: COS (R3C5*.01745329)

Assume: R3C5 = 30 (a 30 degree angle)

) Result: 0.8660254

)' COUNT (list)

Returns the count of the number values you list. Multipian counts cells

only if they contain number values.

|
DELTA ( )

)l Returns the maximum absolute value of the changes in values from one

iteration to the next. # N/A appears if you choose No at the iteration field

) in the Options command.

) Multipian counts only the values in the cells that it evaluates between two

* successive DELTA operations.

I
The DELTA operation displays the # N/A error when ITERCNT ( ) = 1 or

P when ISNA (ITERCNT ( )) returns TRUE (during the first calculation of a

"J
circular model). In these cases, no previous values exist from which to

calculate changes.

)

Use the DELTA operation in a convergence test formula to calculate the

I results of an interaction. Each time Multipian encounters a DELTA
operation, it resets the internal DELTA value to 0. By entering more than

one DELTA function, you can isolate the maximum change in a particular

% part of the spreadsheet. To create a DELTA that applies only to the

differences of a part of the spreadsheet, bracket the cells with cells that

I contain the DELTA function.

> To avoid problems with order of evaluation, enter the first DELTA
function in the cell immediately above the block of cells for which you

) want a local DELTA value. Then, enter the test DELTA formula in the

cell immediately below the block of cells to return a local DELTA value.

> DOLLAR (N)

Converts N to text showing a dollar amount, as in $ of the Format Cells

\ command. Multipian rounds N to 2 decimal places, places a in the units

position ifN < 1 , and adds a dollar sign ($) in front of the leftmost digit. If

J N < 0, Multipian encloses A" in parentheses.

)

.)
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Examples: Results

DOLLAR(2.715) $2.72

DOLLAR(-l) ($1.00)

DOLLAR(.15) $0.15



EXP (N)

Calculates e (2.7 1 828 18..., the base of the natural, or Napierian, logarithm)

raised to the power of N. This is the inverse function of LN. Use the

exponentiation operatorO to calculate the powers of other bases.

Examples: Results:

EXP(2. 30258) 9.9999491 (10 if the number is rounded)
FIXED(EXP(1),14) 2.71828182

FALSE ( )

Acts as a logical value for testing, to substitute for a more complicated
condition.

Example: IF(RlCl/TRUE'\"NOT TRUE")
Result: NOT TRUE (if R1C1 contains FALSE())

FIXED (N, digits)

Converts TV to text that has the fixed-number of decimal digits specified, as

in Fix of the Format Cells command. Digits must be an integer between
and 30. If TV is negative, Multiplan places a minus sign (-) before the left

digit. If digits is negative, Multiplan rounds to the left of the decimal point.

Example: FIXED ((3/17)*I00, 2 )
&" percent"

Result: 17.65 percent

IF (L, THEN value, ELSE value)

If the logical (L) is true, the THEN value appears. Otherwise, the ELSE
value appears. Values can be numeric, text, or logical

Example: IF (grade = 1 00, "Perfect Paper !", grade)

Result: Perfect Paper ! (ifgrade equals 100)

Result: 97 (actual grade if less than 100)

INDEX {area, subscripts)

Returns the value of the cell defined by subscripts from the rectangular

area. Include I or 2 subscripts. With 1 subscript, the area must be part of
one row or column. If the value of the first subscript is 1 , the first cell in the

row or column is returned, if the value is 2, the second cell is returned, and
so forth.

If you include 2 subscripts, separated by commas, the area can be
rectangular. The subscripts define the row and column in the area, starting

at 1 in each case. If any index exceeds the limits of the area, # N/A
appears.
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I Examples:

If totals is the partial row: 15 20 35

Results:

! INDEX (totals, 2) 20

INDEX (totals, 1) 15

If table is the rectangular area: 15 20 35

50 75 10

Examples: Results

INT (8.9) 8

INT (-123.123) -124

>

1
Results:

|
INDEX (table, 1,3) 35

INDEX (table, 2, 1) 50

>
INT (/V)

) Returns the largest integer less than or equal to N.

>

I

%
ISERROR (value)

) Returns the logical value TRUE if the value is any of the error values:

#N/A, #VALUE!, #REF!, #DIV/0!, #NUM !, #NAME?, #NULLL
J Otherwise, returns FALSE.

J Example: IF (ISERROR (ratio), "Check numbers !", " ")

%
Result: Check numbers ! (if ratio contains an error)

|
ISNA (value)

Returns the logical value TRUE if the value is # N/A (not available).

J Otherwise, returns FALSE.

> Example: IF (ISNA (balance),"0'\ balance)

Result: displays balance if available, if not

'i

, ITERCNT ( )

Returns the current iteration count, starting with 1 for the first iteration.

j.
During the first recalculation after each change to the spreadsheet,

ITERCNT returns the # N/A error value. The ITERCNT operation

) provides initial values for iterative models, creates a table of iterative

results, and provides a completion test.

I

LEN(D
* Returns the number of characters in T(text).

>

Example: IfT = fourscore and seven years ago

Result: 29
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LN(/V)

Calculates the natural, or Napierian (base e), logarithm of N. e ~

2.7182818.... TV must be positive. #NUM ! appears ifN equals oris
negative.

Examples: Results:

LN(10) 2.3025851
'iog2 = " & FIXED (LN (4)/LN (2), 8) log2 = 2.0

LOG10 (N)

Calculates the base 10 logarithm of N. N must be positive. #NUM!#
appears if TV is negative.

Example: LOGIO(IOO)
Result: 2

LOOKUP (N, table)

Searches for N in the first row or column or table. Table is a group of cells

on the spreadsheet. Returns the contents of a cell from the last row or
column or table.

The dimensions of table determine the direction of the search. If table is

higher than it is wide (has more rows than columns), Multiplan searches in

the first column until it finds the cell with the largest value less than or
equal to N. The value in the last cell in that row is the result of the
operation. If the values in all cells in the first column are less than N, it

uses the last row of the table. If the values in all cells in the first column are

greater than N, # N/A appears.

If table is wider than it is high (has more columns than rows), Multiplan
searches for TV in the first row of the table. The value in the last cell in that

column is the result of the operation. If the values in all cells in the first

row are less than AT, the last column of the table is used. If the values in all

cells in the first row are greater than N, # N/A appears.

Table must be a cell reference to a rectangular area in the active

spreadsheet. The result returned can be a number, a text value, or a logical

value.

LOOKUP expects that the values in the first row or column are in

ascending order. If values are not in ascending order, LOOKUP displays

#VALUE!orL#N/A.
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)

I LOOKUP Example

T| Assume that Column 1 lists base salaries, Column 2 lists minimum tax,

and Column 3 lists marginal tax rates as percents:

I

CI C2 C3
* 0%

^ 2300 14%
; 3400 154 16%

jj
4400 314 18%
6500 692 19%

| 8500 1072 21%

)) Also assume that a name, Salary, is defined and contains a value N. The

tax on a salary in one of the tables tax brackets can be expressed as:

LOOKUP (Salary, CI : C2) + (Salary - LOOKUP (Salary, CI))*

LOOKUP (Salary, CI :C3)

The first LOOKUP finds the tax on the base amount (using CI to find a

J|
value in C2). The second LOOKUP finds the actual base amount (using C

1

to find a value in itself). The third LOOKUP finds the marginal tax rate for

) the amount of salary that exceeds the base amount (using CI to find a value

in C3).

i

i

Example: Salary = 6800

Result: 692 + (6800 - 6500)*! 9%
-749

1 MAX (list)

Returns the largest number value from the list. Returns if there are no

} number values in the list.

> Example: "Best of "&FIXED (COUNT (scores), 0) &" is

"&FIXED (MAX (scores), 2)

Assume: scores = 95, 80, 73, 74, 89, 95, 98, 97

t Result: Bestof8is98

)
MID(r, start, count)

Returns characters from T. Start specifies the position of the first character

) of r, counted from the left. (The first character is position 1 .) Count

specifies the number of characters to return.

.1

If count is or if start is greater than the result of 7, MID returns no

characters. Start and count must be lvalues. If either start or count are

4 not integers, MID truncates the fractional portion of the numbers.
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Examples: MID ("FFFFFDCBAA", INT (grade/ 10), 1)

Assume: grade = 95 80 73 74 89 95 98 97
Results: ABCCBAAA
Note that each result is calculated individually in this example.

MIN (list)

Returns the smallest number value from the list.

Example: "Lowest of "&FIXED (COUNT (times), ) & "
is

" &FIXED (MIN (times), 0)

Assume: scores = 95, 80, 73, 74, 89, 95, 98, 97
Result: Lowest of 8 is 73

MOD (dividend, divisor)

Returns the remainder of dividend divided by divisor. The result has the

same sign as divisor. Both the dividend and the divisor must be N values. If

the divisor is 0, a # DIV/0 ! error appears.

Examples: Results

MOD (3, 2) 1

MOD (-3, 2) 1

MOD (-3, -2) -1

MOD (3, -2) -1

NA( )

Returns the # N/A (not available) special value. Use this value to mark
data points not yet defined.

Example: By assigning NA ( ) to an interest rate, all values

that depend on the interest rate change to # N/A.

NOT (L)

Returns the opposite of the logical value L (FALSE if the argument is true;

TRUE if the argument is false).

Example: NOT (TRUE ( )) is equivalent to FALSE ( ).

NPV (rate, list)

Net Present Value (NPV) calculates the amount of money required now to

produce a specified cash flow in the future, given some interest rate.

The formula used is:

n
list i

2Lt (\+rate)'1

i=l
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I Rate is an interest rate, expressed as a decimal fraction (0. 1 1 for 1 1 %, for

example). It must be an TV value. The first value in the list is income

> required at the end of the first period; the second, income required at the

end of the second period, and so forth.

1

Example

You are given the opportunity to lease a parking lot for five years for an

$80,000 one time payment The lot currently generates $ 1 5,000 net

operating income annually. Based on research and profit studies, you

|j
expect the income to increase 30% annually.

) Enter $1 5,000 in cell R1C1 . Enter RC[-1 ]*1 .3 in cell R1C2, then copy it

right to the next 3 cells. Name the area "Flow." Now, you can figure the

)l net present value of the cash flow.

) If your opportunity rate is 15%, then NPV (15%, Flow) gives you a net

c present value of $82,287.98. Because this is greater than the cost of the

^
lease, you conclude that it is a worthwhile investment.

OR (list)

y
Returns the logical value TRUE if any value in the list is true. Otherwise,

returns FALSE. If the list contains anything but logical values, a

I # VALUE ! error appears.

I Example: IF (OR (grade>80, final >= 150),"good work
1 '/' ")

Results: good work (if conditions are met)

)

Returns the value 3.1415928535898, an approximation of the

|
mathematical constant pi (71).

) Example: COS (PI ( ))

Result: -1

>

REPT (T, count)
^ Returns a text value consisting of count repetitions of T. If count is or

negative, # VALUE !# appears. Otherwise, the length of the result is the

length of T multiplied by count.

This function can create bar graphs, or repeating patterns (such as printer's

) rules) to separate areas of the spreadsheet. T is usually a single character,

but it can be any number of characters. Count must be an N value, which

I the operation truncates to an integer.

)

J

>
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Example: REPT ("+", R«C1/10) is entered in Cells R2C2,
R3C2, and R4C2 (n refers to the current row
number).

Result: #1 1 2

1

2 74 +++++++
3 86 ++++++++
4 64 ++++++

ROUND (N, digits)

Returns a value rounded to the number of decimal places specified by
digits, if digits is greater than 0.

Example: ROUND (3.141 67,3)

Result: 3.142

If digits is 0, it rounds the result to an integer. If digits is negative, rounding
is carried into the integer, to the nearest 10, 100, and so forth.

Examples: Results:

ROUND (994,-1) 990
ROUND (994, -2) 1000

ROW( )

Returns the number of the row where the formula containing this operation
appears.

SIGN (N)

Returns a number representing the algebraic sign ofN. If the argument is

positive, 1 is returned. If the argument is negative, -1 is returned. If the
argument is equal to 0, is returned.

Examples: Results:

SIGN (-10) -1

SIGN (0)

SIGN (3) 1

SIGN (-7)*-7 7 (the absolute value)

SIN (AT)

Calculates the sine of N, an angle in radians. Use SIN ((AO*.0 1745329) if

the angle is in degrees.

Example: ROUND (SIN(R2C4*.01 745329), 1) (

Assume: R2C4 = 30 (a 30 degree angle)

Result: 0.5 (

{

(
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Examples: Result

SQRT (64) 8

SQRT(8*8 + 6*6) 10

^
SQRT(W)

' Returns the square root ofthe argument. A' must be positive. IfWis

\| negative, it returns a #NUM !# error value.

!

I

> STDEV (list)

Calculates the sample standard deviation (sd) of n number of values, x (the

r values in the list), according to the formula:

I

>

>

a =sd =

i x> - v,=1 J

n- t

Example: STDEV(scores)

Assume: scores = 95, 80, 73, 74, 89, 95, 98, 97

Result: 10.4

SUM (list)

Returns the sum of the values in the list.

Example: (1 + rate)*SUM (charges)

| Assume: rate= 1.5% (a monthly interest rate)

charges = $150

} Result: 1 52 (the total charges plus interest for the month)

) TAN (IV)

Calculates the tangent ofN, an angle in radians. Use TAN ((N)*.01 745329)

ifN is expressed in degrees.

')

Example: TAN((R4C3)*.01745329)

}
Assume: R4C3 = 30 (a 30 degree angle)

.)

Result: 0.5773502

TRUE( )

.1 Returns the logical vahae true.

J Example: Assume: Result

.1

>

IF(R1C1,"YES'\."NO ") R1C1=TRUE( )
YES
NO
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VALUE (T)

Returns T, represented as text. T must be the text form of a number,
similar to those produced by the formats used in the Format Cell

command. It can contain a leading dollar sign, a leading minus sign, or
scientific notation.

If T does not describe a number (includes letters or 2 decimal points, for

example), a # VALUE ! error appears.

Example: VALUE (MID (date, 3, 2))

Assume: date = 6/14/85

Result: 14

Error Values

When a Multiplan function, operation, or reference is used incorrectly, an
error value appears in the cell(s). All error values are preceded with a .

Error values "propagate," meaning that an error in one cell causes errors in

all cells that refer to it. Therefore, if several error values appear, you must
trace the problem back to the source of the error.

The error values and their causes are:

Error

#DIV/0!

#NAME?

#N/A

#NULL!

#NUM!

#REF!

# VALUE!

Cause

Division by was attempted.

A reference was made to an undefined label

The value is not available. This can also be a

special value created with the NA() operation,

which is propagated by arithmetic.

An intersection of disjointed areas was specified.

An arithmetic operation was used incorrectly, or

an overflow occurred (a number was entered or

calculated that was too small or large).

A relative reference reached outside the

spreadsheet, or a reference was made to a deleted

area.

Text was used where a number is needed, a number
was used where text is needed, or references were
used where a value is needed.
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The Multiplan Commands

Multiplan defaults to the command mode. Use the 1 3 Multiplan
*

commands to create and control the spreadsheet files. Choose the Edit

command to go into the Edit mode and begin entering cell data. You can

enter data in more than one cell by copying the contents of a single cell (a

number, formula, or text) to one or more cells. You can also move an

entire row or column to a different place on the spreadsheet. All references

). to the moved row or column are updated to reflect its new location.

> Copy __
Use the Copy command to duplicate, or "copy," a value in a cell or group

\ of cells. You can copy across a row (Right), down a column, or from one

area of cells to another. When you copy to a cell, the new value replaces

y the current one unless the cell is locked. You cannot copy to a locked cell.

I The Copy command consists of a menu containing the Right, Down, and

From subcommands.
I

Copy Right

1

.

Press QD for the Copy command. The screen shows:

COPY ££133 Down From

2. Press Center] to use the proposed response, Right. The Copy Right

command fields appear:

y COPY RI6HT number of cells: starting at:

3. Type the number of cells into which you want the contents ofthe copied

cell(s) placed. The copy begins at one position and continues across the

spreadsheet.

) 4. Press ITabI to move to the next field. Type the reference for the cell or

group of cells. The proposed response is the currently highlighted cell.

} You can use the arrow keys to select a different cell. As you move the

cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.

\ Ifyou want to reference a group of cells, press in the starting at field.

A colon is placed after the current cell reference. Then, type the bottom

|
reference for the range or move the cursor to another cell to select it. As

you move the cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.

>
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5. Press
|
enter ] to carry out the Copy Right command.

Copy Down
1. PressCc] for the Copy command. The screen shows:

COPV: 3SW Down From

2. PressCp for the Down subcommand. The Copy Down command fields

appear:

COPV DOWN number of cells: star-tin-* at:

3. Type the number of cells into which you want the contents of the copied
cell(s) placed. The copy begins at one position and continues down the
spreadsheet.

4. Press
i
tab

1
to move to the next field. Type the reference for the cell or

group of cells. The proposed response is the currently highlighted cell.

You can use the arrow keys to select a different cell As you move the
cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.

Ifyou want to reference a group of cells, press CD in the starting at field.

A colon is placed after the current cell reference. Then, type the bottom
reference for the range or move the cursor to another cell to select it. As
you move the cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.

5. Press
I

enter
f to carry out the Copy Down command.

Copy From

1. Press EH for the Copy command. The screen shows:

COPV: SEW Down From

2. Press (T] for the From subcommand. The Copy From command fields

appear:

COPV FROM cells: to cells:

3. Type the reference for the cell or group of cells you want to copy. The
proposed response is the currently highlighted cell. You can use the
arrow keys to select a different cell. As you move the cursor, the cell

references appear in the command field.

Ifyou want to reference a group of cells, press El in the starting at field.

A colon is placed after the current cell reference. Then, type the bottom
reference for the range or move the cursor to another cell to select it. As
you move the cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.
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4. Press FtabI to move to the next field. Type the reference for the cell or

) the cell or group of cells to which you want to copy. The proposed

response is the currently highlighted cell. You can use the arrow keys to

'
select a different cell. As you move the cursor, the cell references appear

I
in the command field.

|
If you want to reference a group of cells, press in the starting at field.

A colon is placed after the current cell reference. Then, type the bottom

) reference for the range or move the cursor to another cell to select it. As

you move the cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.

5 . Press I
enter

I to carry out the Copy From command.

Note: Use the Copy From command to place data into, or retrieve data

from, the scrap when transferring data between Multiplan and

other application programs. Refer to Appendix C for more

information.

Delete

>

>

>

> —

"

^
Use the Delete command to remove, or "delete," parts of spreadsheets you

no longer need or to reduce the size of your spreadsheet. The Delete

j
command removes entire rows or columns from the spreadsheet, not

merely the cell contents. The remaining rows or columns are renumbered,

"J and all cell references are changed to reflect the deletion.

} Important Note:

)' Multiplan does not ask for confirmation before deleting

* rows or columns. The contents of deleted rows or

columns are lost completely unless the Replace or

}
Append scrap mode is chosen. We recommend that you

use the Move command to move rows or columns.

>

) Deleting Rows

] 1. Press ED for the Delete command. The screen shows:

DELETE : itSEB Co I umn
I

2. Press] enter "! to use the proposed response, Row. The Delete Row
i command fields appear:

J DELETE ROW # of rows: starting at:

3. Type the number of rows you want to delete.
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4. Press
|
tab

| to move to the next field. Type the reference for the first row
you want to delete.

5. Press I
enter

| to carry out the Delete Row command.

Deleting Columns

1. Press [ID for the Delete command. The screen shows:

DELETE: $35 Column

2. Press fc] for the Column subcommand. The Delete Column command
fields appear:

DELETE COLUMN tt of columns: starting at:

3. Type the number ofcolumns you want to delete.

4. Press LJABJ to move to the next field. Type the reference for the first

column you want to delete.

5. Press! enter] to carry out the Delete Column command.

Edit

Use the Edit command to put Multiplan in the Edit mode for entering
numbers, formulas, or text into a cell. Also use the Edit mode to delete the
contents of a cell. Edit is the proposed response on the Multiplan
command menu.

Entering Numbers

1

.

Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the cell in which you want to
enter a number.

2. Press [1] for the Edit command.

3. Type the number (integer, decimal fraction, or exponential expression)
you want to enter in the cell. Numbers include these characters only:

1 234567890-+.E

The letter E (uppercase or lowercase) identifies the numbers that follow it

as the exponent of the number.
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> An exponential is entered in the following form:

mantissa E exponent, and is interpreted as mantissa times 10 to the

power of exponent.

14000 becomes: 1.4E4 displayed as: 1.4E + 04

4. Press I
enter

I to enter the number and return to the Command mode.

Press an arrow key to enter the number (without leaving the Edit mode)

and move to the next cell.

Entering Text

1 . Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the cell in which you want to

enter text.

2. Press QD for the Edit command.

)

)

)

>

1

3. Type the text you want to enter into the cell, enclosing it in quotation

) ;

marks.

> 4. Press I enter I to enter the text and return to the Command mode. Press

an arrow key to enter the text (without leaving the Edit mode) and move

J* to the next cell.

Entering Formulas

'
If the text does not fit in the column, only the part that fits appears on the

I
screen. Press \T\ for the Edit command to display the entire contents of the

cell Use the Format Width command to widen the column in order to

y display all the text.

)

>

> Using Absolute Cell References

) 1 . Move the cursor to the cell in which you want to enter the formula.

j 2. Press tH for the Edit command.

) 3. Type the formula, including each cell reference. Separate cell references

with the appropriate arithmetic operators.

>
.

4. Press I enter I to enter the formula and return to the Command mode.

) Press an arrow key to enter the formula (without leaving the Edit mode)

and move to the next cell. The result of the formula appears in the cell;

fc the formula appears on the status line.
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Using Relative Cell References

1

.

Move the cursor to the cell in which you want to enter a formula.

2. Press LXI for the Edit command.

3. Press GO. The equal sign does not appear in the EDIT command field; it

signifies to Multiplan that you are building a formula that uses relative

cell references.

4. Use the arrow keys to move to the first cell in the formula.

5. Type the operator that describes its relationship to the next cell in the
formula.

6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until you complete the formula.

7. Press
I

enter
| to enter the formula and return to the Command mode.

(Note that you cannot press an arrow key to enter a formula that
contains relative references.) The result of the formula appears in the
cell in which you entered the formula; the formula appears on the status
line.

Deleting the Contents of a Cell

1

.

Move the cursor to the cell you want to delete.

2. PressCI] for the Edit command.

3. Press I
shift]

I
bksp i ( | delete I ).

4. Press! enter] to carry out the Edit command and delete the contents of
the cell. (Note that you cannot press an arrow key to delete the cell

contents and remain in the Edit mode.)

Delete the contents of several adjoining cells by deleting one cell, then
copying it to the others. The blank contents are copied.

Note: I
shift

1 1

bksp
j deletes only the contents ofa cell, not the cell itself.

Use the Delete command to delete an entire row or column of cells.

The Delete command removes the actual cells from the spreadsheet.
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* Format

Use the Format command to determine the appearance, or "format," of

*
cell contents. The Format command consists of a menu containing the

I
Cells, Default, Options, and Width subcommands.

)
If you do not want any special formats and you want all text aligned to the

left of the cells and all numbers to the right of the cells, you can skip the

} Format command and use Multiplan's proposed responses.

) For formats more specific for your data, use the Format command. The

values you set are saved only for the current spreadsheet.

>

> Formatting Cells

* Use the Format Cells command to change the alignment, format, or

number of decimal places for a single cell or a group of cells. (Use Format

Default Cells to change the values for the entire spreadsheet.)

1. Press DD for the Format command.

2. PressCENTER] to choose the Cells subcommand. The screen shows:

>

>

>

>

FORMAT cells: | al Hinment :
(Oef^Ctr ben Left Right

v " format code : C Def ') Cent Exp F i x 6en " ^ *" ^ "'' ^ "*"'

"J
'

I Enter reference to ce 1 1 or ^rouo of ce lie
format code : (Def) Cent Exp Fix" Gen Int $ * "/, - tt u+ ctecim-dl^: ©

^
3. Type the reference for the cell or group of cells you want to format. The

proposed response is the currently highlighted cell. You can use the
*

arrow keys to select a different cell As you move the cursor, the cell

x. references appear in the cells command field.

) If you want to reference a group of cells, pressQ in the cells field. A
colon is placed after the current cell reference. Then, type the bottom

) reference for the range or move the cursor to another cell to select it. As

you move the cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.

>

)

)

>

)

.1

)

)

4. Press [Tab] to move to the alignment field. Press the space bar to choose

one of the alignments:

Def Uses the Default alignment for the cell(s).

Ctr Centers text and numbers within the cell(s).

Gen General. Aligns text to the left and numbers to the

right.
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Left

Right

Aligns text and numbers at the Left of the cell(s).

Aligns text and numbers at the Right of the cell(s).

Retains the current cell alignments. Use this code
when changing format but not alignment.

5. Press [Tab] to move to the format code field. Press the space bar to
choose one of the formats:

Def

Cont

Exp

Uses the Default format for the cell(s).

Continues text into the next column if it does not
fit in one cell. The cell in the next column must be
empty and also formatted as Continuous.

Scientific notation (Exponential). Displays
numbers as an integer or decimal number
(mantissa) times 10 to the power of a positive or
negative integer (exponent). (For example, 1.85E2
or 1.85E+02, represents 185.)

Note that the number of decimal places you choose
(in the next field) should be one less than the

number of significant digits in your numbers (or

greater).

Fix

Gen

Int

If decimal places are chosen, 14000 appears
as 1E+04 in scientific notation. Because
decimal places do not appear when you
choose 0, the number (which should appear as

1.4E+04) appears to be inaccurate. The
correct number will always appear in the

EDIT field of the Edit command.

Rounds numbers to the number of decimal places

you specify in the # of decimals field.

General. Displays numbers as precisely as possible

in the available cell width.

Rounds fractional numbers into Integers.
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)

% $ Dollar. Displays numbers with a dollar sign ($)

and 2 decimal places. Encloses negative numbers

|
in parentheses.

)
* Bar Graph. Displays asterisks instead of the

number entered (8 asterisks for the number 8, and

} so forth). Fractional numbers are rounded into

integers. You can use this format to create a

simple horizontal bar chart. Also, Left alignment

is usually used with this format.

\ % Percent. Displays numbers as percentages. (1 =

100%, .5 = 50%, and so forth.)

>
Retains the current cell formats. Use this code

) when changing alignment but not format.

f 6. Press I
enter

1 to carry out the Format Cells command.

)

y
Setting the Default Format

v Use the Format Default command to set default cell formats and column

widths for the entire spreadsheet. You can change any individual cell

)
formats or column widths that are different from the default using the

Format Cells and Format Width commands. Until you set a format with

) Format Default Cells, all cells use the General format.

) 1. Press tS for the Format command.

* 2. Press LTD for the Default subcommand. The screen shows the Format

Default command menu:

FORMAT DEFAULT: j«3)l^ Width
>

)
3. Press the space bar to choose the Cells or Width subcommand. Refer to

) "Formatting Cells" and "Formatting Column Widths" for specific

instructions for these subcommands.

)

.) Setting the Format Options

) Use the Format Options command to display commas in values or display

the formula used to arrive at a value instead of the value itself.

)'

)

>

)

>

1. Press fF~l for the Format command.
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2. Press QD for the Options subcommand. The screen shows:

FORMAT OPTIONS commas: Yes m formulas: YesCNo)

3. The default for the commas field is No. Press the space bar if you want
commas to appear in numbers equal to and greater than 1000.

4. Press LIABJ to move to the formulas field. The default is No. Press the

space bar if you want to display the formulas used to arrive at the values

on the spreadsheet instead of the values themselves.

Formatting Column Widths

Use the Format Width command to change column widths on the

spreadsheet. (Use Format Default Width to change the column widths for

the entire spreadsheet.)

1. Press [E for the Format command.

2. Press [W] for the Width subcommand. The screen shows:

FORMAT WIDTH in chars or cKefault) : d| column: 1 through: 1

3. The proposed response is d, which uses the default width specified in the

Format Default Width command or the last width entered in the field.

Use the proposed response or type the number of characters for the

width(s) of the column(s).

4. Press [tab] to move to the column field. The proposed response is the

current column (the one in which a cell is highlighted). Use the

proposed response, or type the reference for the first column to format.

5. Press [Tab] to move to the through field. The proposed response is the

current column (the one in which a cell is highlighted). Use the

proposed response, or type the reference for the last column to format.

6. Press I
enter! to carry out the Format Width command.

Insert

Use the Insert command to insert new, blank rows or columns any place in (

the worksheet. Insert adjusts all references that the new row or column
affects. You cannot insert rows or columns if they cause the existing

*

spreadsheet to extend beyond the 255-column and 63-row limit. /

(

(
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. Note: Rows in the scrap must be inserted in rows and columns in
*

columns. If a mixed insertion is attempted, only the first cell in the

v row or column is added to the new column or row.

Inserting a Row
1. Press CD for the Insert command.

2. Press [InTer] for the Row subcommand (the proposed response). The

)' screen shows:

INSERT ROW ft of rows: <_W before row:

3. The default number of rows to insert is 1 . The proposed response is the

default or the last number entered. Use the proposed response, or type a

new number.

>

)

>

> 4. Press [tab] to move to the next field. The proposed response is the

current row (the one in which a cell is highlighted). Use the proposed

> response, or type the reference for the row in front ofwhich the new

row(s) are to be inserted.

,)

)

>

)

1

2. PressGO for the Column subcommand. The screen shows:

) INSERT COLUMN tt of columns: SJ| before column:

) 3. The default number of columns to insert is 1 . The proposed response is

the default or the last number entered. Use the proposed response, or

) type a new number.

5 . Press I enter I to carry out the Insert Row command.

Inserting a Column

1. PressQJfor the Insert command.

J
4. Press [tab] to move to the next field. The proposed response is the

current column (the one in which a cell is highlighted). Use the

proposed response, or type the reference for the column in front of

which the new column(s) are to be inserted.

>

)

) 5. Press Center] to carry out the Insert Column command
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Jump

Use the Jump command to quickly move to cell, name, or window. The
Jump command consists of a command menu containing the Name,
Row-col, and Window subcommands.

Jumping to a Cell or Name
1

.

Press CD for the Jump command.

2. PressQD for the Name subcommand. The screen shows:

JUMP name: column:

3. Type the reference for the cell or group of cells or the name to which
you want to jump.

4. Press !
ENTERl to carry out the Jump Name command.

Jumping to a Specific Cell

1. PressCD for the Jump command.

2. Press E] for the Row-col subcommand. The screen shows:

JUMP row :

3. The current row is the proposed response. Type the row number of the

cell to which you want to jump.

4. Press LTAB] to move to the column field. The current column is the

proposed response. Type the column number of the cell to which you
want to jump.

5. Press
!
enter

I to carry out the Jump Row-col command.

Jumping to a Window
1. Press CD for the Jump command.

2. Press !_WJ for the Window subcommand. The screen shows:

JUMP NINDOU window number : row : column

;

3. The current window is the proposed response. Use the proposed
response, or type the number of the window to which you want to jump.
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)

)

, 4. Press rfABl to move to the row field. The current row is the proposed

response. Type the row number of the cell to which you want to jump.

5. Press fTABl to move to the column field. The current column is the

) proposed response. Type the column number of the cell to which you

want to jump.

)

>

>

>

6. Press I
enter

| to carry out the Jump Window command.

Lock

) Use the Lock command to protect, or "lock/' a cell, group of cells, or a

formula so that it cannot be edited. The Lock command consists of a

^ command menu containing the Cells and Formulas subcommands.

) N te: Locking a cell, group, or formula does not protect it from deletion if

)

)

)

)

)

) 3. Type the reference for the cell or group of cells you want to lock. The

proposed response is the currently highlighted cell. You can use the

) arrow keys to select a different cell. As you move the cursor, the cell

references appear in the cells command field.

)

"v If you want to reference a group of cells, pressfU in the cells field. A

colon is placed after the current cell reference. Then, type the bottom

reference for the range, or move the cursor to another cell to select it. As

you move the cursor, the cell references appear in the command field.

you use the Delete Row or Delete Column commands.

Locking and Unlocking Cells

1. Press |T] for the Lock command.

2. PressGD for the Cells subcommand. The screen shows:

LOCK ce lis: status : Loc ke-a < Un I oc Kea

4. Press ITabI to move to the status command field. The status ofthe

) currently highlighted cell is the proposed response. Press the space bar

to change the status.

5. Press Center] to carry out the Locked command.
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Locking and Unlocking Formulas

1. Press CD for the Lock command.

2. Press \T\ for the Formulas subcommand. The screen shows:

LOCK FORMULAS

:

Enter' V to cent 1 rm

3. Press E] to lock all the formulas on the spreadsheet.

4. Press 1
enter

I to carry out the Lock Formulas command.
Use the Lock Cell command to unlock formulas. Each cell that contains

a formula must be included in the cells field.

Move

Use the Move command to transfer, or "move," 1 or more rows or columns
of cells from one area of a spreadsheet to another. The rows or columns
affected by the move are renumbered, and all cell references are changed to

reflect the move.

Moving Rows

I . PressCS for the Move command. The screen shows:

MOVE : 33S Column

3. The current row (the one in which a cell is highlighted) is the proposed
response. Use the proposed row, or type the first row you want to move.

6. Press LENjer] to carry out the Move Row command. Therow(s)are
removed from their current location and inserted at the new location.
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2. Press
I

enter] to use the proposed response, Row. The Move Row (

command fields appear:

(

MOVE ROW from row: <Ji to be-fore row. J. # of rows: i
(

4. Press Ltabj to move to the next field. Type the row before which you (

want to move the row(s).

(

5. Press LJABJ to move to the next field. Type the number of rows you
want to move. (



I
Moving Columns

v 1. PressCS for the Move command. The screen shows:

MOVE: 33$ Column

2. PressrcD for the Column subcommand. The Move Column command

) fields appear:

MOVE mumH from column: m to left of column: ± # of columns; i

)

- "

3. The current column (the one in which a cell is highlighted) is the

) proposed response. Use the proposed column, or type the first column

you want to move.

4. Press ITabI to move to the next field. Type the column before which

you want to move the column(s).

)

)

5. Press [tab] to move to the next field. Type the number ofcolumns you

) want to move.

I 6. Press [enter] to carry out the Move Column command. Thecolumn(s)

are removed from their current location and inserted at the new

location.

)

> Name
)

Use the Name command to define your own names for certain cells or cell

) groups. You can then refer to the cell names instead of the cell references.

^
1 . PressLS for the Name command. The Name command fields appear:

) NAME define name: 1 to refer to: R1C1

j 2. Type the name you want to define, up to 32 characters. Refer to the

rules for names in "Using Names" in the "Performing Calculations"

) section of this chapter.

) 3. Press ITabI to move to the next field. Type an absolute cell reference.

The reference can be to a single cell or a range, union, or intersection of

^
cells.

'
4. Press fENTERl to carry out the Name command.

After you define a name, you can use it anywhere you would use a cell

) reference.

)

)
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Options

Use the Options command to set up the way Multiplan calculates the

spreadsheet. You can set Multiplan to recalculate all cells each time you
change a cell (the default) or to recalculate only when you press ~F4~ , You
can also choose iteration and set default completion test criteria.

1. Press Co] for the Options command. The screen shows:

UPTIUNo recalc: flZ3£i No
iteration: Ves<No> completion test at:

Se 1 eot opt i on

2. The proposed response for the recalc field is Yes. Use the proposed
response, or press the space bar to choose No.

Ifyou choose No, each new cell is calculated (based on the last values of

the other cells) when it is entered, but other cells that may be affected are

not recalculated. The entire spreadsheet is recalculated only when you
press 1F4

I or when you quit Multiplan and return to the System Manager
screen by pressing ! shift HTfol .

3. Press LTAB] to move to the iteration field. The proposed response is No. /

Use the proposed response, or press the space bar to choose Yes.

(

Ifyou choose Yes, Multiplan calculates values from formulas that form
a circle of references. Refer to "Using Iteration" for more information. (

4. Press [TAB] to move to the completion test at field. Enter a value in this (

field only if you chose Yes at the previous field. Refer to "Using
Iteration" for more information. \

5. Press I
enter I to carry out the Options command. (

(

Print <

Use the Print command to print a spreadsheet or portion of a spreadsheet.

Choose the device (printer or file), area, and style in which it is printed.

(

Before you print a spreadsheet, be sure your printer is connected properly,

turned on, and ready to print. /

Multiplan uses the printing format from System Manager's Set Printer (

command. It prints as many columns across the page as will fit. Any
columns left over print on a second page. (
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)

)

Press [E for the Print command. The screen shows:

print to: d&m
, ll

^r̂ \ rV 2
i

55
-t ..... ,.

r-ow-co I numbers : Ves >-. No ..< sty 1 e '.. Text j oy i k

\ 2. The proposed response is PRN: (to the printer). Use the proposed

response, or type a filename to save the spreadsheet to a file. (Do not

y use an existing filename.)

) 3. Press [tab] to move to the area field. The proposed response is R1
:
255

(the entire spreadsheet). Use the proposed response or type a reference

to a cell or group of cells. Multiplan prints as many rows as fall within

the specified range.

4. Press [tab] to move to the next field. The proposed response is No. Use

the proposed response, or press the space bar to choose Yes and print

\ the spreadsheet's row and column numbers.

) 5. Press [Tab] to move to the next field. The proposed response is Text.

) Choose Text to print a spreadsheet normally, on the printer, or when

printing it to a file. Choose Sylk (SYmbolic LinK format) to print the

) spreadsheet to a file in order to transfer it to a desktop computer

x application.

v 6. Press FenTerI to carry out the Print command.

Note: To print formulas instead of values on the worksheet, choose Yes in

the formulas field of the Format Options command before you print.

} Sort
>

Use the Sort command to rearrange the rows of a worksheet in alphabetical

or numerical, ascending or descending order. Multiplan sorts the data in

} this order:

) * Numbers
* Text

^ * Logical and error values

v
* Blank cells

)

)

)

.)

.)

)

Text is sorted according to the standard ASCII character sequence. In

ascending order, this is:

!@ # $%~ ()* + ,-. /0-9:; <= > ?@ A-Z[]~'a-z{}
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Equal values are left in their original order.

To sort multiple columns of information, sort 1 column at a time, from
least to most significant.

Window

Opening Windows (Split)

Horizontal and Vertical Windows

1. Press \W} for the Window command.

220

1. Press [si for the Sort command. The screen shows:

SORT by column; |fl between rows: ± and: 255 order : C»< (

2. The proposed response is 1 . Use the proposed response or type the (

number ofthe column on which to base the sort. The contents of the
column entered determine the sorted order of the rows. (

3. Press LJABj to move to the next field. The proposed response is 1 . Use ^

the proposed response, or type the number of the first row you want to
sort. -

4. Press
I
tab

|
to move to the next field. The proposed response is 254.

Use the proposed response, or type the number of the last row you want (

to sort.

(

5. Press
I
tab

j to move to the order field. The proposed response is >
(ascending). Use the proposed response, or press the space bar to choose ^

descending order.

(

6. Press I
enter

I to carry out the Sort command. /

Use the Window command to open up to 8 windows to view different parts
'

of a spreadsheet at once on the screen. The Window command consists of a <

command menu containing the Split, Border, Close, and Link
"

subcommands.

Use the Window Split command to open horizontal and/or vertical

windows. You can scroll these windows and, by pressing [72] or I shift I {

I
F2 I, move the marker to the next window or previous window,
respectively. (



)

}

2. PressnD for the Split command to open a new window. The screen

shows:

) WINDOW SPLIT: :rasrecgffiFtl Uertical. Titles

\ 3. Horizontal is the proposed response. Use the proposed response, or

press the space bar to choose Vertical. The Window Split Vertical or

) Horizontal command fields appear:

WINDOW SPLIT VERTICAL at column: linked: Ves<No>

WINDOW SPLIT HORIZONTAL at row: linked: Ves<No>

) 4. The proposed column or row number is the current one. Use the

proposed response, or type the column or row number at which to open

J a new window.

^
5. Press PtabI to move to the linked field. The proposed response is No.

\ Press the space bar to choose Yes if you want to scroll this window with

the one from which it is split.

)

6 Press I
enter

I to carry out the Window Split command.

)

) Title Windows

) Use the Titles subcommand to split one window into 4 windows that are

suitable for displaying the spreadsheet row and column headings, or

) "titles."

) 1. Press rW] for the Window command.

'

2. PressQD for the Split command to open a new window. The screen

shows:

WINDOW SPLIT: :mgff7SraF» Vertical Titles

3. Press the space bar twice to choose Titles. The Window Split Titles

) command fields appear:

WINDOW SPLIT TITLES # of rows: # of columns:

i

4. Type the number of rows (beginning with Row 1 ) you want to include in

) the title window.

^
5. Press PtabI to move to the next field. Type the number ofcolumns

(beginning with Column 1) you want to include in the title window.

)
6. Press Fenter i to carry out the Window Split command.

) Note: The Window Link command cannot remove links between windows

created with the Window Split Titles command.

)

)
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Changing Window Borders

Use the Window Border command to add or remove a border for a specific

window.

1. PressPw] for the Window command.

2. PressCS for the Border command. The screen shows:

WINDOW change border in window number:

The current window is the proposed response. Use the proposed
response, or type the number of the window whose border you want to

change.

4. Press
I
enter] to carry out the Window Border command.

Ifthe window already has a border, Border removes it; if not, Border adds
one. Because the border takes up 1 character position on each side of the
window, the screen shows less information. Ifyou split a window that has
borders, the 2 resulting windows also have borders.

Closing Windows

Use the Window Close command to close windows opened with the

Window Split command.

1. Press [W] for the Window command.

2. Press BD for the Close command. The screen shows:

WINDOW CLOSE window number:

3. The current window is the proposed response. Use the proposed
response, or type the number of the window you want to close.

4. Press
I
enter

| to carry out the Window Close command.

Multiplan increases the size of the remaining windows to fill the rest of the (

screen and renumbers the windows. If there is only 1 window open,
Multiplan ignores the Window Close command. Closing windows does not C

affect the contents of cells.

(

(

(

(
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)

)

) Linking Windows

) Use the Window Link command to link two windows so that they scroll

together.

)

)

)

)

)

1. Press L_wj for the Window command.

2. Press[ for the Link command. The screen shows:

WINDOW LINK window number: with window number: linked: Yes < No)

3. The proposed response is the current window. Use the proposed

response, or type the number of the first window you want to link.

) 4. Press [tab] to move to the next field. The proposed response is the next

window. Use the proposed response, or type the number of the window

) you want to link to the first one.

) 5. Press [tab] to move to the linked field. The current state of the two

windows is the proposed response. Press the space bar to change the

proposed response.

6. Press I
enter

I to carry out the Window Link command.
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The Multiplan Tutorial

The Multiplan tutorial takes you through the step-by-step process of
building a simple profit statement. These exercises give you practical

experience with most of the basic features of Multiplan.

Creating a Multiplan Work File

1
.
At the System Manager screen, place the cursor over PLAN, and press

QD for the Run command. The screen shows:

RUN abdication: Mfliai file:

2. Press [tab] to move the marker to the file field.

3. Type profit, and press [enter |. A blank spreadsheet appears. The
Multiplan command menu, message line, and status line appear at the
bottom of the screen.

1121

6
7
9,

9
18
11

nSS?Y*Pf
1
?fSnl8

^f
l

Qfi-
rm

?QQi
Lim?QiPfeE;^ Lock Move Name Options Print Sort Windowopynght (1982, 198o, 1984,, ly85> Microso-Pt Corp.

Ian: PROFIT R1C1

Profit Statement for Month

In a profit statement, different categories of revenue and costs spread over a
period of time. When you work out a profit statement on paper, you first

write down the names of categories, such as "revenue" and "costs." You do
this in a Multiplan spreadsheet by entering text in a cell.

Note: To Multiplan, text is any combination of letters or numbers that you
do not calculate. Any text you enter must be enclosed by quotation
marks.
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Follow the steps below to enter text in your spreadsheet. If you make a

mistake while typing, press 1 bksp
|
to backspace over it, and retype. Or, if

you've already pressed [enter], reselect the cell, and type the correct entry.

Entering Text

Notice that the command marker highlights the Edit command, the one

you use most frequently when building a spreadsheet. To enter text:

1. Press CH to choose the Edit command. The EDIT command field

appears.

2. Type "Revenue". Revenue appears in R1C1. The quotation marks do

not appear in the cell.

3. Press CD twice. The marker highlights R3C1.

4. Type "Overhead", and press GO.

5. Type "Materials", and press CD.

6. Type "Advertising", and pressH twice.

7. Type "Costs", and press GO twice.

8. Type "Profit". Press PenterI to return to the command menu.

Your spreadsheet now looks like this:

lLSlJ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 Revet'iue

o U'...'ierheacj
4 Materials
5 Advert i s i n

7 Cost
y

> Copy Delete dBJfSA Format Jump Insert Lock Ho«..*e Name Options Print Sort WindowSelect option or t'^pe oommanct letter-
Plan: t-jijRK " P9C1 "Profit"
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Changing Column Widths

Notice that Column I is too narrow to contain the entire Row 5 entry,

"Advertising." To display the entire entry, use the Format Default Width
command to widen your columns.

1

.

Press CE, then Q3, then [W] to choose the Format Default Width
command. The screen shows:

FORMAT DEFAULT width in chare: ii^l

The proposed response in the command field is 10, the default width for

all columns on your spreadsheet. Widen the columns on your

spreadsheet by 3 characters to avoid crowding the titles in Column 1

with the data you enter in Column 2.

2. Type 13, and press I ENTER~l to carry out the command.

Multiplan changes the width of all columns from 10 to 13 characters.

iia 1 2 3 4 S
1 Revenui?

3 Overhead
4 Materials
5 AcJuert isirm
f,

7 Cost

10
11

> Copy Delete- 3SM3 Format ..Tump Insert Lock Move Name Options Print Rnrt Window-elect option or- t^pe command letter- ; """"

Plan: WORK " P9C1 "Protit"

Increasing the width of the columns scrolls Columns 6 and 7 off the screen.

Entering Revenue and Costs

The amounts for each category go in Column 2.

1. Use the arrow keys to move to cell R1C2.

2. Press [H for the Edit command.

3. Type 24680. Your entry appears in R1C2.

4. Press DD twice. The marker highlights R3C2,

5. Type 5600, and pressH.

6. Type 5700, and press |T|.

7. Type 4850, and press CD.
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Changing the Format of the Cell

Contents

Multiplan normally aligns text to the left and numbers to the right within a

cell, unless you change the alignment with the Format command. To

display all numbers on the spreadsheet in dollars:

1

.

Press tH, then CH, then BD to choose the Format Default Cells

command. The screen shows:

FORMAT DEFAULT CELLS ^al ignment ; Ctr SH2 Left Right
format code: Cont Exp F i x <-. benTTnt $ # -^ # u+ decimals* w

2. Press [tab I to move the cursor to the format code field.

3. Press the space bar until the cursor highlights $, and press )

enter ].

Multiplan redraws the screen to display all numbers with a dollar sign and

2 decimal places. From now on, all numbers you enter appear in the dollar

format.

To display all numbers on the spreadsheet with commas:

1. Press DEI, then QT] to choose the Format Options command. The screen

shows:

FORMAT OPTIONS commas: Ves 2H -formulas: Vest No >

2. At the commas field, press the space bar to choose Yes, and press

I
enter] ,

Multiplan redraws the screen to display all numbers with commas.

Your spreadsheet now looks like this:

1151 1 2
) 1 Peupnue $24,689.00

2
3 Overhead $5.6(30.80

, 4 Materials *5,7©0.0g
) 5 Advertising $4,958.00

6
7 Costs

J 3 Pro-fit
10
11

Format commands affect only numbers, not cells containing text. But, if

) you later replace the text with a number, Multiplan displays the number in

the format you choose.
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Adding Up Costs

Calculate amounts for Costs or Profit from the amounts for Revenue and
the 3 categories, which are already on the spreadsheet.

To build a formula, first select the cell to receive the result of the

calculation, then select the other cells to be included in the formula. Each
time you select a cell, you type an arithmetic operator, such as to indicate

that you are performing an operation on the cell.

Add the following formula to your spreadsheet:

Costs = Overhead + Materials + Advertising
(

1

.

Press GO for the Edit command. (

2. Select the cell at R7C2. (

3. Press (Zl. (

(The equal sign does not appear in the EDIT field. If you don't press the

equal sign, Multiplan selects another cell the next time you press an f

arrow key instead of adding the contents of that cell to the formula you
are building.

(

As you select cells in the formula and type your entries, the formula (

develops in the EDIT field.

4. Select the cell containing $5,600.00, and type +. The cursor returns to
(

-

R7C2, and the plus sign is added to the formula.

5. Select the cell containing $5,700.00, and type +. The cursor returns to

R7C2, and the plus sign is added to the formula. (

6. Select the cell containing $4,850.00. (

The formula now looks like this: \

R[-4]C+R[-3]C+R[-2]C (

7. Press I enter! .

^

(

(

(

(

(
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)

)

The formula represents the last 3 cells you selected. A plus sign separates

each cell, numbers in brackets indicate the position of a cell relative to the

)
position of R7C2.

)
After Multiplan calculates the formula, your spreadsheet looks like this:

)

1 R £".-'?HUC $^4., 680. 00

3 Overhead
4 Materials
5 Advert i s i ng

$5,600.00
$5,700.00
$4, y50.00

6
7 Costs im^^m^-mm
9 Pro-fit

10
11

Revenue Minus Costs Equals Profit

)
To use names instead of cell references, use the Name command:

) 1. Press tS for the Name command. The screen shows:

NAME de-fine name: | to re-$*r to: R7C2

2. Type Revenue in the first command field.

)

3. Press [tab] to move to the second field. Type Rl (for Row 1). Your

entry replaces the proposed response of R7C2, the current cell.

4. Press ["enter! Multiplan now regards the name, Revenue, as equivalent

) to Row 1

.

) When you name a cell or group of cells, the name must be 1 word. Don't

type spaces or hyphens. Multiplan cannot use these in a name. Also,
;

because you don't actually enter names on the spreadsheet itself, do not

, enclose them in quotation marks.

To assign the name Costs to Row 7:

1

.

Choose the Name command.

2. Type Costs in the first command field.

3. Type R7 in the second command field.

4. Press 1
enter "!.
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Entering a Formula

The formula for calculating your profit is: Profit = Revenue - Costs,

You can now use the names you've just entered, instead of cell references,

to calculate your profit. To write the formula:

1

.

Select cell R9C2, then pressE] for the Edit command, (

2. Type Revenue-Costs, and press I
enter

j .

{
-

Multiplan calculates the amount left over after costs and shows the result in

cell R9C2 on the spreadsheet. ,

iiil i _ 2 3 4 *
(

1 Revenue $^4., 686. 86
"

3 Overhead $5,688.06 /
4 Materials $5", 788.88 (

5 Advert i s i ng $4 , 858 . 00
t.

7 Costs $16,156.08
R
9 Profit

18
11

Extending the Spreadsheet

First, insert a row at the top to label columns for different months:

1

.

Press Q], then press DO for the Insert Row command.

2. Use the proposed response (1 ) in the # of rows field by pressing ITabI.

^. Type 1 in the before row field, and press I
enter l

You can extend the profit statement for any number of months by adding
titles and copying work already done.

(

(

{

Multiplan inserts a row and then renumbers all the rows. Multiplan also

adjusts the names and formulas to get accurate results. (

(

(
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)

)

^
Now add titles for the months:

)
1. Select R1C2.

) 2. Press [JO for the Edit command.

) 3. Type "January", and press L^J. This enters the text into R1C2 and

selects R1C3.

)

4. Type "February", and press

5. Type "March", and press

)
6. Type "Total", and press I enter I

Your spreadsheet now looks like this:

7
!iH 1 2 3 4

1 Jamjars February March
2 Revenue $24, £86. 89

) 3
4 Overhead $5,690.88
5 Materials $5,780.88

\ 6 Advert i s i not $4 . 858 . 88
) 7

ft Ijnst.s $16 , 150 . Wtf

18 Pro-fit $3,538.88
11

Aligning the Cells

Notice that all the text on the spreadsheet is aligned on the left edge of the

cells; all the numbers are aligned at the right. This is the way Multiplan

lines up cell contents unless you specify otherwise with either the Format
Cells or Format Default Cells command.

To improve the appearance of the spreadsheet, center the titles in Row 1

:

1

.

Press El, then QT] to select the Format Cells command.

2. Type Rl in the cells field, and press I
tab [ .

3. In the second command field, press the space bar to highlight Ctr.
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(

(

(

USl^ 1 2
,

_ 3 4 5 (

(

(

4. Press ["enTerI .

% _ January February March i^U3L£lJZ Revenue *24.fc80.00 ^^^

5 Mater i a 1

s

$5 , 786 . 00
6 Advert i s i ng $4 , 850 . 00

8 Costs $16 •
150 t M0

18 Profit $8,530.88
11

Profit Statement for a Quarter

Copy the numbers and formulas for January into the February and March
columns; afterwards, you can make any necessary changes to the amounts.

To copy the January data into Columns 3 and 4:

1

.

Place the cursor in R2C2, and press El, then press E] to choose the

Copy Right command.

2. Type 2 in the number of cells field.

3. Press! tab
I. Press LFioj to move the cursor to the end of the proposed

response (R2C2), then type : R10C2 in the starting at field.

The above entry tells Multiplan to copy the cells in Rows 2 through 10
(

in Column 2 to the corresponding cells in the 2 columns to the right of

Column 2.
(

(

(

Total

(

(

(

(

(

(

{

Press ENTERI.

Si! l 2 "j
t 4

l
2 Revenue

January February
$24,688.88

March
$24,688, 08

4 Overhead
5 Materials
6 Advertising
?

$5,600.00
$5,780.00
$4,850.80

$5,600.88
$5,700.00
$4,850.00

$5,688.
$5,700.
$4,850.

88
00
00

8 Costs $16,158.88 $16,150.00 $16,150. 00

10 Pro-fit
11

$8,530.88 $3,538.88 $8,538. 88
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)

\ The profit statement now shows the same figures for each month. To
change the figures in Columns 3 and 4, select individual cells, and type new

) entries in them:

) 1. Select cell R2C3.

) 2. Press [H for the Edit command.

3. Type 27540, and press [H Multiplan puts $27,540.00 in cell R2C3 and

recalculates Profit for February.

4. Change the other entries for February and March.

) Select each cell in turn, and type the new number. After you enter all

the numbers, press ! enter | .

R4C3 to 5200

R5C3 to 6590

) R6C3 to 4030

) R2C4 to 29760

)
R4C4to6100

)

)

)

R5C4 to 7480

R6C4 to 4390

Each time you select the next cell, Multiplan recalculates costs and profit.

) 13! 1 2 3 4 5
1 January February March Total
2 Revenue $24 , 686 '. 88 $27 , 549 . 00 $29 , 769 . 60

' 4 Qu*rh^ad $5 , 686 . 06 $5 . 260 . 00 $6 . IS© . 66
5 Materials $5,706.00 $6,596.08 $7,488. 8tf

\ 6 Advertising $4;, 850. 00 $4;, 838. 09 — I fII' \\ H I

8 Hosts $16,150.88 $15,828.88 $17,970.00
Q

) 10 Fro-f i t $8 , 530 . 00 $11 , 720 . 88 $11 , 798 . 80

The formula "Revenue-Costs" is now in 3 cells: R10C2, R10C3, and

R10C4.

)
The formula in the January column subtracts January "Costs" from

January "Revenue," the one in the February column subtracts February

) "Costs" from February "Revenue."

)

)
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Shortcuts to Formulas c

(

You can use the built-in complex operations to enter a formula more
complex than you can create with +, - *, or /. For example, use SUM( ) to (

calculate the 3-month sum for Revenue:
(

(

(

(

(

(

(

1

.

Select the Total cell for Revenue (R2C5).

2. Pres IT] for the Edit command.

3. TypeSUM(

Since you want the sum of cells R2C2 through R2C4, enter that range of
cells:

4. Select R2C2.

5. Press UJ

6. Select cell R2C4.

7. Type) to close the parentheses left open in Step 3. The formula looks
'

like this: SUM(RC[-3]:RC[-1 ]).

8. Press fENTERl .

The sum of Revenue for January through March appears in the cell

You can use the same formula to calculate the 3-month sum for Overhead,
(

Materials, Advertising, Costs, and Profit:

1

.

Press BO, then 00 to choose the Copy Down command. ^

2. Type 8 in the number of cells field. (

3. Accept the proposed response (R2C5) in the starting at field by pressing (
I enter! .

(

Multiplan fills the other cells with the formula from R2C5 and calculates
the results for each formula. (

iiH 1 2 3 4 s
% r January February March Tota

1

d Revenue $z4,68w.88 $27,540.09 $29,768.00 ^^ffegsJf^B (
4 Overhead $5,600.00 $5,208.08 $6,106.00 $16, 988\w
.> Materials $5, re*. 88 $6,590.88 $7,488.88 $19;778.80 /
b Hdvert l s i r,9 $4,850,y0 $4, uy8.ee $4,398.86 $13' 278. 8© (
i - $0 88
« Costs $16,158.88 $15,328.00 $17,970.08 $49,948! 80

18 Pro-fit $8,538.88 $11,728.08 $11,798.88 $32, 848! 88 V

(

(

(
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Seeing It on Paper>

)

)

)

)

)

>

)

>

\ When you quit Multiplan, it automatically saves your spreadsheet under

the name you gave it when you started Multiplan.

)

)

Multiplan saves the "Profit" spreadsheet as a RAM file and returns you to

} the System Manager screen. Each time you change your spreadsheet,

Multiplan replaces the old version with the new one.

)

)

If you have a printer connected to your computer, you can print a paper

copy of your spreadsheet. (If you don't have a printer, skip this section.) Be

sure the printer is connected and ready to print. Your printer uses the page

size and margin specifications set in the System Manager Options

command.

To print your spreadsheet:

1

.

Press QLl for the Print command.

2. Accept the proposed response (PRN: ) in the file field by pressing [tab I .

3. Accept the proposed response (R1 : 255) in the area field by pressing

I
enter L Your printer begins to print the spreadsheet.

Quitting Multiplan and Saving

the Spreadsheet

Press I
CTRL

1 1

no
[ to save your spreadsheet.

Deleting the Spreadsheet from Memory

J Once you save the "Profit" spreadsheet, it appears to the right ofPLAN on

the System Manager screen. To delete the spreadsheet:

)

)
1 . Place the cursor over PROFIT on the System Manager screen.

)
2. Press LTD for the Delete command.

) 3. Profit is the proposed response. Press !
enter

I to carry out the Delete

command.
)
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)

)

)

)

.)

)

)

>

Appendix A
Format and Diskcopy

Instructions

Preparing Diskettes with Format

) Before you store files on diskette, you first prepare the diskette(s) by

formatting them. Use the FORMAT program to format data diskettes.

1 . With the computer turned on and the System Manager screen showing,

insert a diskette that includes the FORMAT program into the built-in

disk drive on the right side ofthe computer.

) 2. Press EC for the Options command to initialize the disk drive. Type A
as the drive name, and press I enter! . The System Manager screen is

) redrawn to include only the system applications and the files on the

diskette.

)

)

> copv -file: tttasuawam to.

j
Press I enter I to copy the file to RAM

3. Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over FORMAT, and press OH for

the Copy command. The screen shows:

)
(If you do not enter a to filename in the COPY command, COPY
defaults to the same filename, without the drive name - a RAM file.)

)

4. Press l~F3l to redraw the System Manager screen. The FORMAT
' program appears on the screen.

)

>

)
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5. Place the cursor over FORMAT, and press DO for the Run command.
The FORMAT fields appear.

FORMAT drive: £ configuration string:

6. Press the Disk Release Button on the right side of the computer, and
remove the diskette. Now, insert a blank diskette into the disk drive.

1. A is the default FORMAT drive. Press [Tab! to move to the next field.

Leave this field blank, or type v to verify the format.

8. Press I
enter! The screen shows:

About to format disk type Y to confirm

9. PressHD to format the diskette in Drive A or E] to return to the
FORMAT fields for editing.

After you format the diskette in Drive A, the FORMAT fields appear
again.

Perform Steps 6-9 for as many diskettes as you want to format. After all

diskettes are formatted, press
1
Ctrl

I fno! to return to the System Manager
screen.

Duplicating Diskettes with Diskcopy

Make a copy ofthe'master diskette included with your Tandy 600, then
store it in a safe place. Never use the master diskette for data storage or
routine operations. Also make backups of your data diskettes periodically
to guard against data loss.

Before you begin the diskcopy, remove as many unnecessary files from
RAM as possible. This frees all available memory for the diskcopy. The
more memory available (up to 64K), the faster the diskcopy.

Recommendations

• Do not use the Diskcopy utility when running on battery

power; first plug the unit into an AC power source.

• Use Diskcopy only to copy a diskette that contains a large

number of files or a diskette that contains a very large file

(too large to fit into RAM). Most other copies are more
efficiently performed using the Copy command.
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)

First, format a blank diskette ("destination" diskette) for the diskcopy.

Follow the instructions in "Preparing a Diskette with Format."

)

)

)

>

2. With the computer turned on and the System Manager screen showing,

) insert a diskette that includes the DISKCOPY program into the

built-in disk drive on the right side of the computer.

)

)

i redrawn to include only the system Files (applications) and the files on

the diskette.

)
4. Use the arrow keys to place the cursor over DISKCOPY, and press E]

) for the Copy command. The screen shows:

3. PressCQj for the Options command to initialize the disk drive. Type A
as the drive name, and press ! enter] . The System Manager screen is

copy file: iHHaoaoanireiM to:

Press [Inter] to copy the file to RAM.

(If you do not enter a to filename in the COPY command, COPY
defaults to the same filename, without the drive name - a RAM file.)

)

)

)

)
5. Press CED to redraw the System Manager screen. The DISKCOPY

) program appears on the screen.

) 6. Now, place the cursor over DISKCOPY, and press E] for the Run

command. The DISKCOPY fields appear.

DISKCOFV -from drive: m to drive- A

^ 7. A is the default for both diskcopy drives. Press! enter ] to begin the

diskcopy. The screen shows:

x Insert source disk and type Y to continue

) 8. Press the Disk Release Button on the right side of the computer, and

remove the diskette containing DISKCOPY.
)

9. Now, insert the diskette you want to copy (the "source" diskette), and

) press El. The screen shows:

Reading...

10. After a few moments, the screen shows:

Insert destination disk and type Y to continue
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Remove the source diskette, and insert the destination diskette

(formatted in Step 1 ) into the disk drive. Press [Y] to continue.
(ISHiFTlLPAUS^J cancels, or "breaks," the diskcopy.) The screen
shows:

Writing...

After each write, the screen shows the number of sectors left to copy.

1 1
. After a few moments, the screen shows:

Insert source disk and type Y to continue

Remove the destination diskette, and insert the source diskette again.
Press [V] to continue.

Repeat Steps 10 and 1 1 until Copy Complete appears. The Diskcopy fields
appear again.

Perform Steps 7-1
1 for as many diskettes as you want to diskcopy. After all

diskcopies are complete, press [cTrTI [no] to return to the System Manager
screen.
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Appendix B
Device Drivers)

) Device drivers set up your computer for use with peripheral devices, such

as: printers, disk drives, and so forth. The PRN, CON, and COM devices

) are already set up for you. Type a filename or one of these device driver

names in the to command fields of the PRINT and LIST commands. PRN
prints or lists to the printer. CON lists to the console (computer screen).

COM lists to the communications, or RS-232 port.

\ The Tandy 600 line feeds after every line of text. Because of this, the

printer driver (PRN) is set up for printers that do not add a linefeed at the

}
end of every line. If your printer does line feed automatically, you must

change PRN to suppress the extra linefeed and avoid double-spaced lines.

To determine whether your printer adds the extra line feed, print a small

) Word document or other Tandy 600 file. If it prints single-spaced, no

changes are needed. If it is double-spaced, you must either change the PRN
driver using the INSTALL program that is included on your master

\ diskette or change the setting of the CR function control (DIP) switch to

CR = CR (carriage return only, no line feed).

For example, when printing to a DMP-2100P, an extra linefeed appears if

} you do not change the PRN driver or the DIP switch. To suppress the extra

linefeed, perform one of these actions:

A - Change the PRN driver according to the instructions in "Installing the

Printer Driver."

) B - Turn off the printer, and set the DIP switch 6 to CR = CR by putting it

)
in the ON position (towards the front of the printer). Turn on the printer.
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Installing the Printer Driver

Install the PRINTER.DVR file that is included on your master diskette to

suppress extra linefeeds in printed data. Steps 1 -4 copy the files into RAM,
and Steps 5-7 install the new printer driver.

1

.

With the computer turned on and the System Manager screen showing,
insert a diskette that includes the INSTALLJ70 and PRINTER.DVR

'

programs into the built-in disk drive on the right side of the computer.

2. Press GO, type A, then press 1 enter] to initialize the disk drive with A as
the drive name. (Simply press [ED if the drive is already initialized.)

The System Manager screen is redrawn to include only the system
applications and the files on the diskette.

3. Place the cursor over INSTALL, and press QD, then i enter
| to copy the

INSTALL.I70 file into RAM.

4. Now, place the cursor over PRINTER, and press GO, then i enter I to copy
the PRINTER.DVR file into RAM.

5. PressEED to redraw the System Manager screen. The INSTALL
program and PRINTER.DVR file appear on the screen.

6. Place the cursor over PRINTER, and press [R] for the Run command.
The Run command fields appear:

RUN application: fl -file: PRINTER.DVR

7. PRINTER.DVR is the proposed file. Type INSTALL as the application
name, and press

I
enterJ, The PRN driver is changed to suppress the

extra linefeed, and the System Manager screen appears again.
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) Returning to the Original Printer Driver

v
If you change printers to one that does not add linefeeds, you must return to

) the original printer driver by "uninstalling" PRINTER.DVR in the PRN
driver. The INSTALL fde must be in RAM.

)

, 1. Place the cursor over PRINTER or over any unspecified filename (no
*

extension), and press EI for the Run command. The Run command

I fields appear, for example:

RUN application: -file: SCRAP

)
,

,

2. Type INSTALL as the application name, and press LTABj to move to the

) file field.

) 3. The unspecified file is proposed; type PRN as the new filename.

t 4. Press I
enter! The original PRN driver, which line feeds at the end of

* every line, is reinstalled. The System Manager screen appears again.

i

>

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)
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Appendix C
Transferring Data}

>

) Transfer data from one Tandy 600 application to another or between the

Tandy 600 and a desktop computer, such as the Tandy 1 000, 1 200HD, or
*

2000. Only data "types" compatible to the target application can be
k transferred. Data types stored by the Tandy 600 applications are:

Multiplan Numbers, formulas, text

File Numbers, dates, times, text

Calendar Dates, times, text

Word Text

Transferring Data Between Applications

1

.

Run the appropriate application, opening the file you want to transfer,

the "source" file.

2. Select (highlight) the data you want to transfer.

Multiplan: Skip to Step 3.

y
The Tandy 600 uses the Delete or Copy commands along with the Insert

command to transfer compatible data to another application.

>

>

}

>

)
Before you transfer text from Word to Multiplan, File, or Calendar, first

) separate each group of text into cells or fields ( ITabI ) or records or rows
( \ SHIFT IfENTERj ).

)

, 3. Press I
F5

I to select the appropriate scrap mode (Replace or Append), if

necessary.
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4. Use the Copy or Delete command to place the data in scrap.

Multiplan: Type the cell references of the entire area (range) to copy in

the Copy From ceils field. Type scrap in the to cells field. Press

I
ENTER

| .

5. Press I
ctrTII F10

I to quit the source program, then run the application

and open the file into which you are transferring the data, the

"destination" file.

6. Specify the area into which you want to insert the scrap data.

Word: Place the cursor at the position before which you want to insert

the data.

File and Calendar: Highlight the field(s) into which you want to insert

the data.

Multiplan: Skip to Step 7.

7. Use the Insert command to insert the scrap contents into the highlighted

area.

Multiplan: Type the number of rows or columns and the position of the

first row or column to insert in the Insert Row or Insert Column
command fields. If the column widths are not large enough to show all

the data inserted, use the Format Width command to change them (up

to 32 characters).

Printing to Text Files

Transfer compatible data to a desktop computer application by printing the

data to a text (source) file, then transferring the text file to the desktop

application (output file). For example, Multiplan or Word files can be

transferred to Multiplan or Word on the Tandy 1000, Tandy 1200HD, or

Tandy 2000. File application files can be transferred to a variety of data

base filing programs, such as dBasell®.

To create a text file in Word, Calendar, File, or Multiplan:

1

.

Run the appropriate application, opening the file you want to transfer,

the "source" file.

2. In the Command mode, press CE] for the Print command.
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)

)

) 3. Type a filename, including an extension (such as .TXT), in the Print to

command field.

4. Press I ENTER I .

To create a Telcom text file:

1

.

Run the Telcom application.

2. Press CD for the Transfer command.

3. Press DD for the Receive subcommand.
>

>

>

i 5. Press I enter j . The file is received as a text file

4. Type a filename, including an extension (such as .TXT), in the to

command field. (Choose the appropriate protocol and timeout

seconds. Refer to the Telcom chapter for more information.)

y We recommend that you use the same extension for all text files to identify

them as such.

* Maximum File Size

* No more than 64K bytes of information can be stored in any one file.

, When you print data from one ("source") file to another ("output" file), the

output file often contains formatting, margins, and so forth, that is not

% stored in the source file. Therefore, an output file can require more than

64 K. The computer stops printing when it reaches the 64K limit, and

)
displays:

) Output file too large

If you see this message, delete or move any data in the source file that you

do not need, then print it again. You can also print the file in segments to

several different files.)

)
The destination file cannot contain less available bytes than the source file,

|
and the source file cannot use more bytes than available in the system. For

example, you cannot print a Word document containing 40,000 bytes of

) information to a text file if the available system memory (storage space) is

less than 40,000 bytes.

>

)
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Merging a Text File into a Word
Document

To place the contents of a text file into a Word document:

1

.

Open the Word document.

2. If necessary, move the cursor to the position in the document where you
want to place the merged text file.

3

.

Press I esc i to enter the Command mode, then press Dm] for the Merge
command.

4. Type the name of the text file you want to merge at the MERGE from
field, and press I

enter
1 . The computer merges data from the text file

into the document. Existing text moves down to make room for the

merged data.

Notes on Text File Transfers

To transfer data between desktop and Tandy 600 application programs,

save files in the appropriate formats. Once you save a file in the proper

format, you can transfer it to or from a desktop telecommunications

program, a desktop computer, or a disk.

Word

To transfer data from Tandy 600 Word, choose No in the formatted

command field of the Print command.

To transfer a text file from desktop Word to Tandy 600 Word, choose No
in formatted field of the Transfer Save command of Microsoft Word.

Multiplan

To transfer a spreadsheet from Tandy 600 Multiplan, choose Sylk in the

style field of the Print command.
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1
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)

>

)

>

>

)

)

)

)

)

1

>

)

>

>

)

)

)

*

>

)

To transfer from desktop Multiplan to Tandy 600 Multiplan, choose Sylk in the

mode field of the Transfer Options command in the desktop Multiplan, then save

the file with the Transfer Save command.

File

To transfer a data base from Tandy 600 File to a desktop data base filing

program, choose Interchange in the style field ofthe Print command.

Data Transfer : Examples

The following example illustrates the process of transferring data between

application programs.

You are responsible for keeping records on the monthly sales figures for

your company's sales staff. You also calculate, and report to the payroll

department, the amount of each salesperson's monthly commission.

You keep the records on monthly sales figures in a File data base called

SALES.

1

.

Create a SALES data base in the File application.

2. Enter the following records:

ID Salesperson Sales ll,-'85 NEW
FORM AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA $ ##,###.## AAAAAAAAAA
SORT
FIND
1 Baxter, Diane $ 7/36O.09
2 F i tzciera 1 d , John $ 9,568.09
9. Hill, Carol * 11,858.00
4 •Johnson, Lee

Lloyd, Stephen
Peters, .Jill

* 18.750.00
g.

* 8; 996. 88
6 $ 9.170.80
T Rogers, Cheryl $ 18.568.80
8 Scott, Henry * 12.380.00

Monthly commissions are 1 1 .5 percent ofmonthly sales. You could, of

course, calculate each commission by hand. However, it would be faster to

simply transfer the data in your SALES data base to a Multiplan

spreadsheet, where Multiplan can calculate the commissions for you.

You can then transfer the data from your spreadsheet to a Word document

containing the memo you write to the payroll department.
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Transferring Data from File to Multiplan

The first step is to select the data in the SALES data base that you want to

transfer to the Multiplan worksheet, then copy the selected data to the

scrap.

1

.

Press I
shift

|
rnol to highlight all data records.

2. Set the scrap mode to Replace.

3. In the Command mode, pressGD for the Copy command. The 8 records
are copied into the scrap.

You will calculate the commissions on a Multiplan spreadsheet called

COMM. Create the spreadsheet, and copy the scrap data to it.

1

.

Press I ctrl 1 1
F10I to return to the System Manager.

2. Create a COMM spreadsheet in the Multiplan application.

3. Press ED for the Copy command; then press |T] for the From
subcommand.

4, Type scrap in the COPY FROM cells field, and press ! enter
-

The data appears on the COMM spreadsheet:

ii£!

3 Hill, Caro
4 Johnson, L
5 Lloyd, Ste
6 Peters , J i

7 Rogers, Ch
8 Scott, Hen

9560
11358
1075Q
8998
9176

1056©
12380

10
11

Use the COMM spreadsheet to reformat the data for transferring it to a
Word document and to calculate the commission for each salesperson.

Preparing the Data in Multiplan

All cells on a Multiplan spreadsheet are initially 10 characters wide.

Because the longest name is 1 6 characters, increase the width ofColumn 1

by 7 characters to allow for the longest name plus one blank space between
columns. Also, increase the width ofColumn 2 by 2 characters.
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>

')

)

)

>

)

')

)

)

)

>

)

)

)

)

)

1

.

Use the arrow keys to move to cell R 1 C 1

.

2. PressE, then [Wl-for the Format Width command. Type 17 as the

width, and press I enter | . Column 1 is expanded to 17 characters wide.

3. Again, pressQD, then [w] for the Format Width command. Type 12 as

the width. Press [tab] to move to the next field, and type 2. Press
I
tab]

again, and type 2 again. Press I enter! Column 2 is expanded to 12

characters wide. One character space appears between the two columns.

Now, change the format of the cells.

1

.

Use the arrow keys to move to cell R 1 C 1

.

2. PressH, then Ed], then BD for the Format Default Cells command.

3

.

Press I tab | to move to the format code field, and press the space bar

twice to choose $, then press Center]. All numeric fields now appear in

a dollar amount format.

4. Press 00, thenBD for the Format Options command.

5. Press the space bar at the commas field to choose Yes, then press

[ enter ].

The spreadsheet now looks like this:

uH

itzgerald

.

Hill, Carol
Johnson i Lee
Lloyd. Stephen
Peters, Jill
Rogers, Cheryl
Scott , Henr-'-H

9
10
11

$7 . 360 . WW
$9 . Sftfi. 8ft

$11', 358. 00
$10,758.08
$8,998.00
$9,176.00

$18,568.00
$12, 30ft. 00

>

)

.1

Now, you can calculate the commission for each salesperson by entering a

formula that multiplies the monthly sales amounts in Column 2 by the

1 1.5% commission rate somewhere on the spreadsheet.

1. Use the arrow keys to move to R1C3.
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2. PressDO for the Edit command, and type 11.5%*, then press [

1 1 .5%*RC[-1 ] appears in the EDIT field. Multiplan has completed the

formula for you by entering the relative reference.

3. Press FenTerI .

The commission for the first salesperson on your spreadsheet appears in

R1C3.

It is not necessary to reenter the formula for each dollar amount in Column
2. Instead, copy the formula from R1C3 to the other cells in Column 3:

1

.

Press QD, then 00 for the Copy Down command.

2. Type 7 as the number of cells, and press I
enter L

The commission for each salesperson now appears in Column 3

:

iiH 1 2 2
1 Baxter, Diane $7,:%fl.80
2 Fitzgerald. John $9\ 560.00

Hill, Carol $11,358.88 $1,362.75
c Johnson. Lee $18,758,88 $1,236.25
^ Lloyd, ctenhen Pd.99id.B2 $l,833.8 t

>
6 Feters, Jill $9,170.88 $1 854.55
. Rogers, Lheryl $10,568.80 $1,214.48
o c-cott , Henry $12 , 388 . 88 $1

', 414 . 58

10
11

One small task remains before you transfer the data for the memo to the

payroll department from COMM to WORD. In your memo, you need to

include only the data from Columns 1 and 3. However, data you copy
from Multiplan to the scrap must form a rectangular block of adjoining
cells. Therefore, you must reverse the positions ofColumns 2 and 3.

1

.

Press [M], then El for the Move Column command.

2. Because the cursor is still in Column 3, it is the proposed response to the

first field.

3. Press LTABJ to move to the next field. Type 2, and press Center
|
to move

Column 3 to the left ofColumn 2.
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)

)

>

)

)

)

}

The spreadsheet now looks like this:

mi 2
X Baxter, Diane $846.48

^ 2 Fitzgerald. John $1,899.48 $9,560.90
I 3 Hill, Carol $1,362.75 $11,350.00

4 Johnson, l_« $1,336,25 *18,?5©.60
5 Lloyd. Stephen $1,633.35 $8,990.00
6 Peters, Jill $1,054.55 $9,170.00
7 Rogers, Cher-Mi $1,214.48 $18*. 568.08
8 Scott j

' Henry" $1,414.50 $12!,300 = 08
9

10
11)

>

} Now, copy the data from Columns 1 and 2 into the scrap:

| 1 . Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to R 1 C 1

.

) 2. Press DEI, then [B for the Copy From command.

^ 3. R1C1 is the proposed response in the cells field. Press [ED, then press

, and move the cursor to R8C2. R1 C1 : R8C2 appears in the COPY
FROM cells field.

4. Press [TabII to move to the next field, and type scrap. Press I enter I . All

) spreadsheet data in Columns 1 and 2, Rows 1 -8 is copied to the scrap.

Transferring the Data from Multiplan to Word

Now, write the memo to the payroll department.

1 . Press I
CTRL

I
rnol to return to the System Manager.

2. Create a document named MEMO in the Word application.

) When the new Word document appears on the screen, the status line shows

you that the data from the COMM worksheet is in the scrap:

)

>

>

Word : MEMO ^Baxter , D l ane+ $y46 . 4H+F i tzgeral d
,
John-**

Important Note

As a precaution before you begin the memo, press I
F5

| until Ns

1 appears on the status line. Should you delete anything from the

memo before you insert the spreadsheet data from the scrap,

) this ensures that the deleted words or characters do not replace

the scrap data.

>
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Next, type the first part of the memo:

To: Payroll IT

From: Sales qr

Date: 12/1/85 *7T

Re: November Commissions <Tr

TT

qr

*rr

Here are the November commissions due the sales staff* qi

IT

qr

Finally, insert the data from the scrap.

1

.

Press
I

esc
| to go into the Command mode.

2. Press CD for the Insert command. The computer inserts the data from
the scrap at the current cursor location.

To: Payroll 'Tf

From: Sales qr

Date: 12/1/85 qr

Re: November Commissions qr

qr

qr

rr

Here are the November commissions due the sales staff: <JT

qr

qr

Baxter, Diane $846,404

Fizgerald, John $ 1 ,099.404

Hill, Carol $1,362,751

Johnson, Lee $1,236,251

Lloyd, Stephen $1,033,854

Peters, Jill $1,054,554

Rogers, Cheryl $ 1 ,2 1 4.404

Scott, Henry $1,414,504
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>

>

>

>

)

)

)

)

>

>

i

Only the last 2 lines of data appear on the screen. Now, finish typing the

memo:

Rogers, Cheryl $1,214.40

Scott, Henry $1,414,50

•rr

Please make sure that the sales commissions are added to the

December paychecks.

'IT

Thank you, qy

•rr

John Smith,

Sales Manager

You can now print the memo by pressing LESCJ, thenQLl, choosing the

appropriate responses to the Print command fields, and pressing Center

Be sure your printer is properly set up before you print.

The finished memo appears like this:

To: Payroll

From: Sales

Date: 12/1/85

Re: November Commissions

Here are the November commissions due the sales staff:

Baxter, Diane
Fitzgerald, John
Hill, Carol

Johnson, Lee

Lloyd, Stephen

Peters, Jill

Rogers, Cheryl

Scott, Henry

$846.40

$1,099.40

$1,362.75

$1,236.25

$1,033.85

$1,054.55

$1,214.40

$1,414.50

Please make sure that the sales commissions are added to the

December paychecks.

Thank you,

John Smith,

Sales Manager

</^vW_
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Appendix D
ASCII Character

Codes

Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

00 00000000 (Space) CTRL 2

1 01 00000001 © CTRL A

2 02 00000010 9 CTRL B

3 03 00000011 * CTRL C

4 04 00000100 CTRL D

5 05 00000101 * CTRL E

6 06 00000110 * CTRL F

7 07 000001 1

1

• CTRL G

8 08 00001000 Backspace CTRL H

9 09 00001001 Tab CTRL I

10 0A 00001010- 3 CTRL J

11 OB 00001011 a CTRL K

12 OC 00001 1 00 ¥ CTRL L

13 OD 00001101 Carriage Return CTRL M

14 OE 00001110 J3 CTRL N

15 OF 00001 1 1

1

# CTRL O

16 10 0001 0000 CTRL P

17 11 0001 0001 < CTRL Q

18 12 00010010 $ CTRL R

19 13 00010011 n CTRL S

20 14 00010100 TT CTRL T

21 15 00010101 § CTRL U

22 16 00010110 — CTRL V

23 17 00010111 $ CTRL w
24 18 0001 1 000 f CTRL X

25 19 00011001 + CTRL Y

26 1A 00011010 - CTRL z

27 1B 00011011 4- ESC

28 1C 00011100 i_ CTRL:>

29 1D 00011101 -H- CTRL ]

30 1E 00011110 CTRL 6
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Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

31 1F 00011111 T CTRL _
32 20 00100000 (Space) Space
33 21 00100001 !

!

34 22 00100010 M //

35 23 00100011 # #
36 24 00100100 S $
37 25 00100101 % %
38 26 00100110 & &
39 27 00100111 / /

40 28 00101000 c
(

41 29 00101001 )
)

42 2A 00101010 * *

43 2B 00101011 + +
44 2C 00101100 >

45 2D 00101101 - _

46 2E 00101110 •

47 2F 00101111 /
/

48 30 00110000

49 31 00110001 1
1

50 32 00110010 2 2

51 33 00110011 3 3

52 34 00110100 4 4

53 35 00110101 5 5

54 36 001101 10 6 6

55 37 00110111 7 7

56 38 00111000 8 8

57 39 00111001 9 9

58 3A 00111010

59 3B 00111011
/

60 3C 00111100 < <
61 3D 00111101 = =

62 3E 00111110 > >
63 3F 00111111 ? ?
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1

)

)

> Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

> 64 40 01000000 a @

>
65 41 01000001 A A

66 42 01000010 B B

)
67 43 01000011 C C

68 44 01000100 D D

> 69 45 01000101 E E

)

70 46 01000110 F F

71 47 01000111 G G

>
72 48 01001000 H H

73 49 01001001 I I

) 74 4A 01001010 J J

\i
75 4B 01001011 K K

) 76 4C 01001100 L L

)
77 4D 01001101 M M

78 4E 01001110 N N

) 79 4F 01001111 O

80 50 01010000 P P

) 81 51 01010001 Q Q

)
82 52 01010010 R R

83 53 01010011 S S

),
84 54 01010100 T T

85 55 01010101 U U

) 86 56 01010110 V V

)
87 57 01010111 lAJ w
88 58 01011000 X X

} 89 59 01011001 y Y

90 5A 01011010 2 z

) 91 5B 01011011 [ [

.)

92 5C 01011100 \ CTRL/

93 5D 01011101 ] 1

>
94 5E 01011110 /N e

95 5F 01011111 — -

> 96 60 01100000 s e
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Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

97 61 01100001 a a

98 62 01100010 b b

99 63 01100011 c c

100 64 01100100 d d

101 65 01100101 e e

102 66 01100110 f f

103 67 01100111 g g

104 68 01101000 h h

105 69 01101001 i
i

106 6A 01101010 J J

107 6B 01101011 k k

108 6C 01101100 1
1

109 6D 01101101 m m
110 6E 01101110 n n

111 6F 01101111 o

112 70 01110000 P P

113 71 01110001 q q

114 72 01110010 r r

115 73 01110011 s s

116 74 01110100 t t

117 75 01110101 u u

118 76 01110110 u V

119 77 01110111 w w
120 78 01111000 X X

121 79 01111001 y y

122 7A 01111010 z z

123 73 01111011 t CTRL 9

124 7C 01111100
1

1 CTRL :

125 7D 01111101 } CTRL

126 7E 01111110 ^ CTRL =

127 7F 01111111 (Space) CTRL BKSP

128 80 1 0000000 c SHIFT ALT F

129 81 1 0000001 u SHIFT CTRL U
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)

)

1

> Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

) 130 82 10000010 e SHIFT CTRL D

'>
131 83 10000011 a SHIFT CTRL 1

132 84 10000100 a SHIFT CTRL Q

) 133 85 10000101 a SHIFT CTRL Z

134 86 10000110 a SHIFT CTRL A

) 135 87 10000111 t? SHIFT CTRL F

>
136 88 10001000

A
e SHIFT CTRL 3

137 89 10001001 e SHIFT CTRL E

> 138 8A 10001010 e SHIFT CTRL C

139 8B 10001011 i SHIFT CTRL t

> 140 8C 1 0001 1 00 1 SHIFT CTRL 8

>
141 8D 10001101 1 SHIFT CTRL <

142 8E 10001110 A SHIFT ALT Q

)
143 8F 10001111 A SHIFT ALT W

/

144 90 10010000 E SHIFT ALT D

) 145 91 10010001 ae SHIFT CTRL X

%
146 92 10010010 ft SHIFT ALT X

) 147 93 10010011 6 SHIFT CTRL 9

>
148 94 10010100 6 SHIFT CTRL O

149 95 10010101 6 SHIFT CTRL >

150 96 10010110 u SHIFT CTRL 7

151 97 10010111 u SHIFT CTRL M

152 98 10011000 y SHIFT CTRL Y

i
153 99 10011001 SHIFT ALT O

154 9A 10011010 u SHIFT ALT U

V 155 9B 10011011 tfc SHIFT ALT 4

156 9C 10011100 £ SHIFT ALT 3

) 157 9D 10011101 ¥ SHIFT CTRL 6

.)
158 9E 10011110 Pt SHIFT CTRL 4

159 9F 10011111 f SHIFT ALT C

> 160 A0 10100000 a SHIFT CTRL A

161 A1 10100001 i SHIFT CTRL K

> 162 A2 10100010 6 SHIFT CTRL L

)
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Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

163 A3 10100011 •

u SHIFT CTRL J

164 A4 10100100 n SHIFT CTRL N

165 A5 10100101 N SHIFT ALT N

166 A6 10100110 a SHIFT CTRL 2

167 A7 10100111 o SHIFT CTRL

168 A8 10101000 6 SHIFT ALT ?

169 A9 10101001 r SHIFT ALT 6

170 AA 10101010 —

t

SHIFT ALT 7

171 AB 10101011 H SHIFT CTRL ?

172 AC 10101100 XA SHIFT CTRL P

173 AD 10101101
i

SHIFT ALT 1

174 AE 10101110 « SHIFT ALT K

175 AF 10101111 » SHIFT ALT L

176 BO 10110000 CTRL ALT 1

177 B1 10110001 CTRL ALT Q
178 B2 10110010 -\~ CTRL ALT DEL

179 B3 10110011 7 CTRL ALT M
180 B4 10110100 -\ CTRL ALT B

181 B5 10110101
=i

CTRL ALT 5

182 B6 10110110 HI CTRL ALT T

183 B7 10110111 71 CTRL ALT 7

184 B8 10111000 =1 CTRL ALT P

185 B9 10111001 ={| CTRL ALT G
186 BA 10111010 II CTRL ALT J

187 BB 10111011 t1 CTRL ALT K

188 BC 10111100 £J CTRL ALT I

189 BD 10111101 U CTRL ALT 8

190 BE 10111110 d CTRL ALT +

191 BF 10111111 ~t CTRL ALT <

192 CO 1 1 000000 L CTRL ALT »

193 C1 11000001 J- CTRL ALT X

194 C2 11000010 T CTRL ALT C

195 C3 11000011 h CTRL ALT V
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>

> Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

J 196 C4 1 1 0001 00 CTRL ALT Z

%
197 C5 11000101

+

IF

CTRL ALT N
yT-

198 C6 11000110 CTRL ALT 4

) 199 C7 11000111 CTRL ALT R

200 C8 11001000 CTRL ALT

.) 201 C9 11001001 CTRL ALT L

1
202

203

CA

CB

11001010

11001011

CTRL

CTRL

ALT

ALT

S

D

> 204 CC 11001100
I^

CTRL ALT F

205 CD 11001101 CTRL ALT A

) 206 CE 11001110 JL
-ir

CTRL ALT H

)
207

208

CF

DO

11001111

11010000 JL

CTRL

CTRL

ALT

ALT

W
2

) 209 D1 11010001 — CTRL ALT E

210 D2 11010010
TT

CTRL ALT 3

.) 211 D3 11010011
LL

CTRL ALT

)
212 D4 11010100 L

CTRL ALT ]

213 D5 11010101 F
CTRL ALT —

)
214 D6 11010110

rr
CTRL ALT 9

215 D7 11010111
n-

CTRL ALT Y

)' 216 D8 11011000 ¥ CTRL ALT 6

V

1

217 D9 11011001 J CTRL ALT

218 DA 11011010 r CTRL ALT >

>,
219 DB 11011011 SHIFT ALT E

\

220 DC 11011100 m SHIFT ALT R

> 221 DD 11011101 1 SHIFT ALT H

222 DE 11011110 | SHIFT ALT Y

> 223 DF 11011111 SHIFT ALT T

)
224 EO 1 1 1 00000 a SHIFT CTRL 5

225 E1 11100001 J3 SHIFT CTRL B

> 226 E2 1 1 1 0001 r SHIFT CTRL G

227 E3 11100011 TT SHIFT CTRL ]

J 228 E4 11100100 2 SHIFT ALT S

#

>
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Decimal
Hexa-

decimal
Binary

Printed

Character

Key Top

Character

229 E5 11100101 0" SHIFT CTRL S

230 E6 11100110 U SHIFT ALT ]

231 E7 11100111 T SHIFT CTRL T

232 E8 11101000 £ SHIFT ALT V

233 E9 11101001 e SHIFT ALT G
234 EA 11101010 n SHIFT CTRL H

235 EB 11101011 s SHIFT CTRL R

236 EC 11101100 00 SHIFT ALT 5

237 ED 11101101 SHIFT CTRL V

238 EE 11101110 G SHIFT ALT "

239 EF 11101111 n SHIFT CTRL "

240 F0 1111 0000
~

SHIFT CTRL +

241 F1 11110001 ± SHIFT ALT +

242 F2 11110010
>

SHIFT ALT >

243 F3 11110011
<

SHIFT ALT <

244 F4 11110100 r
SHIFT ALT

245 F5 11110101 j
SHIFT CTRL

246 F6 (1110110 SHIFT ALT 9

247 F7 1110111 *-**

SHIFT CTRL _

248 F8 1111 000
o

SHIFT ALT

249 F9 1 1111001 +
SHIFT ALT 1

250 FA 1 1111010 +
SHIFT ALT P

251 FB 1 1111011 r SHIFT ALT _

252 FC 1 1 1 1 1 1 00 n
SHIFT ALT 8

253 FD 1 1111101 2
SHIFT ALT 2

254 FE 1 1111110 SHIFT ALT J

255 FF 1 1111111 Space SHIFT CTRL BKSP
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Glossary

), absolute reference. A reference to a cell that uses specific row and column
numbers; for example, R 1 7C 1 2. See also reference; relative reference.

>

$ acoustic coupler. A type ofmodem designed to transmit and receive data

« through a telephone handset. It consists of a cradle (into which you place

the telephone handset) equipped with 2 rubber cups: one for the

\ telephone's earpiece and one for the mouthpiece.

active cell. The highlighted cell (Multiplan). The contents of the active cell

appear on the status line.

alarm. A reminder that is automatically set each time you create a new
appointment record in Calendar. The alarm goes off at whatever time you

I
enter in the Start field. Set a secondary alarm by filling in the R (Reminder)

field. Calendar does not set an automatic alarm for a task; you must fill in

I the R field. See also reminder.

alignment. The horizontal position of text within the width of a line. The
position of text as related to the left and right margins. See also justified;

ragged.

Answer mode. A mode in which Telcom transfers control to the host

|
computer.

appointment. An activity that has a Start and Stop time as opposed to a

Start and Stop date. See also task.
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arithmetic operator. A symbol used to perform arithmetic calculations in
Multiplan. See also comparison operator.

baud rate. The speed of data transmission. One of 6 communications
setting items most computers require.

boilerplate. Any character or characters (such as $, %, /, and so forth),
other than standard text, number, or date/time format characters, you'
include in fields of the FORM record. Boilerplates allow you to clearly
identify the nature of your data; for example, $ distinguishes dollar
amounts from decimal fractions in hundredths.

bottom margin. The number of blank lines from the last text line to the
bottom edge of the page. See also first line indent; hanging indent; indent;
left margin; margins; right margin; top margin.

break. A place where you deliberately stop the text and a new start
follows. Examples of breaks are word breaks, line breaks, paragraph
breaks, and page breaks. See also hard break; soft break.

buffer. A storage area inside your portable computer, which stores
incoming text that has already scrolled off the screen, so that you may
review it (sometimes called a review buffer).

byte. A unit of storage equivalent to 1 character.

calculator window. An area, or window, of the screen in which you can
perform simple calculations using the Calculator function (tSgDBI]).

cancel. To instruct your computer to ignore a command by pressing JTscl
before it is carried out. See also terminate.

cell contents. The text, value, or formula that you enter in a cell, as well as
any formatting characters (such as $ or %) that you specify. If the cell
contains a formula, the screen displays the value produced by the formula.
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>

column. A vertical group of adjoining cells on a worksheet. Up to 63

columns are allowed. See also row.

Command mode. The mode in which you may choose and carry out

commands.

command field. An area within a command in which you specify

information about how the command should be carried out. See also

menu-type command field; fill-in command field.

command menu. Lines on the screen that display the commands currently

available.

b
; communications connection. Two computers connected and

I
communicating with each other via the telephone lines.

>
communications settings. The technical specifics of the agreement between

) your Tandy 600 computer and the other (host) computer on how they will

communicate. There are 6 items in a typical setting.

comparison. Any specification (such as =, > , or <) you can enter in a key

field of a FIND record. See also FIND record; key field.

I
comparison operator. A symbol, such as > (greater than) or < (less than),

| used to perform logical comparisons between 2 or more values. See also

arithmetic operator.

I

>

>

control record. A record that you use to name (ID), format (FORM), sort

(SORT), or find (FIND) records in a data base. (Control records determine

the structure, order, and appearance of the data base.) See also data record.

copy. To use the Copy command to duplicate text and store it in the scrap

without changing the original text. See also scrap; scrap mode.

current settings. The last setting items used to establish a communications

connection.
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cursor. A blinking rectangle or area on the screen that appears highlighted.

See also selection marker.

Daily Diary. The format of the daily screen in Calendar. See also Month
calendar.

data base. A grid of File application fields in which data is stored.

data file. A file containing data.

data record. Any record, other than a control record, in which you enter
data. A database is made up of data records. See also control record.

default response. A command field response that is supplied by the system
or application program. The default is the response that the system always
returns to if memory is reset. You may replace a default response with
your own response. See also proposed response; response.

delete. ( 1 ) To use the Delete command to erase a file from memory or from
a disk. (2) To use the Delete command or I delete i key to erase data from a
file (with or without placing it in the scrap). See also scrap.

disk file display. A listing of files stored on a disk, which appears on the

System Manager screen when the System Manager Options command is set

and you press the Disk Reference key (LfU ). See also memory file display.

download. To transfer information from another (host) computer to your
Tandy 600 computer. See also upload.

duplex. Tells Telcom whether or not to display transmitted characters on
the screen. Half duplex displays transmitted characters; full duplex does
not. Many hosts are full duplex; they echo received characters back to the
other computer. In most cases, set Telcom to full duplex. One of 6
communications setting items most computers recognize.

edit. ( 1 ) To change a response in a command field. (2) To change data in a
document, data base, spreadsheet, or other file.
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It

I edit key. Any key used to alter a response in a command prompt, such as

| BKSP I and roid . The keys fFTI -rFToT

)

}

I

)

1 extend. Enlarging the current selection to include a larger area. I
F6

| is the

extend selection key.

>

' extension. A suffix added to a filename. An extension may be any 3 legal

v filename characters. A period separates extensions from the filename. For

example: in EXAMPLE.DOC, .DOC is the extension. Extensions identify

)
the type of a particular file. For example, you can assign an extension of

.TXT to any data file containing text. See also filename.

V

) field. The basic unit of information in a file.

file. The unit of storage for your data. Documents, data bases, and

spreadsheets are examples of files.

| filename. The name by which the computer recognizes and accesses a file.

The names of all files stored in your computer's memory appear on the

) System Manager screen. See also extension.

fill-in command field. A command field that requires you to type

information. See also menu-type command field.

> FIND record. The control record in which you enter comparisons

instructing File to search a data base for, and then display, a specific set of

) data records. See also comparison; key field.

first line indent. The distance between the left margin of the page and the

first line of each paragraph. A positive measurement indents the line; a

v negative measurement "hangs" the indent (sometimes called an

"outdented" paragraph). See also bottom margin; hanging indent; indent;

J left margin; margins; right margin; top margin.

I

flow control. A means by which you can control scrolling. Identified as

<* xon/xoff, this is one of 6 communications setting items most computers

recognize.
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format. (1) The appearance and alignment of a cell's contents. The format
controls numeric punctuation and the alignment of text or values. Use the

Format Cells or Format Default command to specify cell formats. (2) The
appearance of a data base column.

FORM record. The control record in which you enter the format for each
column of data in a data base.

formula. A combination of operations that produces a value. Whenever
you change the contents of a cell, Multiplan recalculates all formulas on the

spreadsheet affected by the change (unless you choose No in the recalc field

of the Options command).

group of cells. A collection of adjoining cells (range), the cells between two
ranges (intersection), or a combination of two ranges (union). See also

intersection; name; range; union.

hanging indent. A negative first line indent, which makes the first line

appear to the left of the body of the paragraph. The paragraph must be
indented from the left margin (left indent) at least as many characters as the

hanging indent. For example, if the first line indent is -5, the left margin
must be 5 or greater. See also bottom margin; first line indent; indent; left

margin; margins; right margin; top margin.

hard break. A new line ( I shift || enter! ), paragraph ( I
enter

I ), or page
(I ctrl

1 [Inter | ) that you start in a document. Word always observes these

breaks. See also soft break.

horizontal scroll. To move the text left or right so that parts of the

document outside the window move into view. See also scroll; vertical

scroll.

host. Any other computer with which you are communicating.

ID record. The control record in which you enter column names.
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)

)

I
indent. The distance between the left page margin and the beginning of a

line (left indent) or the right page margin and the end of a line (right

) indent). Indents normally make text narrower than margins. See also

bottom margin; first line indent; hanging indent; left margin; margins; right

margin; top margin.X

insert. (1) To use the Insert command or Insert function key ( |_F3j ) to

place the scrap text in front of the cursor or currently selected text. (2) To
type new characters into a document while in the Edit mode.

input line. The bottom line of the Calculator window.

intersection. A group of cells that forms the overlapping area of 2 ranges.

Use the Name command to name the two ranges that intersect; then,

separate the 2 range names with a blank space. See also name; range;

union.

keep. An instruction to keep all the specified text together (usually a

paragraph or table).

justified. Text in which the left and right edges are flush with the left and
) right indents. Spaces are enlarged between words to make the text fill the

lines. See also alignment; ragged.

>

J

>
key field. (1) The field of a SORT record in which you enter a sort

) specification. (2) The field of a FIND record in which you enter a

comparison. See also comparison; primary sort; secondary sort.

>

1;

left margin. The number of blank spaces (sometimes called columns) from

, the left edge of the page to the first text character, not including any left or

first line paragraph indents. See also bottom margin; first line indent;

)
hanging indent; indent; margins; right margin; top margin.

link. To use the Multiplan Window Link command to cause 2 windows to

} scroll together rather than independently.

lock. To use the Lock command to protect cells or formulas from

inadvertent alteration.
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logon. The typing sequence required to gain access to a host computer.

margins. The areas from the edges of the page to the edges of the text,

without indents. See also bottom margin; first line indent; hanging indent;
indent; left margin; right margin; top margin.

memory file display. The listing of files stored in your computer's memory
as they normally appear on the System Manager screen. See also disk file

display.

menu. A list of the currently available commands.

menu-type command field. A command field in which two or more choices
are shown. Press the space bar to move between the command field

choices. See also fill-in command field.

message. A notice that appears at the bottom of the screen to instruct you
or explain an error. See also message line.

message line. The next to the last line on the screen on which messages are
displayed. See also message.

modem. A device that translates the signals coming from your computer
into a form that can be transmitted over standard telephone lines. A
modem also translates incoming signals into a form your computer can
understand.

Month calendar. The format of the monthly screen. See also Daily Diary.

name. A descriptive term that refers to a cell or range of cells. See also
range; reference.

NEW column. The last column of a data base.

NEW record. The last record of a data base.
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>

I
operation. A built-in mathematical or statistical formula used in

Multiplan.

>

1 Overtype mode. A Word option that allows you to type new text directly

over old text, by pressing [shift ||~F5~| or choosing Yes in the Overtype field

* in the Option command.

)

>

paragraph attributes. Fields in the Format Paragraph command that

control line layout and spacing.

) paragraph. The text between 2 paragraph marks, including the trailing

paragraph mark. See also paragraph attributes; paragraph mark.

paragraph mark. A character which identifies the end of a paragraph.

x parity. A form of error checking used to ensure correct character

transmission. One of 6 communications setting items most computers

) recognize.

V

phonebook. The data base file that contains the 3 fields (Name, Number,
and Settings) Telcom uses when performing automatic dialing.

y
phrase. An element of a script. Telcom has 8 different phrases: connect,

disconnect, options, transfer, respond to, respond with, modify, and pause.

} See also script.

preset format. Format specifications affecting such characteristics as tab

stops, page size, and margins. These constitute the proposed format for all

documents printed, systemwide. Set individual document formats with the

Word Format Document command.

| primary sort. A specification in a SORT record field that tells File to sort

data records according to the data in'that column. *' 1 " specifies a primary

I sort. See also key field; secondary sort.

priority. One of the 5 fields of the Calendar Daily Diary screen. Priorities

are: urgent, high, moderate, and low.
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proposed response. A command field response that is supplied by the
application program. A proposed response is usually based on your most
recent use of the command or the current status of the program. You may
replace a proposed response with your own response. See also default;
response.

protocol. Assures proper transfer of a file from one computer to another.

ragged. Text that has uneven left (ragged left) or right (ragged right) edges.
See also alignment; justified.

range. Any rectangular group of cells on a worksheet. Acolon(:)
separates the reference of the cell in the upper left corner and the reference
of the cell in the lower right corner of the rectangle. See also intersection;
name; union.

record. (1) A horizontal row of fields. (2) The specifics of a given
appointment or task in Calendar

reference. A designation that includes the row and column numbers for a
cell or group of cells. See also absolute reference; name; relative reference.

relative reference. The location of a cell relative to the location of another
cell. For example, R[- 1 ]C refers to the cell 1 row above the current row in

the same column. Relative references are most frequently used in

formulas. See also absolute reference; name; reference.

reminder. One of the 5 fields of the daily screen. Setting a reminder alarm
is optional. If you fill in this field for an appointment, an alarm goes off at
the Reminder time as well as the Start time. Filling in this field for a task
sets an alarm for the task. See also alarm.

replace. To use the Replace command or the Replace function f [shift

CfS ) to replace the currently selected text with the text from the scrap.

response. Information you type into a field or select from a list. Completes
a command so that it can be carried out.
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)

>

) right margin. The number ofblank spaces (sometimes called columns)
from the right edge of the text (the last character) to the right edge of the

y page, not including any right paragraph indents. See also bottom margin;

first line indent; hanging indent; indent; left margin; margins; top margin.

row. A horizontal group of adjoining cells across a worksheet. There are

\ 255 possible rows in Multiplan, designated by the numbers 1 through 255.

See also column.

)

) save. To preserve your work in a file stored in your computer's memory.
When you press I

ctrl I I ftp
| , the current file is automatically saved in

memory.

scientific notation. The exponential form of a number, used to represent

very large or very small values.

) scrap. A special part of your computer's memory in which data is

temporarily stored. The Copy and Delete commands and the I
del

I key can
) store data in the scrap if the proper command mode is chosen. See also

copy; delete; insert; scrap mode.
)

)
scrap mode. The Replace or Append mode, in which deleted or copied

).
data is stored in the scrap. In the No Scrap mode, all deleted data is lost; all

copied data remains unchanged. See also copy; delete; scrap.

)

) script. A pre-recorded file that lets you automate all or part of a

communications connection or session. Scripts commonly contain logon
and request sequences. See also phrase.

'y scroll. To move the text up, down, left, or right so that parts of the

document outside the window move into view. See also horizontal scroll;

) vertical scroll.

search. To use the Search command to look for a group of characters, a

word, or a phrase within a document.
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search-and-replace. To use the Replace command to look for a group of

characters, a word, or a phrase within a document and to replace it with the

specified text. See also search; replace.

secondary sort. A specification in a SORT record field that tells File to sort

data records according to the data in that column after the primary sort is

performed. "2" specifies a secondary sort. See also key field; primary sort.

select. To highlight a character, word, field, cell, row, column, record, and

so forth so that it is affected by the next command.

selection. The highlighted character, word, field, cell, row, column, record,

and so forth so that it is affected by the next command.

selection marker. The highlight on the command menu that indicates the

active command or command field. See also cursor.

Session menu. The list of commands available to you during a Telcom

session. Press I
shift

1 1
esc I to go to Command mode.

settings. See communications settings.

soft break. A page or line break determined by the page or line layout.

Soft breaks may change after further editing of the document. See also hard

break.

SORT record. The control record in which you enter sort criteria for each

column. The sort criteria determines the order in which the records are

sorted.

spreadsheet. A grid of cells displayed by Multiplan in which you store

formulas and values.

status line. A line at the bottom of the screen that displays the current

status (the name of the current application and file, the indicators, and so

forth).
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)

}

>

subcommand. A list, or menu, of commands necessary to carry out a

| particular command.

>

stop bits. The internal code transmitted at the end of each character that

indicates how to transmit it- One of 6 communications setting items most

computers recognize.

tab stop. A position for aligning text in columns using tab characters.

task. An activity that has a Start (and an optional Stop) date as opposed to

a Start (and Stop) time. See also appointment.

>

>

>

>
Terminal mode. The Telcom mode in which data is communicated to a

} host computer.

)

terminate. To interrupt the execution of a command; for example, to halt

' the printing of a file. You terminate a command by pressing ! breakI . See

v also cancel.
)

)

text. (1) A string of characters (usually letters) that may be used for titles in

) a spreadsheet. (2) Any data file containing text rather than binary code.

(3) The data in a Word file.

>

) text file. A file that stores data in text form only. In Multiplan, you print

data to a text file to store it for printing later or to prepare it for transfer to a

Word document. Text files are listed to the right of the .TXT extension on

\ the System Manager screen. See also extension.

Y

top margin. The number of blank lines from the top edge of the page to the

> first text line. See also bottom margin; first line indent; hanging indent;

indent; left margin; margins; right margin.
)

"v.

7 union. A reference to 2 cells or ranges of cells. A comma (,) separates the

v two cells or ranges. See also intersection; name; range.

>

>
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upload. To transfer information from your Tandy 600 computer to
another (host) computer. See also download.

value. The information you enter in a cell, not including the format of the
cell Values can be numbers, text, or formulas. If you enter a formula in a
cell, the value is the result ofthe calculation performed by the formula.

vertical scroll. To move the text up or down so that parts of the document
outside the window move into view. See also horizontal scroll; scroll.

wildcard character. Characters that represent an unknown character (?) or
characters (*) in a search phrase, filename, or extension.

window. The area of a spreadsheet that appears on the screen. Up to 8
windows are allowed.

word length. The size of the "packet" in which the host computer
transmits and receives characters. One of 6 communications setting items
most computer recognize.

word wrapping. Automatic placement of a word on the next line when it

does not fit on the current line.

work file. Files created by the application programs.

worksheet See spreadsheet.
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Index

ABS operation 192

absolute reference 178

\ acoustic coupler 148

addition operator 47

Calculator function 47

Multiplan application 190

alarm 49

audible 49

\ for appointments 86

for tasks 86

^ indicator 49

key 49

\ rescheduling 50

setting, for Calendar events 95

v viewing a note 50

Alarm function See also Calendar

}.
commands 49

Note command 50

x quitting 49

starting 49

j.
ALARM key 15

algebraic operations 191

)
aligning cell contents 231

alignment, changing, in Word 61

AND operation 192

Answer mode 145

Answer command in the Telcom application 151

command fields 151

v greeting 151

menu 151

)
password 151

status line 151

)
Ap indicator 21

Append mode 22

;
appending to scrap 22

application programs 20

)
Calendar 20
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choosing 20
File 20
Multiplan 20
running 20
Telcom 20
transferring data between 20
Word 20

appointments 86,195
arithmetic operations

in Calculator 47
in Multiplan 190

arrow keys 13

asterisk indicator 21
ATAN operation 192
AVERAGE operation 192

B <

backing up your diskette 238 v

backups 238
backspace 156 v

to erase and retype 156
BASIC ROM Package

"
3

batteries 19
operation time 19

baud rate 156
fBKSPl (BACKSPACE) key 53 (

to erase 53
blank diskettes 3

'

boilerplate characters 1 10
I BREAK I key

"'
13 <

in the Telcom application 140
buffer 138

'

disconnect time 160
reviewing text in the 160

built-in Multiplan operations 191
V

C (

calculations
(

in Calculator 48
in Multiplan 181 (

CALCULATOR key 15

Calculator function 47 (

Calendar application 78
commands 88 (

completion date for tasks 96
Copy command 88 (

Delete command 89
Edit command 89 (

Insert command 90
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)

)

v
Jump command 91

' keys 80
, Options command 92
^ Print command 93

quitting 24,98

starting 84

Calendar screens 85
v

Daily Diary 85

v Month Calendar 86
* canceling commands 14

capturing text in Telcom 154
)

carrying out commands 24
cell

active 172

data 178

format 209

formulas in 178

numbers in 178

text in 178

cell contents

aligning 231

as displayed on status line 172

centering 209

copying 203

editing 208

erasing 208

formatting 209

formulas 172

numbers 172

text 172

cell groups 181

intersections 181

locking 21

5

naming 183

ranges 181

unions 181

unlocking 215

cell references 178

absolute 178

relative 179

CHARACTER LEFT key 28

CHARACTER RIGHT key 28

choosing commands 24
circular references 184

clock 43

setting the 43

)
COLUMN operation 192

columns in the File application 128

formatting 128

new 107

columns in the Multiplan application 212

deleting 206
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inserting 213
moving 217
narrowing 226
widening 226

command area of the screen ?9 t? ins
i p. , t

^^,j^,iv;o
command fields 24

active ^g
fill-in

""
24

menu-type 5j
proposed responses in 5q

command menus 23
Command mode 23

in Calendar gg
in File

j 19
in Multiplan "".'.".""

203
in Telcom J5 j

in Word 59
Alarm function 49
canceling 14
carrying out 24
choosing 24
File application

\ \g
Multiplan application

j 74
System Manager 37
Telcom application 144
Word application 59

commas in Multiplan numbers 227
communications connection 146
communications settings 146
comparisons

2 90
inFile "!»!!!""!ZZ!""!!!"Z!!"" ii6
in Multiplan 190

completion dates for Calendar tasks ".'."!,'."
86

Connect command in the Telcom application 146,152
control records in the File application 'l08
convergence 188
Copy command 37
Copy command in Calendar ]'.]'.'".[

88
at the Daily Diary screen gg
at the Month Calendar ""."."!

88
Copy command in File

1 19
Copy command in Multiplan 203

Down subcommand 204
From subcommand 204
Right subcommand 203

Copy command in Word 59
copying cell contents 23
copying data "!!.".'""."."!!"!!.".'!

88
copying files 37
copying text ["".".'.'.'.'.

59
COS operation 193
COUNT operation I93
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D
Daily Diary screen in Calendar 85

appointments 86

indicators 21

moving to a new, using the Jump command 91

status line 85

tasks 86

.DAT extension 30
database 99
data file 30

data records in the File application 108

date

entering the 96

setting the 96

Date/Time format in the File application 1 13

V decimal fractions in Multiplan 199

default 41

^
column width and format in Multiplan 21

1

Delete command 38

Delete command in Calendar 89
at the Daily Diary screen 89

at the Month Calendar 89

Delete command in File 120

\ Delete command in Multiplan 205

Column subcommand 206

]
Row subcommand 205

Delete command in Word 59

) I
DELETE

I key 14

deleting files 38

DELTA operation 187

Direct Connect Modem Cable 147

)
directly connecting a modem 147

Disconnect command in the Telcom application 155

)
disk drive 16

specifying the 41

)
diskettes 5

divergence 188

)
division operator

in Calculator 47

)
in Multiplan 190

DOLLAR operation 193

)
dollar sign in Multiplan numbers 21

1

downloadinga file in the Telcom application 162

)
Duplex 157

)

) E
Edit command 60
Edit command in Calendar 89

at the Daily Diary screen 89
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at the Month Calendar
8g

Edit command in File ['[ ™
Edit command in Multiplan .*.. ^
Edit command in Word "'.'.'.""

/i
edit keys ^0
Edit mode A^

editing cell contents in Multiplan.."! ^2
editing text in Word r?
equal to operator in Multiplan

"!.".".'.".'.".'".'

iq!
error values, Multiplan ^
CMC] (ESCAPE) key ZZZZZ A
evaluation in Multiplan, order of

""!"".""."
,!,

Ex indicator ^

EXP operation .".'."."!".".'.'!.'.".'."."

104
exponentials, Multiplan *..'.."...."!."..".

177
exponentiation operator in Multiplan ..*..

1Q0
expressions, Multiplan

\ nQ
EXTEND SELECT key ZZ\ZZZ\\ZZZ 2
extensions, file ZZ

.FIL u

Tp[ 30

:txt::::::::::::;:::;;;;::::;:;:;;;;::;;;;;;:::::::: l°

F (

FALSE operation .„. (

FIXED operation \Z
4
A

k

field
194

(

(

in Calendar ,

in File
86

~ QQ
File application £9 "

commands ZZZZZ 99
,

no (Copy command \
20

v

Delete command ,~,n /

Edit command
]7n

Find command «~« /

Insert command ^ t

.-,

Jump command «~« /

Move command ' " m
Options command

I^4 ^

Print command ]JA
K

file listing
1Z4

(

disk file display
41memory file display !."'".".'.','

41 (
filenames iM

filename extensions ™
files

29 <

copying /

deleting ^
Iistin^ zzzzz;zzzz:z: It i
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)

)
naming 34

printing 39

)
renaming 40

fill-in command fields 24

) financial operations 191

Find command in the File application 121

)
FIND record in the File application 1 16

column names in the 1 18

\ comparisons in 116

more than one 1 18

)
flow control, XON/XOFF 157

FORM record in the File application 108

)
Format command in File 128

Format command in Multiplan 209

)
Cells subcommand 209

Default subcommand 21

1

)
Default Cells subcommand 21

1

Default Width subcommand 212

) Options subcommand 212

Width subcommand 21

1

)
Format command in Word 60

Document subcommand 64

)
Paragraph subcommand 60

Repaginate subcommand 66

)
Tabs subcommand 63

end ofdocument 74
'

x

i new line 53

paragraph 53

)
formats in the File application 109

converting 1 10

)
Date/Time 113

Number 1 1

1

)
Text 110

formats in Word 60

)
changing, of pages 65

changing the preset 64

) preset 64

formatting numbers in Multiplan 227

) as dollars 227

with commas 227

) formatting the phonebook file 141

formulas, Multiplan 207

) free forward scrolling in the Telcom application 154

free memory 18

) Full Duplex 157

greater than operator in Multiplan 190

)
greater than or equal to operator in Multiplan 190

)
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H
Half Duplex 145,157
highlight 32
host computer 146

I

ID record in the File application 108
IF operation

1 94
indents, changing

'

^
INDEX operation 194
indicators 21

alarm 21
AP ZZZZZZ'ZZZ 21
CP 21
Ex 21
Lo 21
Ns

- 21
on the Telcom Session menu status line... 2

1

<* ZZZZZ. 21
phone ringing 21

. e
pr

v :
zzzzzzzzzzzz. 21

information services 137
CompuServe 137
Dow Jones News/Retrieval I37
The Source 137

input line 47
Insert command 55
Insert command in Calendar .'".'."!.'.""

90
at the Daily Diary screen 99
at the Month Calendar ."!"!!."! 91

Insert command in File 12

1

Insert command in Multiplan 212
Column subcommand 213
Row subcommand 213

Insert command in Word 55
Document subcommand 54
Paragraph subcommand 50
Repaginate subcommand 55
Tabs subcommand 53

inserting data "
22

insert key "!"!!!!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!.'.".'""!!!.".'."."!!!.'
53

inserting page breaks in Word
[[[[[ 54

inserting text in Word "!!!!" ".'.".'.""
66

INT operation 195
intersection ofa cell group Igj
ISERROR operation 195
ISNA operation

j 95
iteration Ig4

limiting .'""."!!!.'"
185
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order of calculation 184
setting up completion tests 185

ITERCNT operation 186

J

Jump command 67
Jump command in Calendar 91

at the Daily Diary screen 92
at the Month Calendar 91

Jump command in File 122
Jump command in Multiplan 214

Name subcommand 214
Row-column subcommand 214
Window subcommand 214

Jump command in Word 67
% subcommand 67
Page subcommand 67

K
keys 12

ALARM 15

arrow 13

Bksp]
(BACKSPACE) 13

I
BREAK

I 14

CALCULATOR 15

DID (DELETE) 14

direction 13

edit..... 60
I
ENTER

| 13

LUc] (ESCAPE) 14

function 5

I
LABEL I 13

LABEL 13

QUIT 15

RUN PREVIOUS APPLICATION 15

scroll 54
selection 28
system function 14

L
I LABEL 1 key 13

LABEL keys 13

LEN operation 195
less than operator in Multiplan 190
less than or equal to operator in Multiplan 190
list feature of Telcom 154
listing files 41
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LN operation 196

Lo indicator 21

local DELTA 193
Lock command in Multiplan 215

Cells subcommand 215
Formulas subcommand 216

LOG operation 196
as completion tests for iteration 185

logical operation 191

LOOKUP operation 196
low battery indicator light 12

low memory 21

indicator 21

M
margins in Word 65

adjusting 65
and indents 65

MAX operation 197
memory 48

in Calculator 48
memory file display 41

Memory Power switch 7

menu-type command field 104
message line 1

1

on the Alarm screen 49
on the Calculator screen 47
on the Calendar screen 85
on the File screen 107
on the Multiplan screen 175
on the Word screen 58

Merge command in Word 68
merging a text file with a Word document 248
MID operation 197
MIN operation 198
MOD operation 198
models, Multiplan 185

converging 185
diverging 185

modem function in Telcom 137
modem information 137
modes in Multiplan

Command 175
Edit 206

modes in Telcom 144
Answer 145
Command 144
Script 144
Terminal 145
Voice 144
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)

\ modes in Word 52
Insert 53

}
Overtype 53

modes, scrap 52

\ Append 52
No Scrap 52

\ Replace 52

Modify command in the Telcom application 149,1 55
\ Molex Carrier 17

Month Calendars 86

A asterisks 87
indicators 87

)
moving between, using the Jump command 91

status line 87
Move command in the File application 123
Move command in the Multiplan application 216

\ Column subcommand 217
Row subcommand 216

^
moving columns and records in the File application 123

moving text in the Word application 51

)

Multiplan 169
cells 175

\ Command mode 203
commands 203

^ Copy command 203
Copy Down command 204

j
Copy From command 204
Copy Right 203

") Delete command 205
Delete Column command 206

)
Delete Row command 205
Edit command 206

I
Format command 209
Format Cells command 209

)
Format Default command 21

1

Format Default Cells command 21

1

') Format Default Width command 212
Format Options command 21

1

) Format Width command 211
Insert command 212

)
Insert Column command 213
Insert Row command 213

) Jump command , 214
Jump Name command 214

) Jump Row-Column command 214
Jump Window command 214

)
Lock command 215
Lock Cells command 215

) Lock Formulas command 216
Move command 216

)
Move Column command 217
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Name command 217

Options command 218

Print command 218

quitting 174

screen 175

Sort command 219

spreadsheet 177

starting 174

Window command 220
Window Border command 222

Window Close command 222

Window Link command 223

Window Split command 220
Window Split Horizontal command 221

Window Split Titles command 221

Window Split Vertical command 221

multiplication operator

in Calculator 47

in Multiplan 190

N
NA operation 198

Name command in Multiplan 217

naming areas ofa spreadsheet 217

naming cells on a spreadsheet 217
naming data in the File application 130

naming files 34

NEW column in the File application 107

NEW record in the File application 107

NEXT WINDOW key in Multiplan 172

No Scrap mode 22

None Protocol 162

not equal to operator in Multiplan 190

NOT operation 198

NPV operation 198

Ns indicator 21

Null Modem Adapter 146

number symbols in Multiplan 206

Number format in File 1 1

1

numbers
in the Calculator function 47

in the File application 1 1

1

in the Multiplan application 206

integers in Multiplan 206

scientific notation in Multiplan 181

o
operands, Multiplan 190
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)

operations, Multiplan 186
^ using cell groups in 181

operators in Calculator 47
' addition 47

division 47
' multiplication 47

subtraction 47
operators in Multiplan 191

addition 190
division 190
equal to 190,191
exponentiation 190,191
greater than 190,191
greater than or equal to 190,191
intersection 181
less than 190,191
less than or equal to 190,191
multiplication 190
not equal to 190,191
order of evaluation 191
percent 190,191
range 181

subtraction 190
union 181

optional equipment 3

Options command 41
Options command in Calendar 92
Options command in File 124
Options command in Multiplan 218
Options command in Telcom 158,145

naming the phonebook file 159
Options command in the System Manager 41
Options command in Word 69
order of evaluation in Multiplan 191

Ot indicator 21
overlapping ranges 181
OVERTYPE key 53

P
page breaks in Word 66

finding, with the Jump Page command 67
inserting 66
inserting, without printing 66

pages, changing the format of, in Word 64
paragraph mark 23
paragraphs in Word 60

formatting 60
joining and splitting 61
spacing between 63
starting new 60
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Parity 157

pause and free forward scrolling 154,160

PAUSE key in the Telcom application 140

percent operator in Multiplan 190

performing calculations

in Calculator 47
in Multiplan 191

phone ringing indicator 21

phonebook file in Telcom 141,159
naming the, in the Options command 159

preset formats in Word 60
PREVIOUS WINDOW key in Multiplan 171

primary sort in File 1 15

Print command in Calendar 93

at the Daily Diary screen 93

at the Month Calendar 93
Print command in File 124

Print command in Multiplan 218
Print command in Word 70

All subcommand 71

Repaginate subcommand 71

Selection subcommand 71

PRINT key in Telcom 134

print specifications 44
setting the 44

printer 70

cable 70
printing documents 77

printing files 39

Priority field in Calendar 95
and appointments 86

and tasks 86

proposed responses 77

Protocol, setting 162

and the Transfer command 161

Q
QUIT key 15

quitting an application 15

quitting the Alarm function 50

quitting the Calculator function 48

quitting the Calendar application 84,98

quitting the File application 105,136

quitting the Multiplan application 174

quitting the Telcom application 143

quitting the Word application 57

quotes, using, to enclose Multiplan text 235
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R
) RAM 17

Memory Power switch 3,17

; Upgrade Kit 3,17

random access memory (RAM) 3

) range of cells 181

read only memory (ROM) 17

)
RECALC key in Multiplan 184
recalculating formulas 18

1

) records 99
Alarm 49

) Calendar 85
control, in File 108

) data, in File 108
File 99

) references to cells 178
absolute 178

) circular 184
relative 179

) relative reference 179
Reminder field in Calendar 86

) renaming files 40
Replace command in Word 52

) replacing text in Word 71

REPT operation 199
) resetting the computer 9

responses, proposed 77

} review buffer in the Telcom application 154
adjusting the size of 154

) reviewing and capturing text in the Telcom application 154
ROM 17

BASIC 17

ROUND operation 200
) ROW operation 200

rows in Multiplan 176
) ruler, the format, in Word 69

viewing 69
) Run command

in System Manager 41
] in Telcom 160

running Telcom scripts 160
) running total in Calculator 48

RUN PREVIOUS APPLICATION key 15

) s
scentific notation

in Calculator 109

}
in File 112
in Multiplan 181

)
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scrap, the 21
appending data to 22
copying data to 22
deleting data to 22
replacing the contents of 22
retrieving data from 22
transferring data to 22

scrap modes 21
screen

1

}

Script command in the Telcom application 160
Connect subcommand 152
Disconnect subcommand 155
Modify subcommand 156
Options subcommand 158
Respond 161
Session 161
Transfer 161

scripts, Telcom 160
creating 160
phrases 161
running 160

scrolling 101
search and replace in Word 171
Search command in Word 172
secondary sort in File 1 15
selection keys 28,54,81,101,139
Session menu, Telcom 150
Set command in the System Manager 43
Set Clock command in the System Manager 43
Set Printer command in the System Manager 44
Set Sleep command in the System Manager 45
Set Tone command in the System Manager 45
Set Wake command in the System Manager 46
settings, Telcom communications 141

changing, using the Modify command 141
changing, using the phonebook 141
changing, using the Settings field 141
current 141

proposed 141
Settings field in the phonebook file 141
SIGN operation 200
SIN operation 200
Sort command in Multiplan 219
SORT record in the File application 1 15

sorting a File database 1 15
primary sort 1 15
secondary sort

1 15
spacebar 13
spacing in Word 63

line 61
paragraph 63

splitting windows in Multiplan 220
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)

SQRT operation 201
starting an application program 41

^ Calendar 84
File 105
Multiplan 174
Telcom 143

)
Word 57

starting the Alarm function 49

)
starting the Calculator function 47
starting the computer 8

)
cold starts 9
normal starts 9
warm starts 9

statistical operations 191

)
status line

on the Calendar Daily Diary screen 85
on the Calendar Month screen 87
on the File screen 107

^ on the Multiplan screen 175
on the System Manager screen 32
on the Telcom screen 150
on the Word screen 58

)
STDEV operation 201
Stop/Start Bits 156
String, Settings, in the Telcom application 141
subcommands 43
subtraction operator

in Calculator 47
in Multiplan 190

SUM operation 201
system function keys 14

ALARM 15
CALCULATOR 15
LABEL 14

)
QUIT 15
RUN PREVIOUS APPLICATION 15

) System Manager 27
commands 37
Copy command 37
Delete command 38
List command 39
Name command 40

) Options command 41
Run command 41
Set command 43
Set Clock command 43

; Set Printer command 44
Set Sleep command 45
Set Tone command 45
Set Wake command 46

) screen 29
system memory 18

j
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T
1 TAB i key 14
tab stops in Word 63

clearing 63
moving 63
setting 63
viewing 63

TAN operation 201
tasks in Calendar 96
Telcom 137

commands 151

Connect command 152
Delete command 161

Receive command 162
Send command 162
Transfer command 161

Transfer Receive command 162
Transfer Send command 162

Terminal command in the Telcom application 157
Terminal mode in the Telcom application 157
text, formatting

in File 109
in Word 60

text capture in the Telcom application 154
TEXT CAPTURE key 138
text files 57

creating 57
merging, with Word documents 68

Text format in the File application 128
text mode in Word See Edit mode 60
text operator in Multiplan 207
titles on a spreadsheet 221
Transfer command in the Telcom application 161

downloading 181

Receive subcommand 162
Send subcommand 162
uploading 161

transferring data 22
between application programs 22
between computers 161
from File 250
from Multiplan 253
in Telcom 161

to Multiplan 250
to Word 253

trigonometric operations 191
TRUE operation 201
truncation ofnumbers in Multiplan 177
turning off the computer 10
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u
union ofacell group 181
union operator 181

unlocking cells 215
unlocking formulas 216
uploading files in Telcom 161

V
VALUE operation 202
voice communications in Telcom 152
VOICE key 138
Voice mode in the Telcom application 153

w
wildcard characters 35

in filenames 36
Window command 220

Border subcommand 222
Close subcommand 222
Link subcommand 223
Split subcommand 220
Split Horizontal subcommand 221
Split Titles subcommand 221
Split Vertical subcommand 221

windows 220
Calculator 47
File 107

windows, Multiplan 220
adding a border to 222
closing 222
linking 223
opening 220
removing a border from 222
splitting 221
Word 51

commands 51

Copy command 59
Delete command 59
Edit command 60
Format command 60
Format Document command 64
Format Paragraph command 60
Format Repaginate command 66
Format Tabs command 63
Insert command 66
Jump command 67
Jump% command 67
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Jump Page command 57
keys ""!!!!"."!""!".""

52
Merge command "[[]".]'.'.'.[[

68
Options command 59
Print command ["[]]"'.]".]

70
Replace command 7 j

Search command 79WORD LEFT key "^»»""!"""!Z!!!"!"!!!"!!!!!""! 28
Word Length in the Telcom application 1 ^WORD RIGHT key »"»»»"Z"II"!!!"""I"! 28
word wrapping in the Word application """[][[['.".[]

53
work file

"
29

workspace
*

jo

worksheet See spreadsheet
""^""^"".""""."!!"

20

x
XMODEM protocol i

fi2
XON/XOFF flow control ""™Z!"!"!!™"!.""!."!."!!."!.'." 157
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SERVICE POLICY
Radio Shack's nationwide network of service facilities provides quick, conveni-

ent, and reliable repair services for all TANDY/Radio Shack computer products,

in most instances. Warranty service will be performed in accordance with Radio

Shack's Limited Warranty. Non-warranty service will be provided at reasonable

parts and labor costs.

Because of the sensitivity of computer products, and the problems which can
result from improper servicing, the following limitations also apply to the ser-

vices offered by Radio Shack:

1

.

If any of the warranty seals on any Radio Shack and Tandy computer prod-

ucts it sells are broken, Radio Shack reserves the right to refuse to service

the product or to void any remaining warranty on the product.

2. If any computer product purchased from Radio Shack has been modified so
that it is not within manufacturer's specifications, including, but not limited to,

the installation of any non-Radio Shack parts, components, or replacement

boards, then Radio Shack reserves the right to refuse to service the product,

void any remaining warranty, remove and replace any non-Radio Shack part

found in the product, and perform whatever modifications are necessary to

return the product to original factory manufacturer's specifications.

3. The cost for the labor and parts required to return the computer product to

original manufacturer's specifications will be charged to the customer in ad-

dition to the normal repair charge.
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